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If we can make something decentralised, out of control, and of great simplicity, we must be prepared to be astonished at
whatever might grow out of that new medium.
Tim Berners‐Lee (1998): Realising the Full Potential of the Web

A good analogy for the development of the Internet is that of constantly renewing the individual streets and buildings of
a city, rather than razing the city and rebuilding it. The architectural principles therefore aim to provide a framework for
creating cooperation and standards, as a small “spanning set” of rules that generates a large, varied and evolving space of
technology.
RFC 1958: Architectural Principles of the Internet

In building cyberinfrastructure, the key question is not whether a problem is a “social” problem or a “technical” one. That is
putting it thewrongway around. The question iswhetherwe choose, for any given problem, a primarily social or a technical
solution
Bowker, Baker, Millerand, and Ribes (2010): Toward Information Infrastructure Studies [1]

The critical issue is, how do actors establish generative platforms by instituting a set of control points acceptable to others
in a nascent ecosystem? [2]

1. Introduction
We work in an archipelago of technical islands, re‐
searchers, labs, consortia, and a few well‐funded insti‐
tutions reinventing the wheel in parallel. Our knowl‐
edge dissemination systems are as nimble as the static
pdfs and ephemeral conference talks that they have
been for decades1. Experimental instrumentation ex‐
cept for that at the polar extremes of technological com‐
plexity or simplicity is designed and built custom, lo‐
cally, and on‐demand2. Software for performing ex‐
periments is a patchwork of libraries that satisfy some
of the requirements of the experiment, sewn together
by some uncommented script written years ago by a
grad student who left the lab long‐since. The technical
knowledge to build both instrumentation and software
is fragmented and unavailable as it sifts through the
funnels of word‐limited methods sections and never‐
finished documentation. And O Lord Let Us Pray For
TheData, born into thisworldwithout coherent form to
speak of, indexable only by passively‐encrypted notes
in a paper lab notebook, dressed up for the analyti‐

cal ball once before being mothballed in ignominy on
some unlabeled external drive.

The idiosyncratic and improvised ways we use and re‐
late to computers may be unique in each instance, but
all are symptomatic of a broader deficit indigital infras‐
tructure for science. Every routine need that requires
heavy technical development or yet another platform
subscription is an indicator that infrastructural deficits
define the daily reality of science. We should be able to eas‐
ily store, share, and search for data; be able to organize
and communicate with each other; be able to write and
review our work, but we are hemmed in on all sides by
looming tech profiteers and chasms of underdevelop‐
ment.

If the term infrastructure conjures images of highways
and plumbing, then surely digital infrastructure would
be flattered at the association. Roughly following Star
and Ruhleder’s (1996) dimensions [3] , by analogy they
illustrate many of its promises and challenges: when

1(save some complicated half‐in flirtation with social media).
2At least in systems neuroscience, appropriate caveats below.
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designed to, it can make practically impossible things
trivial, allowing the development of cities by catching
water where it lives and snaking it through tubes and
tunnels sometimes directly into your kitchen. Its ab‐
senceor failure is visible and impactful, as in the case of
power outages. There is no guarantee that it “optimally”
satisfies some set of needs for the benefit of the great‐
est number of people, as in the case of the commercial
broadband duopolies. It exists not only as its technical
reality, but also as an embodied and shared set of so‐
cial practices, and so even when it does exist its form
is not inevitable or final; as in the case of bottled water
producers competing withmunicipal tap water on a be‐
havioral basis despite being dramatically less efficient
and more costly. Finally it is not socially or ethically
neutral, and the impact of failure to build or maintain
it is not equally shared, as in the expression of institu‐
tional racism that was the Flint, Michigan water crisis
[4] .

Infrastructural deficits are not our inevitable and eter‐
nal fate, but the course of infrastructuring is far from
certain. It is not the case that “scientific digital in‐
frastructure” will rise from the sea monolithically as a
natural result of more development time and funding,
but instead has many possible futures[5] , each with
their own advocates and beneficiaries. Without con‐
certed and strategic development based on a shared
and liberatory ethical framework, science will follow
the same path as other domains of digital technology
down the dark road of platform capitalism. The prize of
owning the infrastructure that the practice of science
is built on is too great, and it is not hard to imagine
tech behemoths buying out the emerging landscape of
small scientific‐software‐as‐a‐service startups and sell‐
ing subscriptions to Science Prime. The possibility of
future capture is still too naive a framing: operating
as obligate brokers of (usually surveillance) data[6, 7,
8] , prestige, and computational resources naturally re‐
lies on displacing the possibility of alternative infras‐
tructure. Our predicament is doubly difficult: we both
have digital infrastructural defits, but are also being ac‐
tively deinfrastructured.

This paper is an argument that decentralized digital in‐
frastructure is the best means of alleviating the harms
of infrastructural deficits and building a digital land‐
scape that supports, rather than extracts from science.
Iwill draw fromseveral disciplines andknowledge com‐

munities, across and outside academia to articulate a
vision of an infrastructure in three parts: shared data,
shared tools, and shared knowledge. These domains
reflect three of the dominant modes of digital enclo‐
sure prerequisite for platform capture: storage, com‐
putation, and communication. The systems we will
describe are in conversation with and a continuation of
a long history of reimagining the relationship between
these domains for a healthier web (see eg. [9, 10] ). We
depart from it to describe a system of fluid, peer‐to‐
peer social affiliation and folksonomic linked data with
lessons primarily from early wikis and Wikipedia, the
fissures of the semantic web and linked data communi‐
ties, the social structure of private bittorrent trackers,
and the federation system of ActivityPub and the Fedi‐
verse. Approaching this problem from science has its
constraints — like the structuring need to rebuild sys‐
tems of credit assignment — as well as the powerful
opportunity of one of the last systems of labor largely
not driven by profit developing technology and seeding
communities that could begin to directly address the
dire, societywide need for digital freedom.

The problems we face are different than they were at
the dawn of the internet, but we can learn from its his‐
tory: we shouldn’t bewaiting for a new journal‐likeplat‐
form, software package, or subscription to save us. We
need to build protocols for communication, interoper‐
ability, and self‐governance (see, recently [11] ).

I will start with a brief description of what I understand
to be the state of our digital infrastructure and the struc‐
tural barriers and incentives that constrain its develop‐
ment. I will then propose a set of design principles
for decentralized infrastructure and possible means of
implementing it informed by prior successes and fail‐
ures at building mass digital infrastructure. I will close
with contrasting visions of what science could be like
depending on the course of our infrastructuring, and
my thoughts on how different actors in the scientific
system can contribute to and benefit from decentraliza‐
tion.

I insist that what I will describe is not utopian but is em‐
inently practical — the truly impractical choice is to do
nothing and continue to rest the practice of science on
a pyramid scheme [12] of underpaid labor. With a bit
of development to integrate and improve the tools, ev‐
ery class of technology I propose here already exists
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and is widely used. A central principle of decentral‐
ized systems is embracing heterogeneity: harnessing
the power of the diverse ways we do science instead
of constraining them. Rather than a patronizing argu‐
ment that everyone needs to fundamentally alter the
way they do science, the systems that I describe are
specifically designed to be easily incorporated into ex‐
isting practices and adapted to variable needs. In this
way I argue decentralized systems are more practical
than the dream that any one system will be capable of
expanding to the scale of all science — and as will hope‐
fully become clear, inarguablymore powerful than a dis‐
connected sea of centralized platforms and services.

An easy and common misstep is to categorize this as
solely a technical challenge. Instead the challenge of in‐
frastructure is also social and cultural — it involves em‐
bedding any technology in a set of social practices, a
shared belief that such technology should exist, that its
form is not neutral, and a sense of communal valuation
and purpose that sustains it [13] .

The social and technical perspectives are both essential,
but make some conflicting demands on the construc‐
tion of the piece: Infrastructuring requires considering
the interrelatedness and mutual reinforcement of the
problems to be addressed, rather than treating them
as isolated problems that can be addressed piecemeal
with a new package. Such a broad scope trades off with
a detailed description of the relevant technology and

systems, but a myopic techno‐zealotry that does not ex‐
amine the social and ethical nature of scientific prac‐
tice risks reproducing or creating new sources of harm.
That, and techno‐solutionism never works anyway. As
a balance I will not be proposing a complete techni‐
cal specification or protocol, but describing the general
form of the tools and some existing examples that sat‐
isfy them; I will not attempt a full history or treatment
of the problem of infrastructuring, but provide enough
to motivate the form of the proposed implementations.

My understanding of this problem is, of course, uncor‐
rectably structured by my training largely centered in
systems neuroscience and my position as an early ca‐
reer researcher (ECR). While the core of my argument
is intended to be a sketch compatible with sciences and
knowledge systems generally, my examples will sam‐
ple from, and my focus will skew to my experience. In
many cases, my use of “science” or “scientist” could be
“neuroscience” or “neuroscientist,” but Iwillmostly use
the former to avoid the constant context switches. This
document is also an experiment in public collaboration
on a living scientific document: to try and ease our way
out of disciplinary tunnelvision, we invite annotation
and contribution with no lower bound — if you’d like
to add or correct a sentence or two (or a page or ten),
you’re welcome as coauthor. I ask the reader for a mea‐
sure of patience for the many ways this argument re‐
quires elaboration and modification for distant fields.

2. The State of Things
2.1 The Costs of Infrastructure Deficits

An infrastructure deficit framing gives a shared etiology
to many technical and social harms in scientific work
that are typically treated separately, and allows us to
problematize other symptoms have become embedded
as norms.

I will list some of the present costs to give a sense of the
scale of need, as well as scope for the problems we in‐
tend to address here. These lists are grouped into rough
and overlapping categories, but make no pretense at

completeness and have no particular order.

Impacts on the daily experience of researchers in‐
clude:

• A prodigious duplication and dead‐weight loss of la‐
bor as each lab, and sometimes each person within
each lab, will reinvent basic code, tools, and prac‐
tices from scratch. Literally it is the inefficiency of
the Harberger’s triangle in the supply and demand
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system for scientific infrastructure caused by inade‐
quate supply. Labs with enough resources are forced
to pay from other parts of their grants to hire pro‐
fessional programmers and engineers to build the
infrastructure for their lab3, but most just operate
on a purely amateur basis. Many PhD students
will spend the first several years of their degree re‐
solving already‐solved problems, chasing the tails of
the wrong half‐readable engineering whitepapers, in
their 6th year finally discovering the technique that
they actually needed all along. That’s not an edu‐
cational or training model, it’s the effect of displac‐
ing the undone labor of unbuilt infrastructure on vul‐
nerable graduateworkers almost always paid poverty
wages.

• At least the partial cause of the phenomenon where
“every scientist needs to be a programmer now” as
people who aren’t particularly interested in being
programmers — which is fine and normal — need to
either suffer through code written by some other un‐
lucky amateur or learn an entire additional discipline
in order to do the work of the one they chose.

• A great deal of pain and alienation for early‐ career
researchers not previously trained in programming
before being thrown in the deep end. Learning data
hygeine practices like backup, annotation, etc. “the
hardway” through somecatastrophic loss is accepted
myth in much of science. At some scale all the very
real and widespread pain, guilt, and shame felt by
peoplewhohad little choice but to reinvent their own
data management system must be recognized as an
infrastructural, rather than a personal problem.

• The high cost of “openness” and the dearth of data
transparency. It is still rare to publish full, raw data
and analysis code, often because the labor of clean‐
ing it is too great. The “Open science” movement,
roughly construed, has reached a few hard limits
from present infrastructure that have forced its en‐
ergy to leak from the sides as bullying leaderboards
or sets of symbols that are mere signifiers of cultural
affiliation to openness. “Openness” is not a uniform
or universal goal for all science, but for those for
whom it makes sense, we need to provide the appro‐
priate tooling before insisting on a change in scien‐

tific norms. We can’t expect data transparency from
researchers while it is still so hard.

Impacts on the system of scientific inquiry include:

• A profoundly leaky knowledge acquisition system
where entire PhDs worth of data can be lost and ren‐
dered useless when a student leaves a lab and no one
remembers how to access the data or how it’s format‐
ted.

• The inevitability of continual replication crises be‐
cause it is often literally impossible to replicate an ex‐
periment that is done on a rig that was built one time,
used entirely in‐lab code, andwas never documented

• Reliance on communication platforms and knowl‐
edge systems that aren’t designed to, and don’t come
close to satisfying the needs of scientific communi‐
cation. In the absence of some generalized means
of knowledge organization, scientists ask the void4

for advice or guidance from anyone that algorithmi‐
cally stumbles by. Often our best recourse is to make
a Slack about it, which is incapable of producing a
public, durable, and cumulative resource: and so the
same questions will be asked again… and again…

• A perhaps doomed intellectual endeavor as we at‐
tempt to understand the staggering complexity of the
brain by peering at it through the camera obscura
of just the most recent data you or your lab have
collected rather than being able to index across the
many measurements of the same phenomena. The
unnecessary reduplication of experiments becomes
not just a methodological limitation, but an ethical
catastrophe as researchers have little choice but to
abandon the elemental principle of sacrificing as few
animals as possible.

• A near‐absence of semantic or topical organization of
research that makes cumulative progress in science
proabilistic at best, and subject to the malformed
incentives of publication and prestige gathering at
worst. Since engaging with prior literature is a mat‐
ter of manually reconstructing a caricature of a field
of work in every introduction, continuing lines of in‐
quiry or responding to conflicting results is strictly op-
tional.

• A hierarchy of prestige that devalues the labor of
3(and usually their lab or institute only)
4(Twitter)
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many groups of technicians, animal care workers,
and so on. Authorship is the coin of the realm, but
many workers that are fundamental to the operation
of science only receive the credit of an acknowledge‐
ment. We need a system to value and assign credit
for the immense amount of technical and practical
knowledge and labor they contribute.

Impacts on the relationship between science and soci‐
ety:

• An insular system where the inaccessibility of all the
“contextual” knowledge [14, 15] that doesn’t have a
venue for sharing but is necessary to perform experi‐
ments, like “how to build this apparatus,” “what kind
of motor would work here,” etc. is a force that favors
established and well‐funded labs who can rely on lo‐
cal knowledege and hiring engineers/etc. and ex‐
cludes new, lesser‐funded labs at non‐ivy institutions.
The concentration of technical knowledge magnifies
the inequity of strongly skewed funding distributions
such that the most well‐funded labs can do a com‐
pletely different kind of science than the rest of us,
turning the positive‐feedback loop of funding beget‐
ting funding ever faster.

• An absconscionwith the public resourceswe are priv‐
ileged enough to receive, where rather than return‐
ing the fruits of themany technical challengeswe are
tasked with solving to the public in the form of data,
tools, collected practical knowledge, etc. we largely
return papers. Since those papers are often impen‐
etrable outside of their discipline or paywalled out‐
side of academia, wemultiply the above impacts of la‐
bor duplication and knowledge inaccessibility by the
scale of society.

• The complicity of scientists in rendering our collec‐
tive intellectual heritage nothing more than another
regiment in the ever‐advancing armies of platform
capitalism. If our highest aspirations are to shunt
all our experiments, data, and analysis tools onto

Amazon Web Services, our failure of imagination
will be responsible for yet another obligate funnel of
wealth into the system of extractive platforms that
dominate the flow of global information. For our‐
selves, we stand to have the practice of science fil‐
leted at the seams into a series of mutually incom‐
patible subscription services. For society, we squan‐
der the chance for one of the very few domains of
non‐economic labor to build systems to recollectivize
the basic infrastrucutre of the internet: rather than
providing an alternative to the information overlords
and their digital enclosuremovement, wewill be run
right into their arms.

Considered separately, these are serious problems, but
together they are a damning indictment of our role
as stewards of our corner of the human knowledge
project.

We arrive at this situationnot because scientists are lazy
and incompetent, but because we are embedded in a
systemofmutually reinforcing disincentives to cumula‐
tive infrastructure development. Our incentive systems
are, in turn, coproductive with a raft of economically
powerful entities that would really prefer owning it all
themselves, thanks. Put bluntly, “we are dealing with
a massively entrenched set of institutions, built around
the last information age and fighting for its life” [1]

There is, of course, an enormous amount of work being
done by researchers and engineers on all of these prob‐
lems, and a huge amount of progress has beenmade on
them. My intention is not to shame or devalue anyone’s
work, but to try and describe a path towards integrating
it and making it mutually reinforcing.

Before proposing a potential solution to some of the
above problems, it is important to motivate why they
haven’t already been solved, or why their solution is not
necessarily imminent. To do that, we need a sense of
the social and technical challenges that structure the
development of our tools.

2.2 (Mis)incentives in Scientific Software

Systems Neuro specific problems for infrastructure
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The incentive systems in science are complex, subject
to infinite variation everywhere, so these are intended
as general tendencies rather than statements of irrevo‐
cable and uniform truth.

2.2.1 Incentivized Fragmentation

Scientific software development favors the production
of many isolated, single‐purpose software packages
rather than cumulative work on shared infrastructure.
The primary means of evaluation for a scientist is aca‐
demic reputation, primarily operationalized by publi‐
cations, but a software project will yield a single paper
(if any). Traditional publications are static units of work
that are “finished” and frozen in time, but software is
never finished: the thousands of commits needed to
maintain and extend the software are formally not a
part of the system of academic reputation.

Howison&Herbsleb described this dynamic in the con‐
text of BLAST5

In essence we found that BLAST innovations from those
motivated to improve BLAST by academic reputation are
motivated to develop and to reveal, but not to integrate
their contributions. Either integration is actively avoided
tomaintain a separate academic reputation or it is highly
conditioned on whether or not publications on which
they are authors will receive visibility and citation. [16]

For an example in Neuroscience, one can browse the
papers that cite the DeepLabCut paper [17] to find hun‐
dreds of downstream projects that make various exten‐
sions and improvements that are not integrated into the
main library. While the alternative extreme of a sin‐
gle monolithic ur‐library is also undesirable, working
in fragmented islands makes infrastructure a random
walk instead of a cumulative effort.

After publication, scientists have little incentive to
maintain software outside of the domains in which the
primary contributors use it, so outside of themost‐used
libraries most scientific software is brittle and difficult
to use [18, 19] .

Since the reputational value of a publication depends
on its placement within a journal and number of cita‐
tions (among other metrics), citation practices for sci‐
entific software are far from uniform and universal,

and relatively few “prestige” journals publish software
papers at all, the incentive to write scientific software
in the first place is low compared to its near‐universal
use [20] .

2.2.2 Domain‐Specific Silos

When funding exists for scientific infrastructure devel‐
opment, it typically comes in the form of side effects
from, or administrative supplements to research grants.
The NIH describes as much in their Strategic Plan for
Data Science [21] :

from 2007 to 2016, NIH ICs used dozens of different
funding strategies to support data resources, most of
them linked to research‐grant mechanisms that prior‐
itized innovation and hypothesis testing over user ser‐
vice, utility, access, or efficiency. In addition, although
the need for open and efficient data sharing is clear,
where to store and access datasets generated by individ‐
ual laboratories—and how to make them compliant with
FAIR principles—is not yet straightforward. Overall, it is
critical that the data‐resource ecosystem become seam‐
lessly integrated such that different data types and infor‐
mation about different organisms or diseases canbeused
easily together rather than existing in separate data “si‐
los” with only local utility.

The National Library of Medicine within the NIH cur‐
rently lists 122 separate databases in its search tool,
each serving a specific type of data for a specific re‐
search community. Though their current funding pri‐
orities signal a shift away from domain‐specific tools,
the rest of the scientific software system consists pri‐
marily of tools and data formats purpose‐built for a rel‐
atively circumscribed group of scientists without any
framework for their integration. Every field has its own
challenges and needs for software tools, but there is
little incentive to build tools that serve as generalized
frameworks to integrate them.

2.2.3 “The Long Now” of Immediacy vs. Idealism

Digital infrastructure development takes place at multi‐
ple timescales simultaneously — from the momentary
work of implementing it; through longer timescales of
planning, organization, and documenting; to the imag‐
ined indefinite future of its use — what Ribes and Fin‐

5“Basic Local Alignment Search Tool” ‐ a tool to compare genetic or protein sequences to find potential matches or analogues.
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holt call “The Long Now. [22] ” Infrastructural projects
constitutively need to contend with the need for imme‐
diately useful results vs. general and robust systems;
the need to involve the effort of skilled workers vs. the
uncertainty of future support; the balance between sta‐
bility and mutability; and so on. The tension between
hacking something together vs. building something sus‐
tainable for future use is well‐trod territory in the hot‐
glue and exposed wiring of systems neuroscience rigs.

Deinfrastructuring divides the incentives and interests
of junior and senior researchers. ECRs might be inter‐
ested in developing tools they’ll use throughout their ca‐
reers, but given the pressure to establish their reputa‐
tion with publications rarely have the time to develop
something fully. The time pressure never ends, and es‐
tablished researchers also need to push enough publi‐
cations through the door to be able to secure the next
round of funding. The timepreference of scientific soft‐
ware development is thus very short: hack it together,
get the paper out, we’ll fix it later.

The constant need to produce software that does some-
thing in the context of scientific programming which
largely lacks the institutional systems and expert men‐
torship needed for well‐architected software means
that most programmers never have a chance to learn
best practices commonly accepted in software engi‐
neering. As a consequence, a lot of software tools are
developed by near‐amateurs with no formal software
training, contributing to their brittleness [23] .

The problem of time horizon in development is not
purely a product of inexperience, and a longer time
horizon is not uniformly better. We can look to the his‐
tory of the semantic web, a project that was intended to
bridge human and computer‐readable content on the
web, for cautionary tales. In the semantic web era,
thousands of some of themost gifted programmers and
some of the original architects of the internet worked
with an eye to the indefinite future, but the raw ideal‐
ism and neglect of the pragmatic reality of the need for
software to do something drove many to abandon the ef‐
fort (bold is mine, italics in original):

But there was no use of it. I wasn’t using any of the tech‐
nologies for anything, except for things related to the
technology itself. The Semantic Web is utterly inbred in
that respect. The problem is in themodel, that we create
this metaformat, RDF, and then the use cases will come.

But they haven’t, and they won’t. Even the genealogy use
case turned out to be based on a fallacy. The very few
use cases that there are, such as Dan Connolly’s hAudio
export process, don’t justify hundreds of eminent com‐
puter scientists cranking out specification after specifica‐
tion and API after API.
When we discussed this on the Semantic Web Interest
Group, the conversation kept turning to how the formats
could be fixed to make the use cases that I outlined hap‐
pen. “Yeah, Sean’s right, let’s fix our languages!” But it’s
not the languages which are broken, except in as much
as they are entirely broken: because it’s thementality of
their design which is broken. You can’t, it has turned
out, make a metalanguage like RDF and then go looking
for use cases. We thought you could, but you can’t. It’s
taken eight years to realise. [24]

Developing digital infrastructure must be both bound
to fulfilling immediate, incremental needs as well as
guided by a long‐range vision. The technical and social
lessons run in parallel: We need software that solves
problems people actually have, but can flexibly sup‐
port an eventual form that allows new possibilities. We
need a long‐range vision to know what kind of tools we
should build and which we shouldn’t, and we need to
keep it in a tight loop with the always‐changing needs
of the people it supports.

In short, to develop digital infrastructure we need to be
strategic. To be strategic we need a plan. To have a plan
we need to value planning as work. On this, Ribes and
Finholt are instructive:

“On the one hand, I know we have to keep it all running,
but on the other, LTER is about long‐term data archiving.
If we want to do that, we have to have the time to test and
enact new approaches. But if we’re working on the to‐
do lists, we aren’t working on the tomorrow‐list” (LTER
workgroup discussion 10/05).
The tension described here involves not only time man‐
agement, but also the differing valuations placed on
these kinds of work. The implicit hierarchy places sci‐
entific research first, followed by deployment of new an‐
alytic tools and resources, and trailed by maintenance
work. […] While in an ideal situation development could
be tied to everyday maintenance, in practice, mainte‐
nance work is often invisible and undervalued. As Star
notes, infrastructure becomes visible upon breakdown,
and only then is attention directed at its everyday work‐
ings (1999). Scientists are said to be rewarded for pro‐
ducing new knowledge, developers for successfully im‐
plementing a novel technology, but the work of main‐
tenance (while crucial) is often thankless, of low status,
and difficult to track. How can projects support the distribu-
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tion of work across research, development, andmaintenance?
[22]

2.2.4 “Neatness” vs “Scruffiness”

Closely related to the tension between “Now” and
“Later” is the tension between “Neatness” and “Scruffi‐
ness.” Lindsay Poirier traces its reflection in the se‐
mantic web community as the way that differences in
“thought styles” result in different “design logics” [25] .
On the question of how to develop technology for rep‐
resenting the ontology of the web – the system of ter‐
minology and structures with which everything should
be named – there were (very roughly) two camps. The
“neats” prioritized consistency, predictability, unifor‐
mity, and coherence – a logically complete and for‐
mally valid System of Everything. The “scruffies” pri‐
oritized local systems of knowledge, expressivity, “be‐
lieving that ontologies will evolve organically as every‐
day webmasters figure out what schemas they need to
describe and link their data. [25] ”

This tension is as old as the internet, where amidst
the dot‐com bubble a telecom spokesperson lamented
that the internet wasn’t controllable enough to be prof‐
itable because “it was devised by a bunch of hippie anar‐
chists.” [26] The hippie anarchists probably agreed, re‐
jecting “kings, presidents and voting” in favor of “rough
consensus and running code.” Clearly, the difference
in thought styles has an unsubtle relationship with be‐
liefs about who should be able to exercise power and
what ends a system should serve [27] .

A slide from David Clark’s 1992 “Views of the Future”[28]
that contrasts differing visions for the development process
of the future of the internet. The struggle between engi-
neered order and wild untamedness is summarized force-
fully as “We reject: kings, presidents and voting. We believe
in: rough consensus and running code”

Practically, the differences between these thought com‐
munities impact the tools they build. Aaron Swartz put
the approach of the “neat” semantic web architects the
way he did:

Instead of the “let’s just build something that works” atti‐
tude that made theWeb (and the Internet) such a roaring
success, they brought the formalizing mindset of mathe‐
maticians and the institutional structures of academics
and defense contractors. They formed committees to
form working groups to write drafts of ontologies that
carefully listed (in 100‐page Word documents) all possi‐
ble things in the universe and the various properties they
could have, and they spent hours in Talmudic debates
overwhether awashingmachinewas a kitchenappliance
or a household cleaning device.
With themhas come academic research and government
grants and corporate R&D and the whole apparatus of
people and institutions that scream “pipedream.” And
instead of spending time building things, they’ve con‐
vinced people interested in these ideas that the first thing
we need to do is write standards. (To engineers, this is ab‐
surd from the start—standards are things you write after
you’ve got something working, not before!) [29]

The outcomes of this cultural rift are subtle, but the
broad strokes are clear: the “scruffies” largely diverged
into the linked data community, which has taken some
of the core semantic web technology like RDF, OWL,

6This isn’t a story of “good people” and “bad people,” as a lot of the linked data technology also serves as the backbone for abusive technology
monopolies like google’s acquisition of Freebase [30] and the profusion of knowledge graph‐based medical platforms.
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and the like, and developed a broad range of down‐
stream technologies that have found purchase across
information sciences, library sciences, and other ap‐
plied domains6. The linked data developers, starting
by acknowledging that no one system can possibly cap‐
ture everything, build tools that allow expression of lo‐
cal systems of meaning with the expectation and affor‐
dances for linking data between these systems as an on‐
going social process.

The vision of a totalizing and logically consistent se‐
mantic web, however, has largely faded into obscu‐
rity. One developer involved with semantic web tech‐
nologies (who requested not be named), captured the
present situation in their description of a still‐active de‐
veloper mailing list:

I think that some people are completely detached from
practical applications of what they propose. […] I could
not follow half of the messages. these guys seem com‐
pletely removed from our plane of existence and I have
no clue what they are trying to solve.

This division in thought styles generalizes across do‐
mains of infrastructure, though outside of the linked
data and similar worlds the dichotomy is more fre‐
quently between “neatness” and “people doing what‐
ever” – with integration and interoperability becoming
nearly synonymouswith standardization. Calls for stan‐
dardization without careful consideration and incorpo‐
ration of existing practice have a familiar cycle: de‐
vise a standard that will solve everything, implement
it, wonder why people aren’t using it, funding and en‐
ergy dissipiates, rinse, repeat. The difficulty of scaling
an exacting vision of how data should be formatted, the
tools researchers should use for their experiments, and
so on is that they require dramatic and sometimes total
changes to the way people do science. The alternative
is not between standardization and chaos, but a poten‐
tial third way is designing infrastructures that allow the
diversity of approaches, tools, and techniques to be ex‐
pressed in a common framework or protocol alongwith
the community infrastructure to allow the continual ne‐
gotiation of their relationship.

2.2.5 Taped‐on Interfaces: Open‐Loop User Testing

The point of most active competition in many domains
of commercial software is the user interface and experi‐
ence (UI/UX), and to compete software companies will
exhaustively user‐test and refine them with pixel pre‐
cision to avoid any potential customer feeling even a
thimbleful of frustration. Scientific software develop‐
ment is largely disconnected from usability testing, as
what little support exists is rarely tied to it. This, com‐
bined with the preponderance of semi‐amateurs and
above incentives for developing new packages – and
thus reduplicating the work of interface development
–make it perhaps unsurprising that most scientific soft‐
ware is hard to use!

I intend the notion of “interface” in an expansive way:
In addition to the graphical user interface (GUI) ex‐
posed to the end‐user, I am referring generally to all
points of contact with users, developers, and other soft‐
ware. Interfaces are intrinsically social, and include
the surrounding documentation and experience of use
— part of using an API is being able to figure out how to
use it! The typical form of scientific software is a black
box: I implemented an algorithm of some kind, here is
how to use it, but beneath the surface there be dragons.

Ideally, software would be designed with programming
interfaces and documentation at multiple scales of
complexity to enable clean entrypoints for developers
with differing levels of skill and investment to con‐
tribute. Additionally, it would include interfaces for
use and integration with other software. Without care
given to either of these interfaces, the community of
co‐developers is likely to remain small, and the labor
they expend is less likely to be useful outside that single
project. This, in turn, closes the loop with incentives to
develop new packages andmakes another vicious cycle
reinforcing fragmentation7.

2.2.6 Platforms, Industry Capture, and the Profit
Motive

Publicly funded science is an always‐irresistable golden
goose for private industry. The fragmented interests
of scientists and the historically light touch of fund‐
ing agencies on encroaching privatizationmeans that if

7Incentivized to develop new packages ‐> need to reinvent interfaces ‐> hard to develop and extend ‐> incentivized to develop new packages
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some company manages to capture and privatize a cor‐
ner of scientific practice they are likely to keep it. Indus‐
try capture has been thoroughly criticized in the con‐
text of the journal system (eg. recently, [11] ), and that
criticism should extend to the rest of our infrastructure
as information companies seek to build a for‐profit plat‐
form system that spans the scientific workflow (eg. [31]
). The mode of privatization of scientific infrastructure
follows the broader software market as a proliferation
of software as a service (SaaS), from startups to interna‐
tional megacorporations, that rent access to some, typ‐
ically proprietary software without selling the software
itself.

While in isolation SaaS can make individual compo‐
nents of the infrastructural landscape easier to access—
and even free!!* — the businessmodel is fundamentally
incompatible with integrated and accessible infrastruc‐
ture. The SaaS model derives revenue from subscrip‐
tion or use costs, often operating as “freemium”models
that make some subset of its services available for free.
Even in freemiummodels, though, the business model
requires that some functionality of the platform is en‐
closed and proprietary. To keep the particular domain
of enclosure viable as a profit stream, the proprietor
needs to actively defend against competitors as well as
any technology that might fill the need for the propri‐
etary technology8 (See a more thorough treatment of
platform capitalism in science in [5] )

As isolated services, one can imagine the practice of sci‐
ence devolving along a similar path as the increasingly‐
fragmented streaming video market: to do my work
I need to subscribe to a data storage service, a cloud
computing service, a platform to host my experiments,
etc. For larger software platforms, however, vertical
integration of multiple complementary services makes
their impact on infrastructuremore insidious. Locking
users into more andmore services makes for more and
more revenue, which encourages platforms to be asmu‐
tually incompatible as they can get away with [33] . To
encourage adoption, platforms that can offer multiple
servicesmay offer one of the services – say, data storage
– for free, forcing the user to use the adjoining services
– say, a cloud computing platform.

Since these platforms are often subsidiaries of infor‐

mation industry monopolists, scientists become com‐
plicit in their often profoundly unethical behavior of
by funneling millions of dollars into them. Longterm,
unconditional funding of wildly profitable journals has
allowed conglomerates like Elsevier to become sprawl‐
ing surveillance companies [34, 6] that are sucking as
much data up as they can to market derivative prod‐
ucts like algorithmic ranking of scientific productivity
[35] and making data sharing agreements with ICE [36]
. Or our reliance on AWS and the laundry list of hu‐
man rights abuses by Amazon [37] . In addition to lock‐
in, dependence on a constellation of SaaS allows the
opportunity for platform‐holders to take advantage of
their limitations and sell us additional services to make up
for what the other ones purposely lack — for example El‐
sevier has taken advantage of our dependence on the
journal system and its strategic disorganization to sell a
tool for summarizing trending research areas for tailor‐
ing maximally‐fundable grants [38] .

Fundingmodels and incentive structures in science are
uniformly aligned towards the platformatization of sci‐
entific infrastructure. Aside from the corporate dou‐
blespeak “technology transfer” rhetoric that pervades
the neoliberal university, the relative absence of major
funding opportunities for scientific software develop‐
ers competitivewith theprofit potential from“industry”
often leaves it as the only viable career path. The pre‐
ceding structural constraints on local infrastructural
development strongly incentivize labs and researchers
to rely on SaaS that provides a readymade solution to
specific problems. Distressingly, rather than support‐
ing infrastructural development that would avoid obli‐
gate payments to platform‐holders, funding agencies
seem all too happy to lean into them (emphases mine):

NIHwill leveragewhat is available in the private sector,
either through strategic partnerships or procurement, to
create a workable Platform as a Service (PaaS) environ‐
ment. […] NIH will partner with cloud‐service providers
for cloud storage, computational, and related infrastruc‐
ture services needed to facilitate the deposit, storage, and
access to large, high‐value NIH datasets. […]

NIH’s cloud‐marketplace initiative will be the first step in
a phased operational framework that establishes a SaaS
paradigm for NIH and its stakeholders. (‐NIH Strategic
Plan for Data Science, 2018 [21] )

8eg. see the complaint in State of Texas et al. v. Google that alleges Google rigs ad markets designed to lessen its dominance and uses its
control over Chrome and Android to create a single, always‐on tracking ecosystem owned only by them [32]
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The articulated plan being to pay platform holders to
house data while also paying for the labor to maintain
those databases veers into parody, haplessly building
another triple‐pay industry [39] into the economic sys‐
temof science—one canhardlywait until they have the
opportunity to rent their own data back with a monthly
subscription. This isn’t a metaphor: the STRIDES pro‐
gram, with the official subdomain cloud.nih.gov, has
been authorized to pay $85 million to cloud providers
since 2018. In exchange, NIH hasn’t received any sort
of new technology, but “extramural” scientists receive
amaximumdiscount of 25% on cloud storage and “data
egress” fees as well as plenty of training on how to give
control of the scientific process to platform giants [40]
9. With platforms, without exaggeration we pay them
to let us pay for something that makes it so we need to
pay themmore later.

It is unclear to me whether this is the result of the cul‐
tural hegemony of platform capitalism narrowing the
space of imaginable infrastructures, industry capture
of the decision‐making process, or both, but the effect
is the same in any case.

2.2.7 Protection of Institutional and Economic
Power

Aside from information industries, infrastructural
deficits are certainly not without beneficiaries within
science — those that have already accrued power and
status.

Structurally, the adoption of SaaS on awide scale neces‐
sarily sacrifices the goals of an integrated mass infras‐
tructure as the practice of research is carved into small,
marketable chunks within vertically integrated tech‐
nology platforms. Worse, it stands to amplify, rather
than reduce, inequities in science, as the labs and in‐
stitutes that are able to afford the tolls between each of
the weigh stations of infrastructure are able to operate
more efficiently — one of many positive feedback loops
of inequity.

More generally, incentives across infrastructures are

often misaligned across strata of power and wealth.
Those at the top of a power hierarchy have every incen‐
tive tomaintain the fragmentation that prevents people
from competing — hopefully mostly unconsciously via
uncritically participating in the system rather than ma‐
liciously reinforcing it.

This poses an organizational problem: the kind of in‐
frastructure that unwinds platform ownership is not
only unprofitable, it’s anti‐profitable – making it im‐
possible to profit from its domain of use. That makes
it difficult to rally the kind of development and lobby‐
ing resources that profitable technology can, requiring
organization based on ethical principles and a commit‐
ment to sacrifice control in order to serve a practical
need.

The problem is not insurmountable, and there are
strategic advantages to decentralized infrastructure
and its development within science. Centralized tech‐
nologies and companies might have more concerted
power, but we have numbers and canmake tools that let
us combine small amounts of labor from many people.
We often start (and end) our dreams of infrastructure
with the belief that they will necessarily cost a lot of
money, but that’s propaganda. Of course development
isn’t free, but the cost of decentralized technologies is
far smaller than the vast sums of money funnelled into
industry profits, labor hours spent compensating for
the designed inefficiencies of the platform model, and
the development of a fragmented tool ecosystem built
around them.

Science, as one of few domains of non‐economic la‐
bor, has the opportunity to be a seed for decentralized
technologies that could broadly improve not only the
health of scientific practice, but the broader informa‐
tion ecosystem. We can develop a plan and mobilize to
make use of our collective expertise to build tools that
have no business model and no means of development
in commercial domains—we just need to realize what’s
at stake and agree that the health of science is more im‐
portant than the convenience of the cloud10 or which
journal our papers go into.

9Their success stories tell the story of platform non‐integration where scientists have to handbuild new tools to manage their data across
multiple cloud environments: “We have been storing data in both cloud environments because we wanted the ecosystem we are creating to
work on both clouds” [41]

10Though the system of engineered helpless that convinces us that we’re incapable of managing our own web infrastructure is not actually as
reliable and seamless as it claims, as the long history of dramatic outages at AWS can show us [42, 43]
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2.3 The Ivies, Institutes, and “The Rest of Us”

Given these constraints, who can build new digital in‐
frastructure? Constraints, motivations, and strategies
all depend on the circumstance of those doing the de‐
velopment. The undone work of infrastructure is being
nibbled at around the edges11 by several different kinds
of organization already ranging in scale and structure.
A short survey to give us some notion of howwe should
seek to organize infrastructure building:

2.3.1 Institutional Core Facilities

Centralized “core” facilities are maybe the most typical
form of infrastructure development and resource shar‐
ing at the level of departments and institutions. These
facilities can range from minimal to baroque extrava‐
gance depending on institutional resources and what‐
ever complex web of local history brought them about.

A subproject within a PNI Systems Core grant echoes a
lot of the thoughts here, particularly regardling effort
duplication12:

Creating an Optical Instrumentation Core will address
the problem that much of the technical work required
to innovate and maintain these instruments has shifted
to students and postdocs, because it has exceeded the ca‐
pacity of existing staff. This division of labor is a problem
for four reasons: (1) lab personnel often do not have suf‐
ficient time or expertise to produce the best possible re‐
sults, (2) the diffusion of responsibility leads people to du‐
plicate one another’s efforts, (3) researchers spend their
time on technical work at the expense of doing science,
and (4) expertise can be lost as students and postdocs
move on. For all these reasons, we propose to standard‐
ize this function across projects to improve quality con‐
trol and efficiency. Centralizing the design, construction,
maintenance, and support of these instruments will in‐
crease the efficiency and rigor of our microscopy experi‐

ments, while freeing lab personnel to focus on designing
experiments and collecting data.

While core facilities are an excellent way of expanding
access, reducing redundancy, and standardizing tools
within an instutition, as commonly structured they can
displace work spent on those efforts outside of the in‐
stitution. Elite institutions can attract the researchers
with the technical knowledge to develop the instrumen‐
tation of the core and infrastructure formaintain it, but
this development is only occasionally made usable by
the broader public. The Princeton data science core is
an excellent example of a core facility that does makes
its software infrastructure development public13, which
they should be applauded for, but also illustrative of the
problems with a core‐focused infrastructure project.
For an external user, the documentation and tutorials
are incomplete – it’s not clear to me how one would
set this up for my institute, lab, or data, and there are
several places of hard‐coded princeton‐specific values
that I am unsure how exactly to adapt14. I would con‐
sider this example a high‐water mark, and the median
openness of core infrastructure falls far below it. I was
unable to find an example of a core facility that main‐
tained publicly‐accessible documentation on the con‐
struction and operation of its experimental infrastruc‐
ture or the management of its facility.

This might be unsurprising given the economic struc‐
ture ofmost core facilities: an institutionpays for a core
to benefit the institution, and downstream public ben‐
efits are a nice plus but not high up in the list of con‐
cerns (if present at all). Core facilities are thus unlikely
to serve as the source of mass infrastructure, but they
do serve as a point of local coordination within institu‐
tions, and so given some larger means of coordination

11aka doing hard development work in sometimes adverse conditions.
12Thanks a lot to the one‐and‐only stunning and brilliant Dr. Eartha Mae Guthman for suggesting looking at the BRAIN initiative grants as a

way of getting insight on core facilities.
13

Project Summary: Core 2, Data Science […] In addition, the Core will build a data science platform that
stores behavior, neural activity, and neural connectivity in a relational database that is queried by the Data‐
Joint language. […] This data‐science platform will facilitate collaborative analysis of datasets by multiple re‐
searchers within the project, and make the analyses reproducible and extensible by other researchers. […]
https://projectreporter.nih.gov/project_info_description.cfm?aid=9444126&icde=0

14Though again, this project is examplary, built by friends, and would be an excellent place to start extending towards global infrastructure.
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may still be useful.

2.3.2 Centralized Institutes

Outside of universities, the Allen Brain Institute is per‐
haps the most impactful reflection of centralization in
neuroscience. The Allen Institute has, in an impres‐
sively short period of time, created several transforma‐
tive tools and datasets, including its well‐known atlases
[44] and the first iteration of its Observatory project
which makes a massive, high‐quality calcium imaging
dataset of visual cortical activity available for public use.
They also develop andmaintain software tools like their
SDK and Brain Modeling Toolkit (BMTK), as well as a
collection of hardware schematics used in their exper‐
iments. The contribution of the Allen Institute to ba‐
sic neuroscientific infrastructure is so great that, anec‐
dotally, when talking about scientific infrastructure it’s
not uncommon for me to hear something along the
lines of “I thought the Allen was doing that.”

Though the Allen Institute is an excellent model for
scale at the level of a single organization, its centralized,
hierarchical structure cannot (and does not attempt
to) serve as the backbone for all neuroscientific infras‐
tructure. Performing single (or a small number of, as
in its also‐admirable OpenScope Project) carefully con‐
trolled experiments a huge number of times is an im‐
portant means of studying constrained problems, but
is complementary with the diversity of research ques‐
tions, model organisms, and methods present in the
broader neuroscientific community.

Christof Koch, its director, describes the challenge of
centrally organizing a large number of researchers:

Our biggest institutional challenge is organizational: as‐
sembling, managing, enabling and motivating large
teams of diverse scientists, engineers and technicians to
operate in a highly synergisticmanner in pursuit of a few
basic science goals [45]

These challenges grow as the size of the team grows. Our
anecdotal evidence suggests that above a hundred mem‐
bers, group cohesion appears to becomeweaker with the
appearance of semi‐autonomous cliques and sub‐groups.
This may relate to the postulated limit on the number of
meaningful social interactions humans can sustain given
the size of their brain [46]

These institutes too are certainly helpful in building
core technologies for the field, but they aren’t necessar‐
ily organized for developing mass‐scale infrastructure.
They reflect the capabilities and needs of the institute
itself, which are likely to be radically different than a
small lab. They canbuild technologies on abackground
of expensive cloud storage and computation and rely on
a team of engineers to implement and maintain them.
So while the tools they make are certainly useful we
shouldn’t count on them to build the systems we need
for scientists at large.

2.3.3 Meso‐scale collaborations

Given the diminishing returns to scale for centralized
organizations, many have called for smaller, “meso‐
scale” collaborations and consortia that combine the ef‐
forts of multiple labs [47] . The most successful consor‐
tiumof this kind has been the International Brain Labo‐
ratory [48, 14] , a group of 22 labs spread across six coun‐
tries. They have been able to realize the promise of
big team neuroscience, setting a new standard for per‐
forming reproducible experiments performed bymany
labs [49] and developing data management infrastruc‐
ture to match [50] (seriously, don’t miss their extremely
impressive data portal). Their project thus serves as the
benchmark for large‐scale collaboration and a model
from which all similar efforts should learn from.

Critical to the IBL’s success was its adoption of a flat,
non‐hierarchical organizational structure, as described
by Lauren E. Wool:

IBL’s virtual environment has grown to accommodate a
diversity of scientific activity, and is supported by a flexi‐
ble, ‘flattened’ hierarchy that emphasizes horizontal rela‐
tionships over vertical management. […] Small teams of
IBLmembers collaborate on projects inWorking Groups
(WGs), which are defined around particular specializa‐
tions and milestones and coordinated jointly by a chair
and associate chair (typically a PI and researcher, respec‐
tively). All WG chairs sit on the Executive Board to prop‐
agate decisions across WGs, facilitate operational and fi‐
nancial support, and prepare proposals for voting by the
General Assembly, which represents all PIs. [14]

They should also be credited with their adoption of a
form of consensus decision‐making, sociocracy, rather
than amajority‐vote or top‐downdecisionmaking struc‐
ture. Consensus decision‐making systems are derived
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from those developed by Quakers and some Native
American nations, and emphasize, perhaps unsurpris‐
ingly, the value of collective consent rather than thewill
of the majority.

The central lesson of the IBL, inmy opinion, is that gov‐
ernance matters. Even if a consortium of labs were to
form on an ad‐hoc basis, without a formal system to en‐
sure contributors felt heard and empowered to shape
the project it would soon become unsustainable. Even
if this system is not perfect, with some labor still falling
unequally on some researchers, it is a promisingmodel
for future collaborative consortia.

The infrastructure developed by the IBL is impressive,
but its focus on a single experiment makes it difficult
to expand and translate to widescale use. The hard‐
ware for the IBL experimental apparatus is exception‐
ally well‐documented, with a complete and detailed
build guide and library of CAD parts, but the docu‐
mentation is not modularized such that it might fa‐
cilitate use in other projects, remixed, or repurposed.
The experimental software is similarly single‐purpose,
a chimeric combination of Bonsai [51] and PyBpod
scripts. It unfortunately lacks the API‐level documenta‐
tion that would facilitate use andmodification by other
developers, so it is unclear to me, for example, how
I would use the experimental apparatus in a different
task with perhaps slightly different hardware, or how
I would then contribute that back to the library. The
experimental software, according to the PDF documen‐
tation, will also not work without a connection to an
alyx database. While alyx was intended for use outside
the IBL, it still has IBL‐specific and task‐specific values
in its source‐code, andmakes community development
difficult with a similar lack of API‐level documentation
and requirement that users edit the library itself, rather
than temporary user files, in order to use it outside the
IBL.

My intention is not to denigrate the excellent tools built
by the IBL, nor their inspiring realization ofmeso‐scale
collaboration, but to illustrate a problem that I see as
an extension of that discussed in the context of core
facilities — designing infrastructure for one task, or
one group in particular makes it much less likely to be
portable to other tasks and groups. This argument is
much more contingent on the specific circumstances
of the consortium than the prior arguments about core

facilities and institutes: when organized with mass‐
infrastructure in mind, collaborations between semi‐
autonomous groups across institutions could be a pow‐
erful mode of tool development.

It is also unclear how replicable these consortia are,
andwhether they challenge, rather than reinforce tech‐
nical inequity in science. Participating in consortia
systems like the IBL requires that labs have additional
funding for labor hours spent on work for the consor‐
tium, and in the case of graduate students and post‐
docs, that time can conflict with work on their degrees
or personal research which are still far more potent in‐
struments of “remaining employed in science” than col‐
laboration. In the case that only the most well‐funded
labs and institutions realize the benefits of big team sci‐
ence without explicit consideration given to scientific
equity, mesoscale collaborations could have the unin‐
tended consequence of magnifying the skewed distri‐
bution of access to technical expertise and instrumen‐
tation.

2.3.4 The rest of us…

Outside of ivies with rich core facilities, institutes like
the Allen, or nascent multi‐lab consortia, the rest of
us are largely on our own, piecing together what we
can from proprietary and open source technology. The
world of open source scientific software has plenty of
energy and lots of excellent work is always being done,
though constrained by the circumstances of its devel‐
opment described briefly above. Anything else comes
down to whatever we can afford with remaining grant
money, scrape together from local knowledge, meth‐
ods sections, begging, borrowing, and (hopefully not
too much) stealing from neighboring labs.

The state of broader scientific deinfrastructuring is per‐
haps to be expected given its dependence on informa‐
tional monopolies that in some part depend on it, but
unlikemany other industries or professions there is rea‐
son for hope in science. Science is packed with people
with an enormous diversity of skills, resources, and per‐
spectives. Publicly funded science is relatively unique
as a labor system that does not strictly depend on profit.
There is widespread discontent with the systems of sci‐
entific practice, and so the question becomes how we
can organize our skill, labor, and energy to rebuild the
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systems that constrain us.

A third option from the standardization offered by cen‐
tralization and the blooming, buzzing, beautiful chaos
of disconnected open‐source development is that of de‐

centralized systems, and with them we might build the
means by which the “rest of us” can mutually benefit
by capturing andmaking use of each other’s knowledge
and labor.

3. A Draft of Decentralized Scientific Infrastructure
What should we build?

The decentralized infrastructure I will describe here
is similar to previous notions of “grass‐roots” science
articulated within systems neuroscience [47] , “small
tech” in the web development world [52] , and shares
some of the motivations of the Solid project [53] , but
has broad and deep history in many domains of com‐
puting. My intention is to provide a more prescriptive
scaffolding for its design and potential implementation
as a way of painting a picture of what science could be
like. This sketch is not intended to be final, but a start‐
ing point for further negotiation and refinement.

Throughout this section, when I amreferring to anypar‐
ticular piece of software I want to be clear that I don’t
intend to be dogmatically advocating that software in
particular, but software like it that shares its qualities —
no snake oil is sold in this document. Similarly, when I
describe limitations of existing tools, without exception
I am describing a tool or platform I love, have learned
from, and think is valuable — learning from something
can mean drawing respectful contrast!

3.1 Design Principles

I won’t attempt to derive a definition of decentralized
systems from base principles here, but from the sys‐
temic constraints described above, some design prin‐
ciples that illustrate the idea emerge naturally. For the
sake of concrete illustration, in some of these I will ad‐
ditionally draw from the architectural principles of the
internet protocols: the most successful decentralized
digital technology project to date.

3.1.1 Protocols, not Platforms

Much of the basic technology of the internet was devel‐
oped as protocols that describe the basic attributes and
operations of a process. A simple and common exam‐
ple is email over SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol)
[54] . SMTPdescribes a series of steps that email servers
must follow to send a message: the sender initiates a
connection to the recipient server, the recipient server
acknowledges the connection, a few more handshake
steps ensue to describe the senders and receivers of
the message, and then the data of the message is trans‐
ferred. Any software that implements the protocol can
send and and receive emails to and from any other. The
protocol basis of email is the reason why it is possible
to send an email from a gmail account to a hotmail ac‐
count (or any other hacky homebrew SMTP client) de‐
spite being wholly different pieces of software.

In contrast, platforms provide some service with a spe‐
cific body of code usually without any pretense of
generality. In contrast to email over SMTP, we have
grown accustomed to not being able to send a message
to someone using Telegram from WhatsApp, switch‐
ing between multiple mutually incompatible apps that
serve nearly identical purposes. Platforms, despite be‐
ing theoreticallymore limited than associated protocols,
are attractive for many reasons: they provide funding
and administrative agencies a single point of contract‐
ing and liability, they typically provide a much more
polished user interface, and so on. These benefits are
short‐lived, however, as the inevitable toll of lock‐in
and shadowy business models is realized.
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3.1.2 Integration, not Invention

At the advent of the internet protocols, several dif‐
ferent institutions and universities had already devel‐
oped existing network infrastructures, and so the “top
level goal” of IP was to “develop an effective technique
for multiplex utilization of existing interconnected net‐
works,” and “come to gripswith the problemof integrat‐
ing a number of separately administered entities into a
common utility” [55] . As a result, IP was developed as a
‘common language’ that could be implemented on any
hardware, and upon which other, more complex tools
could be built. This is also a cultural practice: when
the system doesn’t meet some need, one should try to
extend it rather than building a new, separate system—
and if a new system is needed, it should be interopera‐
ble with those that exist.

This point is practical as well as tactical: to compete,
an emerging protocol should integrate or be capable of
bridgingwith the technologies that currently fill its role.
A new database protocol should be capable of reading
and writing existing databases, a new format should be
able to ingest and export to existing formats, and so on.
The degree to which switching is seamless is the degree
to which people will be willing to switch.

This principle runs directly contrary to the current in‐
centives for novelty and fragmentation and the dom‐
inant economic model of software platforms, which
must be counterbalanced by design choices elsewhere.

3.1.3 Embrace Heterogeneity, Be Uncoercive

A reciprocal principle to integration with existing sys‐
tems is to design the system to be integratable with
existing practice. Decentralized systems need to an‐
ticipate unanticipated uses, and can’t rely on potential
users making dramatic changes to their existing prac‐
tices. For example, an experimental framework should
not insist on a prescribed set of supported hardware
and rigid formulation for describing experiments. In‐
stead it should provide affordances that give a clear way
for users to extend the system to fit their needs [56] .
In addition to integrating with existing systems, it must
be straightforward for future development to be inte‐

grated. This idea is related to “the test of independent
invention”, summarized with the question “if someone
else had already invented your system, would theirs
work with yours?” [57] .

This principle also has tactical elements. An uncoer‐
cive system allows users to gradually adopt it rather
than needing to adopt all of its components in order for
any one of them to be useful. There always needs to be
a benefit to adopting further components of the system
to encourage voluntary adoption, but it should never
be compulsory. For example, again from experimental
frameworks, it should be possible to use it to control
experimental hardware without needing to use the rest
of the experimental design, data storage, and interface
system. To some degree this is accomplished with a
modular system design where designers aremindful of
keeping the individual modules independently useful.

A noncoercive architecture also prioritizes the ease
of leaving. Though this is somewhat tautological to
protocol‐driven design, specific care must be taken to
enable export and migration to new systems. Making
leaving easy also ensures that early missteps in devel‐
opment of the system are not fatal to its development,
preventing lock‐in to a component that needs to be re‐
structured.

3.1.4 Empower People, not Systems

Because IPwas initially developed as amilitary technol‐
ogy by DARPA, a primary design constraint was surviv‐
ability in the face of failure. The model adopted by in‐
ternet architects was to move as much functionality as
possible from the network itself to the end‐users of the
network — rather than the network itself guaranteeing
a packet is transmitted, the sending computer will do
so by requiring a response from the recipient [55] .

For infrastructure, we should make tools that don’t re‐
quire a central teamof developers tomaintain, a central
server‐farm to host data, or a small group of people to
govern. Whenever possible, data, software, and hard‐
ware should be self‐describing15, so one needsminimal
additional tools or resources to understand and use it.
It should never be the case that funding drying up for
one node in the system causes the entire system to fail.

15AKA you shouldn’t need to resort to some external source to understand it. Data should come packagedwith clearmetadata, software should
have its own docs, etc.
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Practically, this means that the tools of digital infras‐
tructure should be deployable by individual people and
be capable of recapitulating the function of the system
without reference to any central authority. Researchers
need to be given control over the function of infrastruc‐
ture: from controlling sharing permissions for eg. clin‐
ically sensitive data to assurance that their tools aren’t
spying on them. Formats and standards must be nego‐
tiable by the users of a system rather than regulated by
a central governance body.

3.1.5 Infrastructure is Social

The alternative to centralized governing and develop‐
ment bodies is to build the tools for community con‐
trol over infrastructural components. This is perhaps
the largest missing piece in current scientific tooling.
On one side, decentralized governance is the means by
which an infrastructure can be maintained to serve the
ever‐evolving needs of its users. On the other, a sense of
community ownership is what drives people to not only
adopt but contribute to the development of an infras‐
tructure. In addition to being a source of all the warm
fuzzies of socially affiliative “community‐ness,” any col‐
laborative systemneeds away of ensuring that the prac‐
tice ofmaintaining, building, and using it is designed to
visibly and tangibly benefit those that do, rather than be
relegated to a cabal of invisible developers and main‐
tainers [58, 59] .

Governance and communication tools also make it
possible to realize the infinite variation in application
that infrastructures need while keeping them coherent:
tools must be built with means of bringing the endless
local conversations andmodifications of use into a com‐
mon space where they can become a cumulative sense
of shared memory.

I will return to this idea in Archives Need Communities
in the context of social dynamics of private bittorrent
trackers, as well as propose a set of basic communica‐
tion and governance tools in Rebuilding Scientific Com‐
munication.

3.1.6 Usability Matters

It is not enough to build a technically correct technol‐
ogy and assume it will be adopted or even useful, it
must be developed embedded within communities of
practice and be useful for solving problems that people ac-
tually have. We should learn from the struggles of the
semantic web project. Rather than building a fully pre‐
scriptive and complete system first and deploying it
later, we should develop tools whose usability is con‐
tinuously improved en route to a (flexible) completed vi‐
sion.

The adage from RFC 195816 “nothing gets standardized
until there are multiple instances of running code” [56]
captures the dual nature of the constraint well. Work‐
able standards don’t emerge until they have been exten‐
sively tested in the field, but development without an
eye to an eventual protocol won’t make one.

We should read the gobbling up of open protocols into
proprietary platforms that defined “Web 2.0” as instruc‐
tive (in addition to a demonstration of the raw power
of concentrated capital) [60] . Why did Slack outcom‐
pete IRC?17 The answer is relatively simple: it was rel‐
atively simple to use. Using a contemporary exam‐
ple, to set up a Synapse server to communicate over
Matrix one has to wade through dozens of shell com‐
mands, system‐specific instructions, potential conflicts
between dependent packages, set up an SQL server…
and that’s just the backend, we don’t even have a fron‐
tend client yet! In contrast, to use Slack you download
the app, give it your email, and you’re off and running.

The control exerted by centralized systems over their
system design does give certain structural advantages
to their usability, and their for‐profit model gives cer‐
tain advantages to their development process. There
is no reason, however, that decentralized systems must
be intrinsically harder to use, we just need to focus on
user experience to a comparable degree that central‐
ized platforms: if it takes a college degree to turn the
water on, that ain’t infrastructure.

People are smart, they just get frustrated easily and
have other things to do on a deadline. We have to raise

16A “request for comment” from the Network Working Group of the Internet Engineering Task Force on the architecture of the internet. The
IETF designs many of the protocols that serve as the backbone of the internet.

17IRC, internet relay chat, was a messaging system that servedmany of the same functions as the groupmessaging program Slack serves now.
Also see its more active cousin XMPP
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our standards of design such that we don’t expect users
to have even a passing familiarity with programming,
attempting to build tools that are truly general use. We
can’t just design apeer‐to‐peer system,weneed tomake
the data ingestion and annotation process automatic
and effortless. We can’t just build a system for credit as‐
signment, it needs to happen as an automatic byprod‐
uct of using the system. We can’t just make tools that
work, they need to feel good to use.

Centralized systems also have intrinsic limitations that
provide openings for decentralized systems, like cost,
incompatibility with other systems, inability for exten‐
sion, and opacity of function. The potential for decen‐
tralized systems to capture the independent develop‐
ment labor of all of its users, rather than just that of a

core development team, is one means of competition.
If a system is sufficiently easy to adopt, at least com‐
parable to prior tooling, and gives people a satisfying
means of having their work accepted and valued, the
social and technical joy might be enough to outweigh
the inertia of change and the convenience of central‐
ized systems.

With these principles in mind, and drawing from
other knowledge communities solving similar prob‐
lems: internet infrastructure, library/information sci‐
ence, peer‐to‐peer networks, and radical community
organizers, I conceptualize a system of distributed in‐
frastructure for systems neuroscience as three objec‐
tives: shared data, shared tools, and shared knowl‐
edge.

3.2 Shared Data

3.2.1 Formats as Onramps

The shallowest onramp towards a generalized data
infrastructure is to make use of existing discipline‐
specific standardized data formats. Aswill be discussed
later, a truly universal pandisciplinary format is effec‐
tively impossible, but to arrive at the alternative we
should first congeal the wild west of unstandardized
data into a smaller number of established formats.

Data formats consist of some combination of an ab‐
stract specification, an implementation in a particular
storagemedium, and anAPI for interactingwith the for‐
mat. I won’t dwell on the particular qualities that a par‐
ticular format needs, assuming that most that would be
adoptedwould abide by FAIR principles. For nowwe as‐
sume that the particular constellation of these proper‐
ties thatmakeup aparticular formatwill remainmostly
intact with an eye towards semantically linking specifi‐
cations and unifying their implementation.

There are a dizzying number of scientific data for‐
mats [61] , so a comprehensive treatment is impractical
here and I will use the Neurodata Without Borders:N
(NWB)[62] as an example. NWB is the de facto standard
for systems neuroscience, adopted by many institutes
and labs, though far from universally. NWB consists of
a specification language, a schema written in that lan‐
guage, a storage implementation inhdf5, and anAPI for

interactingwith the data. They have done an admirable
job of engagingwith community needs [63] andmaking
a modular, extensible format ecosystem.

The major point of improvement for NWB, and I imag‐
ine many data standards, is the ease of conversion and
use. The conversion API requires extensive program‐
ming, knowledge of the format, and navigation of sev‐
eral separate tutorial documents. This means that indi‐
vidual labs, if they are lucky enough to have some par‐
tially standardized format for the lab, typically need to
write (or hire someone to write) their own software li‐
brary for conversion.

Without being prescriptive about its form, substantial
interface development is needed to make mass conver‐
sion possible. It’s usually untrue that unstandardized
data had no structure, and researchers are typically able
to articulate it – “the filenames have the data followed
by the subject id,” and so on. Lowering the barriers
to conversion mean designing tools that match the de‐
scriptive style of folk formats, for example by prompt‐
ing them to describe where each of an available set
of metadata fields are located in their data. It is not
an impossible goal to imagine a piece of software that
can be downloaded and with minimal recourse to ref‐
erence documentation allow someone to convert their
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lab’s data within an afternoon. The barriers to conver‐
sion have to be low and the benefits of conversion have
to outweigh the ease of use from ad‐hoc and historical
formats.

NWB also has an extension interface, which allows, for
example, common data sources to be more easily de‐
scribed in the format. These are registered in an exten‐
sions catalogue, but at the time of writing it is relatively
sparse. The preponderance of lab‐specific conversion
packages relative to extensions is indicative of an inter‐
face and community tools problem: presumably many
people are facing similar conversion problems, but be‐
cause there is not a place to share these techniques in
a human‐readable way, the effort is duplicated in dis‐
persed codebases. Wewill return to some possible solu‐
tions for knowledge preservation and format extension
when we discuss tools for shared knowledge.

For the sake of the rest of the argument, let us assume
that some relatively trivial conversion process exists to
subdomain‐specific data formats and we reach some
reasonable penetrance of standardization. The interac‐
tions with the other pieces of infrastructure that may
induce and incentivize conversion will come later.

3.2.2 Peer‐to‐peer as a Backbone

We should adopt a peer-to-peer system for storing and
sharing scientific data. There are, of course many
existing databases for scientific data, ranging from
domain‐general like figshare and zenodo to the most
laser‐focused subdiscipline‐specific. The notion of a
database, like a data standard, is not monolithic. As
a simplification, they consist of at least the hardware
used for storage, the software implementation of read,
write, and query operations, a formatting schema,
some API for interacting with it, the rules and regu‐
lations that govern its use, and especially in scientific
databases some frontend for visual interaction. For
now we will focus on the storage software and read‐
write system, returning to the format, regulations, and
interface later.

Centralized servers are fundamentally constrained by
their storage capacity and bandwidth, both of which

cost money. In order to be free, database maintain‐
ers need to constantly raise money from donations or
grants18 in order to pay for both. Funding can never
be infinite, and so inevitably there must be some limit
on the amount of data that someone can upload and
the speed at which it can serve files19. In the case that
a researcher never sees any of those costs, they are
still being borne by some funding agency, incurring
the social costs of funneling money to database main‐
tainers. Centralized servers are also intrinsically out
of the control of their users, requiring them to abide
whatever terms of use the server administrators set.
Even if the database is carefully backed up, it serves
as a single point of infrastructural failure, where if the
project lapses then atworst datawill be irreversibly lost,
and at best a lot of labor needs to be expended to ex‐
filtrate, reformat, and rehost the data. The same is
true of isolated, local, institutional‐level servers and re‐
lated database platforms, with the additional problem
of skewed funding allocation making them unafford‐
able for many researchers.

Peer‐to‐peer (p2p) systems solve many of these prob‐
lems, and I argue are the only type of technology ca‐
pable of making a database system that can handle the
scale of all scientific data. There is an enormous de‐
gree of variation between p2p systems20, but they share
a set of architectural advantages. The essential quality
of any p2p system is that rather than each participant
in a network interacting only with a single server that
hosts all the data, everyone hosts data and interacts di‐
rectly with each other.

For the sake of concreteness, we can consider a (simpli‐
fied) description of Bittorrent [65] , arguably the most
successful p2p protocol. To share a collection of files, a
user creates a .torrent file with their Bittorrent client
which consists of a cryptographic hash, or a string that
is unique to the collection of files being shared; and a
list of “trackers.” A tracker, appropriately, keeps track
of the .torrent files that have been uploaded to it, and
connects users that have or want the content referred
to by the .torrent file. The uploader (or seeder) then
leaves a torrent client open waiting for incoming con‐
nections. Someone who wants to download the files (a
leecher) will then open the .torrent file in their client,

18granting agencies seem to love funding new databases, idk.
19As I am writing this, I am getting a (very unscientific) maximum speed of 5MB/s on the Open Science Framework
20peer to peer systems are, maybe predictably, a whole academic subdiscipline. See [64] for reference.
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which will then ask the tracker for the IP addresses of
the other peers who are seeding the file, directly con‐
nect to them, and begin downloading. So far so similar
to standard client‐server systems, but say another per‐
son wants to download the same files before the first
person has finished downloading it: rather than only
downloading from the original seeder, the new leecher
downloads from both the original seeder and the first
leecher by requesting pieces of the file from each until
they have the whole thing. Leechers are incentivized
to share among each other to prevent the seeders from
spending time reuploading the pieces that they already
have, and once they have finished downloading they be‐
come seeders themselves.

From this very simple example, a number of qualities
of p2p systems become clear.

• First, the system is extremely inexpensive to main‐
tain since it takes advantage of the existing band‐
width and storage space of the computers in the
swarm, rather than dedicated servers. Near the
height of its popularity in 2009, The Pirate Bay, a
notorious bittorrent tracker, was estimated to cost
$3,000 per month to maintain while serving approxi‐
mately 20million peers [66] . According to a database
dump from 2013 [67] , multiplying the size of each
torrent by the number of seeders (ignoring any par‐
tial downloads from leechers), the approximate in‐
stantaneous storage size of The Pirate Bay was ~26
Petabytes. The comparison to centralized services
is not straightforward, since it is hard to evaluate
the distributed costs of additional storage media (as
well as the costs avoided by being able to take advan‐
tage of existing storage infrastructurewithin labs and
institutes), but for the sake of illustration: hosting
26PB would cost $546,000/month with standard AWS
S3 hosting ($0.021/GB/month).

• The speedof a bittorrent swarm increases, rather than
decreases, the more people are using it since it is ca‐
pable of using all of the available bandwidth in the
system.

• The network is extremely resilient since the data is
shared across many independent peers in the sys‐
tem. If our goal is to make a resilient and robust
data architecture, we would benefit by paying atten‐
tion to the tools used in the broader archival commu‐

nity, especially the archival communities that espe‐
cially need resilience because their archives are fre‐
quent targets of governments and intellectual prop‐
erty holders[68] . Despite more than 15 years of con‐
certed effort by governments and intellectual prop‐
erty holders, the pirate bay is still alive and kicking21

[69] . This is because even if the entire infrastruc‐
ture of the tracker is destroyed, as it was in 2006, the
files are distributed across all of its users, the actual
databaseof.torrentmetadata is quite small, and the
tracker software is extraordinarily simple to rehost
[70] – The Pirate Baywas back online in 2 days. When
another tracker, what.cd (which we will return to
soon) was shut down, a series of successors popped
up using the open source tools Gazelle and Ocelot
that what.cd developers built. Within twoweeks, one
successor site had recovered and reindexed 200,000
of its torrents resubmitted by former users [71] . Bit‐
torrent is also used by archival groupswith little fund‐
ing like Archive Team, who struggled – but eventu‐
ally succeeded – to disseminate their historic preser‐
vation over a single “crappy cable modem” [72] .

• The network is extremely scalable since there is no
cost to connecting new peers and the users of a sys‐
tem expand the storage capacity of the system de‐
pending on their needs. Rather than having one ex‐
tremely fast data center (or a privatized network de‐
signed to own the internet), themodel of p2p systems
is to leverage many approachable peer/servers.

Peer‐to‐peer systems are not mutually exclusive with
centralized servers: servers are peers too, after all. A
properly implemented p2p system will always be at
least as fast and have at least as much storage as any al‐
ternative centralized centralized server because peers
can use both the bandwidth of the server and that of
any peers that have the file. In the bittorrent ecosys‐
tem large‐bandwidth/storage peers are known as “seed‐
boxes”[73] when they use the bittorrent protocol, and
“web seeds”[74] when they use a protocol built on top
of traditional HTTP. Archive.org has been distributing
all of its materials with bittorrent by using its servers
as web seeds since 2012 and makes this point explic‐
itly: “BitTorrent is now the fastest way to download
items from the Archive, because the Bittorrent client
downloads simultaneously from two different Archive

21knock on wood
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servers located in two different datacenters, and from
other Archive users who have downloaded these Tor‐
rents already.” [75]

p2p systems complement centralized servers in a num‐
ber ofways beyond rawdownload speed, increasing the
efficiency and performance of the network as a whole.
Spotify began as a joint client/server and p2p system
[76] , where when a listener presses play the central
server provides the data until peers that have the song
cached are found by the p2p system to download the
rest of the song from. The central server is able to re‐
spond quickly and reliably to so the song is played as
quickly as possible, and is the server of last resort in the
case of rare files that aren’t being shared by anyone else
in the network. A p2p system complements the server
and makes that possible by alleviating pressure on the
server for more predictable traffic.

A peer to peer system is a particularly natural fit for
many of the common circumstances and practices in
science, where centralized server architectures seem
(and prove) awkward and inefficient. Most labs, insti‐
tutes, or other organized bodies of science have some
form of local or institutional storage systems. In the
most frequent cases of sharing data within a lab or in‐
stitute, sending it back and forth to some nationally‐
centralized server is like walking across the lab by go‐
ing the long way around the Earth. That’s the method
invoked by a Dropbox or AWS link, but in the absence
of a formal one you can always revert to a low‐fi p2p
transfer: walking a flash drive across the lab. The sys‐
tem makes less sense when several people in the same
place need to access the same data at the same time, as
is frequently the case with multi‐lab collaborations, or
scientific conferences and workshops. Instead of need‐
ing to wait on the 300kb/s conference wifi bandwidth as
it’s cheese‐gratered across every machine, we instead
could directly beam it between all computers in range
simultaneously, full blast through the decrepit network
switch that won’t have seen that much excitement in
years.

If we take the suggestion of Andrey Andreev et al. and
invest in server clusters within institutes [77, 78] , their
impact could be multiplied manyfold by combining

them fluidly and simultaneously in a p2p swarm for file
transfer and storage. While the NIH might be shy to
start up another server farm for all scientific data and
prefer to contract with AWS, we don’t have to be. P2p
systems might also alleviate any nervous university ad‐
ministrators concerned about bandwidth costs: instead
of needing to serve entire datasets to each person who
wants them, the load can be spread out across many in‐
stitutes naturally based on the use of the file.

So far I have relied on the Extraordinarily SimplifiedBit‐
torrent22 depiction of a peer to peer system, but there
are many improvements and variants that can address
different needs for scientific data infrastructure.

One obvious need that bittorrent can’t currently sup‐
port is version control, but more recent p2p systems
do. IPFS functions like “a single BitTorrent swarm, ex‐
changing objects within one Git repository.” [79] 23 Dat
[80] , specifically designed for data synchronization and
versioning, handles versioning and more. A full de‐
scription of IPFS is out of scope, and it has plenty of
problems [81] , but for now sufficent to say p2p systems
can handle version control.

Bittorrent swarms are vulnerable to data loss if all the
peers seeding a file disconnect (though the tail is longer
than typically assumed, see [82] ), but this too can be
addressed with updated p2p system design. A first‐
order solution to this problem is a variant of IPFS’ no‐
tion of ‘pinning.’ Since backup to lab‐level or institu‐
tional servers is already commonplace, one peer could
be able to ‘pin’ another and automatically download all
the data that they share. This concept could scale to in‐
stitutes and national infrastructure as scientists can re‐
quest the datasets they’d like to be saved permanently
be pinned.

Another could be something akin to Freenet [83] . Peers
could allocate a certain amount of their unused storage
space to be used to automatically download, cache, and
rehost shards of other datasets. Distributing chunks
and encrypting them at rest so the rehoster can’t in‐
spect their contents wouldmake it possible tomaintain
privacy and network availability for sensitive data (see,
for example, ERIS). IPFS has an analogous concept –
BitSwap – that is makes it into a barter system. Peers

22™
23Git, briefly, is a version control system that keeps a history of changes of files (blobs) as a Merkle DAG: files can be updated, and different

versions can be branched and reconciled.
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who seek to download will have to ‘earn’ it by finding
some chunk of data that the other peers want, down‐
load, and share them, though it seems like an empiri‐
cal question whether or not a barter system works or is
necessary.

Solid is a project that almost exactly meets all these
needs [84, 53, 85] . Solid allows people to share data
in Pods, which let them control access and distribution
across storage system with a unified identity system. It
is implementation‐agnostic, and so can support peer‐to‐
peer storage and transfer systems that comply with its
protocol specification.

There are a number of additional requirements for a
peer to peer scientific data infrastructure, but even
these seemingly very technical problems of version‐
ing and distributed storage show the clear need to con‐
sider the structure of the surrounding social system.
What control do we give to researchers over the ver‐
sion history of their data? Should people that aren’t
the originating researcher be able to issue new ver‐
sions? What structure of distributed/centralized stor‐
age works? How should we incentivize sharing of ex‐
cess storage and resources?

Even before considering additional social systems, a
peer to peer structure in itself implies a different re‐
lationship to a generalized data infrastructure. Scien‐
tists always unavoidably make their data available to at
least one person: themselves; on at least one computer:
theirs, and that computer is usually connected to the
internet. A peer‐to‐peer backbone for scientific infras‐
tructure is the unnecessarily radical notion that every‐
day practices like these canmake up our infrastructure,
rather than having it exist exogenously as something
“out there.” Subtly, it’s the notion that our infrastruc‐
ture can reflect and consist of ourselves instead of some‐
thing out of our control that we need to buy from some‐
one else.

Scientists don’t need to reinvent the notion of dis‐
tributed, community curated data archives from
scratch. In addition to scholarly work on the social
systems of digital infrastructure, we can learn from
communities of practice, and there has been no more
important and impactful decentralized archival project
than internet piracy.

3.2.3 Archives Need Communities

Why do hundreds of thousands of people, completely
anonymously, with zero compensation, spend their
time to do something that is as legally risky as curating
pirated cultural archives?

Scholarly work, particularly from Economics, tends to
focus on understanding piracy in order to prevent it[86,
87] , taking themoral good of intellectual property mar‐
kets as an a priori imperative and investigatingwhy peo‐
ple behave badly and “rend [the] moral fabric associ‐
ated with the respect of intellectual property.” [87] . If
we put the legality of piracy aside, wemay find a wealth
of wisdom and insight to draw from for building scien‐
tific infrastructure.

The world of digital piracy is massive, from entirely dis‐
organized efforts of individual people on public sites to
extraordinarily organized release groups [86] , and so a
full consideration is out of scope, but many of the im‐
portant lessons are taught by the structure of bittorrent
trackers.

An underappreciated element of the BitTorrent proto‐
col is the effect of the separation between the data trans‐
fer protocol and the ‘discovery’ part of the system —
or “overlay” — on the community structure of torrent
trackers (for a more complete picture of the ecosystem,
see [82] ). Many peer to peer networks like KaZaA or
the gnutella‐based Limewire had searching for files in‐
tegrated into the transfer interface. The need for tor‐
rent trackers to share .torrent files spawned a massive
community of private torrent trackers that for decades
have been iterating on cultures of archival, experiment‐
ing with different community structures and incentives
that encourage people to share and annotate some of
the world’s largest, most organized libraries.

One of these private trackers was the site of one of
the largest informational tragedies of the past decade:
what.cd24, which I will use as an example to describe
some of these community systems.

What.cd was a bittorrent tracker that was arguably the
largest collection of music that has ever existed. At the
time of its destruction in 2016, it was host to just over
onemillion unique releases, and approximately 3.5mil‐
lion torrents25 [88] . Every torrent was organized in

24for a detailed description of the site and community, see Ian Dunham’s dissertation [88]
25Though spotify now boasts its library having 50 million tracks, back of the envelope calculations relating number of releases to number
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a meticulous system of metadata communally curated
by its roughly 200,000 global users. The collection was
built by people who cared deeply about music, rather
than commercial collections provided by record labels
notorious for ceasing distribution of recordings that are
not commercially viable — or just losing them in a fire
[89] [^lostartists]. Users would spend large amounts of
money to find and digitize extremely rare recordings,
many of which were unavailable anywhere else and are
now unavailable anywhere, period. One former user
describes one example:

“I did sound design for a show about Ceaușescu’s Roma‐
nia, and was able to pull together all of this 70s dissident
prog‐rock and stuff that has never been released on CD,
let alone outside of Romania” [90]

The what.cd artist page for Kanye West (taken from here
in the style of pirates, without permission). For the album
“Yeezus,” there are ten torrents, grouped by each time the al-
bum was released on CD and Web, and in multiple different
qualities and formats (.flac, .mp3). Along the top is a list
of the macro-level groups, where what is in view is the “al-
bums” section, there are also sections for bootleg recordings,
remixes, live albums, etc.

What.cd was a “private” bittorrent tracker, where un‐
like public trackers that anyone can access, member‐
ship was strictly limited to those who were personally
invited or to those who passed an interview (for more
on public and private tracker, see [91] ). Invites were
extremely rare, and the interview process was demand‐
ing to the point where extensive guides were written to
prepare for them.

The what.cd incentive system was based on a required
ratio of data uploaded vs. data downloaded [92] . Peer
to peer systems need to overcome a free‐rider problem
where users might download a torrent (“leeching”) and
turn their computer off, rather than leaving their con‐
nection open to share it to others (or, “seeding”). In
order to download additional music, then, one would
have to upload more. Since downloading is highly re‐
stricted, and everyone is trying to upload as much as
they can, torrents had a large number of “seeders,” and
even rare recordingswouldbe sustained for years, a pat‐
tern common to private trackers [93] .

The high seeder/leecher ratio made it so it was ex‐
tremely difficult to acquire upload credit, so users were
additionally incentivized tofind anduploadnew record‐
ings to the system. What.cd implemented a “bounty”
system, where users with a large amount of excess up‐
load credit would be able to offer some of it to who‐
ever was able to upload the album they wanted. To
“prime the pump” and keep the economymoving, high‐
light artists in an album of the week, or direct users to
preserve rare recordings, moderators would also use
a “freeleech” system, where users would be able to
download a specified set of torrents without it counting
against their download quantity [94, 95] .

The other half of what.cd was themore explicitly social
elements: its forums, comment sections, and modera‐
tion systems. The forum was home to roiling debates
that lasted years about the structure of some tagging
schema, whether one genre was just another with a dif‐
ferent name, and so on. The structure of the commu‐
nity was an object of constant, public negotiation, and
over time themetadata systemevolved to be able to sup‐
port a library of the entirety of human music output26,
and the rules and incentive structures were made to
align with building it. To support the good operation of
the site, the forums were also home to a huge amount
of technical knowledge, like guides on how to make a
perfect upload, that eased new users into being able to
use the system.

A critical problem in maintaining coherent databases

of tracks are fraught, given the long tail of track numbers on albums like classical music anthologies with several hundred tracks on a single
“release.”

26Though music metadata might seem like a trivial problem (just look at the fields in an MP3 header), the number of edge cases are pro‐
found. How would you categorize an early Madlib casette mixtape remastered and uploaded to his website where he is mumbling to himself
while recording some live show performed by multiple artists, but on the b‐side is one of his Beat Konducta collections that mix together studio
recordings from a collection of other artists? Who is the artist? How would you even identify the unnamed artists in the live show? Is that a
compilation or a bootleg? Is it a cassette rip, a remaster, or a web release?
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is correcting metadata errors and departures from
schemas. Finding errors was rewarded. Users were
able to discuss and ask questions of the uploader in
a comment section below each upload, which would
allow “polite” resolution of low‐level errors like typos.
More serious problems could be reported to the mod‐
eration team, which caused the upload to be visibly
marked as under review, and the report could then be
discussed either in the comment sections or the forum.
Being an anonymous, gray‐area community, there was
of course plenty of power that was tripped on. Rather
than being amessy hodgepodge of fake, low‐quality up‐
loads, though, what.cd was always teetering just shy of
perfection.

These structural considerations do not capture the
most elusive but indisputably important features of
what.cd’s community infrastructure: the sense of comm-
munity. The What.cd forums were the center of many
user’s relationships to music. Threads about all the
finest scales ofmusic nichery could last for years: it was
a rare place people who probably cared a little bit too
much about music could talk to people with the same
condition. Whatmade itmore satisfying than othermu‐
sic forumswas that nomatterwhatmusic youwere talk‐
ing about, everyone else in the conversation would al‐
ways have access to it if they wanted to hear it. Beyond
any structural incentives, people spent so much time
building and maintaining what.cd because it became
a source of community and a sink of personal invest‐
ment.

Structural norms supported by social systems converge
as a sort of reputational incentive. Uploading a new al‐
bum to fill a bounty bothmakes the networkmore func‐
tional and complete, but also people respect you for it
because it’s prominently displayed on your profile as
well as in the bounty charts and that feels good. Becom‐
ing known on the forums for answering questions, writ‐
ing guides, or even just having a good taste in music
feels good and also contributes to the overall health of
the system. Though there are plenty of databases, and
even plenty of different communication venues for sci‐
entists, there aren’t any databases (to my knowledge)

with integrated community systems.

The tracker overlay model mirrors and extends some
of the recommendations made by Benedikt Fecher and
colleagues in their work on the reputational economy
surrounding data sharing [96] . They give three pol‐
icy recommendations: Increasing reputational bene‐
fits, reducing transaction costs, and “increasingmarket
transparency by making open access to research data
more visible to members of the research community.”
One way to accomplish implement them is to embed a
data sharing system within a social system that is de‐
signed to reward communitarian behavior.

Many features ofwhat.cd’s structure are undesirable for
scientific infrastructure, but they demonstrate that a ro‐
bust archive is not only a matter of building a database
with some frontend, but by building a community [97]
. Of course, we need to be careful with building the
structural incentives for a data sharing system: the
very last thing we want is another coercive leaderboard
that turns what should be a collaborative effort puni‐
tive. In contrast to what.cd, for infrastructure we want
extremely low barriers to entry, and be agnostic to re‐
sources — researchers with access to huge server farms
should not be unduly favored. We should think care‐
fully about using downloading as the “cost,” because
downloading and analyzing huge amounts of data can
be good and exactly what we want in some circum‐
stances, but a threat to privacy and data governance in
others.

This model has its own problems, including the lack of
interoperability between different trackers, the need to
recreate a new set of accounts and database for each
new tracker, among others. It’s also been tried be‐
fore: sharing data in specific formats (as our running
example, Neurodata Without Borders) on indexing sys‐
tems like bittorrent trackers amounts to something like
BioTorrents [98] or AcademicTorrents [99] . Even with
our extensions of version control and somemodel of au‐
tomatic mirroring of data across the network, we still
have some work to do. To address these and several
other remainingneeds for scientific data infrastructure,
we can take inspiration from federated systems.

3.2.4 Linked Data or Surveillance Capitalism?
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There is no shortage of databases for scientific data,
but their traditional structure chokes on the complexity
of representing multi‐domain data. Typical relational
databases require some formal schema to structure the
data they contain, which have varying reflections in the
APIs used to access themand interfaces built atop them.
This broadly polarizes database design into domain‐
specific and domain‐general27. This design pattern re‐
sults in a fragmented landscape of databases with lim‐
ited interoperability. In a moment we’ll consider feder-
ated systems as a way to resolve this dichotomy and con‐
tinue developing the design of our p2p data infrastruc‐
ture, but for nowwe need a better sense of the problem.

Domain‐specific databases require data to be in one
or a few specific formats, and usually provide richer
tools for manipulating and querying by metadata, visu‐
alization, summarization, aggregation that are purpose‐
built for that type of data. For example, NIH’s Gene tool
has several visualization tools and cross‐referencing
tools for finding expression pathways, genetic inter‐
actions, and related sequences (Figure xx). This pat‐
tern of database design is reflected at several differ‐
ent scales, through institutional databases and tools
like the Allen brain atlases or observatory, to lab‐ and
project‐specific dashboards. This type of database is
natural, expressive, and powerful — for the researchers
they are designed for. While some of these databases
allow open data submission, they often require explicit
moderation and approval to maintain the guaranteed
consistency of the database, which can hamper mass
use.

NIH’s Gene tool includedmany specific tools for visualizing,
cross-referencing, and aggregating genetic data. Shown is
the “genomic regions, transcripts, and product” plot for

Mouse Cdh1, which gives useful, common summary descrip-
tions of the gene, but is not useful for, say, visualizing read-
ing proficiency data.

General‐purpose databases like figshare and zenodo28

are useful for the mass aggregation of data, typically al‐
lowing uploads from most people with minimal barri‐
ers. Their general function limits the metadata, visu‐
alization, and other tools that are offered by domain‐
specific databases, however, and are essentially pub‐
lic, versioned, folders with a DOI. Most have fields
for authorship, research groups, related publications,
and a single‐dimension keyword or tags system, and so
don’t programmatically reflect the metadata present in
a given dataset.

The dichotomy of fragmented, subdomain‐specific
databases and general‐purpose databases makes com‐
bining information from across even extremely simi‐
lar subdisciplines combinatorically complex and labo‐
rious. In the absence of a formal interoperability and
indexing protocol between databases, even finding the
correct subdomain‐specific database can be an act of
raw experience or the raw luck of stumbling across
just the right blog post list of databases. It also puts
researchers who want to be good data stewards in a
difficult position: they can hunt down the appropri‐
ate subdomain specific database and risk general ob‐
scurity; use a domain‐general database and make their
work more difficult for themselves and their peers to
use; or spend all the time it takes to upload to multiple
databases with potentially conflicting demands on for‐
mat.

What can be done? There are a few parsimonious an‐
swers from standardizing different parts of the process:
If we had a universal data format, then interoperability
becomes trivial. Conversely, we could make a single ur‐
database that supports all possible formats and tools.

Universalizing a single part of a database system is un‐
likely to work because organizing knowledge is intrin‐
sically political. Every system of representation is nec‐
essarily rooted in its context: one person’s metadata is
another person’s data. Every subdiscipline has conflict‐
ing representational needs, will develop different local

27To continue the analogy to bittorrent trackers, an example domain‐specific vs. domain‐general dichotomymight beWhat.cd (with its specific
formatting and aggregation tools for representing artists, albums, collections, genres, and so on) vs. ThePirateBay (with its general categories
of content and otherwise search‐based aggregation interface)

28No shade to Figshare, which, among others, paved the way for open data and are a massively useful thing to have in society.
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terminology, allocate differing granularity and develop
different groupings and hierarchies for the same phe‐
nomena. At mildest, differences in representational
systems can be incompatible, but at their worst they
can reflect and reinforce prejudices and become tools
of intellectual and social power struggles. Every subdis‐
cipline has conflicting practical needs, with infinite vari‐
ation in privacy demands, different priorities between
storage space, bandwidth, and computational power,
and so on. In all cases the boundaries of ourmyopia are
impossible to gauge: wemight think we have arrived at
a suitable schema for biology, chemistry, and physics…
but what about the historians?

Matthew J Bietz and Charlotte P Lee articulate this ten‐
sion better than I can in their ethnography of metage‐
nomics databases:

“Participants describe the individual sequence database
systems as if they were shadows, poor representations
of a widely‐agreed‐upon ideal. We find, however, that
by looking across the landscape of databases, a differ‐
ent picture emerges. Instead, each decision about the
implementation of a particular database system plants
a stake for a community boundary. The databases are
not somuch imperfect copies of an ideal as they are ar‐
guments about what the ideal Database should be. […]

When the microbial ecology project adopted the
database system from the traditional genomic “gene find‐
ers,” they expected the database to be a boundary object.
They knew they would have to customize it to some ex‐
tent, but thought it would be able to “travel across bor‐
ders andmaintain some sort of constant identity”. In the
end, however, the system was so tailored to a specific
set of research questions that the collection of data,
the set of tools, and even the social organization of the
project had to be significantly changed. New analysis
tools were developed and old tools were discarded. Not
only was the database ported to a different technology,
the data itself was significantly restructured to fit the
new tools and approaches. While the database devel‐
opment projects had begun by working together, in the
end they were unable to collaborate. The system that
was supposed to tie these groups together could not be
shielded fromthe controversies that formed thebound‐
aries between the communities of practice.” [100]

As one ascends the scales of formalizing to the heights
of the ontology designers, the ideological nature of the
project is like a klaxon (emphasis in original):

An exception is the Open Biomedical Ontologies (OBO)
Foundry initiative, which accepts under its label only
those ontologies that adhere to the principles of onto‐
logical realism. […] Ontologies, from this perspective,
are representational artifacts, comprising a taxonomy
as their central backbone, whose representational units
are intended to designate universals (such as human be-
ing and patient role) or classes defined in terms of universals
(such as patient, a class encompassing human beings in
which there inheres a patient role) and certain relations
between them. […]
BFO is a realist ontology [15,16]. This means, most impor‐
tantly, that representations faithful to BFO can acknowl‐
edge only those entities which exist in (for example, bio‐
logical) reality; thus theymust reject all those types of pu‐
tative negative entities ‐ lacks, absences, non‐existents,
possibilia, and the like [101]

Aside fromunilateral standardization, another formula‐
tion that doesn’t require existing server infrastructure
to be dramatically changed is to link existing databases.
The problem of linking databases is an old one with
much well‐trodden ground, and in the current regime
of large server farms tend to find themselves some‐
where close tometadata‐indexing overlays. These over‐
lays provide some additional tool that can translate and
combine data between databases with some mapping
between the terminology in the overlay and that of
the individual databases. The NIH articulates this as
a “Biomedical Data Translator” in its Strategic plan for
Data Science29 and NCATS elaborates it a bit more on
the project “about” page:

As a result of recent scientific advances, a tremendous
amount of data is available frombiomedical research and
clinical interactions with patients, health records, clini‐
cal trials and adverse event reports that could be useful
for understanding health and disease and for developing
and identifying treatments for diseases. Ideally, these
data would be mined collectively to provide insights
into the relationship betweenmolecular and cellular pro‐

29

Through its Biomedical Data Translator program, the National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS) is sup‐
porting research to develop ways to connect conventionally separated data types to one another to make themmore useful
for researchers and the public. The Translator aims to bring data types together in ways that will integratemultiple types of
existing data sourcess, including objective signs and symptoms of disease, drug effects, and other types of biological data
relevant to understanding the development of disease and how it progresses in patients. [21]
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cesses (the targets of rational drug design) and the signs
and symptoms of diseases. Currently, these very rich yet
different data sources are housed in various locations,
often in forms that are not compatible or interoperable
with each other. ‐ https://ncats.nih.gov/translator/about

TheTranslator is being developedby 28 institutions and
nearly 200 team members as of 2019. They credit their
group structure and flexible Other Transaction Award
(OTA) funding mechanism for their successes [102] .
OTA awards give the granting agency broad flexibility
in to whom and for what money can be given, and con‐
sist of an initial competetive segment with possibility
for indefinite noncompetitive extensions at the discre‐
tion of the agency [103] .

The project appears to be in a relatively early phase,
and so it’s difficult to figure out exactly what it is that
has been built. The projects page is currently just a
list of the leaders of different areas, but some parts of
the project are visible through a bit of searching. They
describe a registry of APIs for existing databases col‐
lected on their platform SmartAPI that are to be com‐
bined into a semantic knowledge graph [104] . There are
many kinds of knowledge graphs, and we will return to
them and other semantic web technologies in shared
knowledge, but the Translator’s knowledge graph ex‐
plicitly sits “on top” of the existing databases as the only
source of knowledge. Specifically, the graph structure
consists of the nodes and edges of the biolink model
[105] , and an edge is matched to a corresponding API
that provides data for both elements. For each edge in
the graph, then, a number of possible APIs can provide
data without necessarily making a guarantee of consis‐

tency or accuracy.

They articulate a set of beliefs about the impossibility of
a unified dataset or ontology30[104] , although arguably
create one in biolink that’s very similar to that de‐
scribedhere, and this problemseems tohave driven the
focus of the project away from linking data as such to‐
wards developing a graph‐powered query engine. The
Translator is being designed to use machine‐learning
powered “autonomous relay agents” that sift through
the inhomogenous data from the APIs and are able
to return a human‐readable response, also generated
with machine‐learning. The final form of the transla‐
tor is still unclear, but between SmartAPI, a seemingly‐
preliminary description of the reasoning engine [106] ,
and descriptions from contractors [107] , the machine
learning component of the system could make it quite
dangerous.

The intended use of the Translator seems to not be to
directly search for and use the data itself, but to use
the connected data to answer directed questions [106]
— an example that is used repeatedly is drug discovery.
For any given query of “drugs that could treat x disease,”
the system traces out the connected nodes in the graph
from the disease to find its phenotypes, which are con‐
nected to genes, which might be connected to some
drug, and so on. The Translator builds on top of a large
number of databases and database aggregators, and so
it then needs a way of comparing and ranking possible
answers to the question. In a simple case, a drug that di‐
rectly acted on several involved genes might be ranked
higher than, say, one that acted only indirectly on phe‐

30

First, we assert that a single monolithic data set that directly connects the complete set of clinical characteristics to the
complete set of biomolecular features, including “‐omics” data, will never exist because the number of characteristics and
features is constantly shifting and exponentially growing. Second, even if such a singlemonolithic data set existed, all‐vs.‐all
associations will inevitably succumb to problems with statistical power (i.e., the curse of dimensionality).9 Such problems
will get worse, not better, as more and more clinical and biomolecular data are collected and become available. We also
assert that there is no single language, software or natural, with which to express clinical and biomolecular observations—
these observations are necessarily and appropriately linked to themeasurement technologies that produce them, as well as
the nuances of language. The lack of a universal language for expressing clinical and biomolecular observations presents
a risk of isolation or marginalization of data that are relevant for answering a particular inquiry, but are never accessed
because of a failure in translation.
Based on these observations, our final assertion is that automating the ability to reason across integrated data sources and
providing users who pose inquiries with a dossier of translated answers coupled with full provenance and confidence in
the results is critical if we wish to accelerate clinical and translational insights, drive new discoveries, facilitate serendipity,
improve clinical‐trial design, and ultimately improve clinical care. This final assertion represents the driving motivation
for the Translator system. [104]
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notypes with many off‐target effects.

As with any machine‐learning based system, if the in‐
put data is biased or otherwise (inevitably) problem‐
atic then the algorithm can only reflect that. If it is
the case that this algorithm remains proprietary (due
to, for example, it being developed by a for‐profit de‐
fense contractor that named it ROBOKOP [107] ) harm‐
ful input data could have unpredictable long‐range con‐
sequences on the practice of medicine as well as the
course of medical research. Taking a very narrow sam‐
ple of APIs that return data about diseases, I queried
mydisease.info to see if it still had the outmoded defi‐
nition of “transsexualism” as a disease [108] . Perhaps
unsurprisingly, it did, and was more than happy to give
me a list of genes and variants that supposedly “cause”
it ‐ see for yourself.

This is, presumably, the fragility and inconsistency the
machine‐learning layer was intended to putty over: if
one follows the provenance of the entry for “gender
identity disorder” (renamed in DSM‐V), one reaches
first the disease ontology DOID:1234 which seems to
trace back into an entry in a graph aggregator Ontobee
(Archive Link), which in turn lists this github repository
maintained by a single person as its source31.

If at its core the algorithm believes that being transgen‐
der is a disease, could itmisunderstand and try to “cure”
it? Even if it doesn’t, won’t it influence the surrounding
network of entities with its links to genes, prior treat‐
ment, and so on in unpredictableways? Combinedwith
the online training that updates the searchmodel based
on how it is used [104] , socially problematic treatment
and research practices could be built into our data in‐
frastructure without any way of knowing their effect on
unrelated treatment. In the long‐run, an effort towards
transparency could have precisely the opposite effect
by being run through a series of black boxes.

Add information about legal requirements to make al‐
gorithmic health recommendations explainable from
Irene

A larger problem is reflected in the scope and evolv‐
ing direction of the Translator when combinedwith the
preceding discussion of putting all data in the hands of
cloud platform holders. There is mission creep from
the original NIH initiative language that essentially

amounts to a way to connect different data sources —
what could have been as simple as a translation table be‐
tween different data standards and formats. The orig‐
inal funding statement from 2016 is similarly humble,
and press releases through 2017 also speak mostly in
terms of querying the data – though some ambition be‐
gins to creep in.

That is remarkably different than what is articulated in
2019 [104] to bemuchmore focused on inference and rea-
soning from the graph structure of the linked data for
the purpose of automating drug discovery. It seems like
the original goal of making a translator in the sense of
“translating data between formats” has morphed into
“translating data to language,” with ambitions of provid‐
ing ameans ofmaking algorithmic predictions for drug
discovery and clinical practice rather than linking data
[109] Tools like these have been thoroughly problema‐
tized elsewhere, eg. [110, 111, 112, 113] .

This example could be substantially trimmed

As of September 2021, it appears there is still somework
left to be done to make the Translator functional, but
the early example illustrates some potential risks (em‐
phases mine):

The strategy used by the Translator consortium in this
case is to 1) identify phenotypes that are associated with
[Drug‐Induced Liver Injury] DILI, then 2) find genes
which are correlated with these presumably pathologi‐
cal phenotypes, and then 3) identify drugs which target
those genes’ products. The rationale is that drugs which
target gene products associated with phenotypes of DILI
may possibly serve as candidates for treatment options.
We constructed a series of three queries, written in the
Translator API standard language and submitted to xARA
to select appropriate KPs to collect responses (Figure 4).
From each response, an exemplary result is selected
and used in the query for the next step.
The results of the first query produced several phe‐
notypes, one of them was ”Red blood cell count”
(EFO0004305). When using this phenotype in the second
step to query for genes, we identified one of the results as
the telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT) gene. This
was then used in the third query (Figure 4) to identify tar‐
geting drugs, which included the drug Zidovudine.
xARA use this result to call for an explanation. The
xcase retrieved uses a relationship extraction algorithm
[6] fine‐tuned using BioBert [7]. The explanation solu‐
tion seeks previously pre‐processed publications where
both biomedical entities (or one of its synonyms) is

31I submitted a pull request to remove it. A teardrop in the ocean.
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found in the same article within a distance shorter than
10 sentences. The excerpt of entailing both terms is
then used as input to the relationship extraction method.
When implementing this solution for the gene TERT
(NCBIGene:7015) and the chemical substance Zidovudine
(CHEBI:10110), the solution was able to identify corrobo‐
rating evidence of this drug‐target interaction with the
relationship types being one of: ”DOWNREGULATOR,”
”INHIBITOR,” or ”INDIRECT DOWNREGULATOR” with
respect to TERT. [106]

As a recap, since I’m not including the screenshots of
the queries, the researchers searched first for a pheno‐
typic feature of DILI, then selected “one of them” — red
blood cell count — to search for genes that affect the
phenotype, and eventually find a drug that effects that
gene: all seemingly manually (an additional $1.4 mil‐
lion has been allocated to unify them [114] ). Zidovu‐
dine, as a nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor,
does inhibit telomerase reverse transcriptase [115] , but
can also cause anemia and lower red blood cell counts
[116] – so through the extended reasoning chain the sys‐
tem has made a sign flip and recommended a drug that
will likelymake the identifiedphenotype (low redblood
cell count) worse? The manual input will then be used
to train the algorithm for future results, though how
data from prior use and data from graph structure will
be combined in the ranking algorithm— and then com‐
municated to the end user — is still unclear.

Contrast this with the space‐age and chromed‐out de‐
scription from CoVar:

ROBOKOP technology scours vast, diverse databases to
find answers that standard search technologies could
never provide. It does much more than simple web‐
scraping. It considers inter‐relationships between enti‐
ties, such as colds cause coughs. Then it searches for new
connections between bits of knowledge it finds in a wide
range of data sources and generates answers in terms of
these causal relationships, on‐the‐fly.
Instead of providing a simple list of responses, ROBOKOP
ranks answers based on various criteria, including the
amount of supporting evidence for a claim, how many
published papers reference a given fact, and the speci‐
ficity of any particular relationship to the question.

For‐profit platformholders are not incentivized to do re‐
sponsible science, or even really make something that
works, provided they can get access to some of the gov‐
ernment funding that pours out for projects that are
eventually canned ‐ $75.5 million so far since 2016 for

the Translator [117] . As exemplified by the trial and dis‐
continuation of the NIH Data Commons after $84.7 mil‐
lion, centralized infrastructure projects can be an op‐
portunity to “dance until the music stops.” Again, it is
relatively difficult to see from the outside what work is
going on and how it all fits together, but judging from
RePORTER there seem to be a profusion of projects and
components of the systemwith unclear functional over‐
lap, and the model seems to have developed into al‐
locating funding to develop each separate knowledge
source.

The riskwith this project is very real because of the con‐
text of its development. After 5 years, it still seems like
the the Translator is relatively far from realizing the vi‐
sion of biopolitical control through algorithmic predic‐
tions, but combined with Amazon’s aggressive expan‐
sion into health technology [118] and even literally pro‐
viding health care [119] , and the uploading of all sci‐
entific and medical data onto AWS with entirely unen‐
forceable promises of data privacy [120] — the notion of
spending public money to develop a system for aggre‐
gating patient data with scientific and clinical data be‐
comes dangerous. It doesn’t require takeover by Ama‐
zon to become dangerous — once you introduce the
need for data to train an algorithm, you need to feed
it data, and so the translator gains the incentive to suck
up as much personal and other data as it can.

Even assuming the Translator works perfectly and has
zero unanticipated consequences, the development
strategy still reflects the inequities that pervade sci‐
ence rather than challenge them. Biopharmaceutical
research, followed by broader biomedical research, be‐
ing immediately and extremely profitable, attracts an
enormous quantity of resources and develops state of
the art infrastructure, while no similar infrastructure
is built for the rest of science, academia, and society.

I have no doubt that everyone working on the Transla‐
tor is doing so for good reasons, and they have done
useful work. Forming a consortium and settling on a
developmentmodel is hard work and this group should
be applauded for that. Unifying APIs with Smart‐API,
drafting an ontology, and making a knowledge graph,
are all directly useful to reducing barriers to desiloing
data and shared in the vision articulated here.

The problems here come in a few mutually reinforcing
flavors, I’ll group them crudely into the constraints of
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existing infrastructure, centralized models of develop‐
ment, and amisspecification ofwhat the purpose of the
infrastructure should be.

Navigating a relationship with existing technology in
new development is tricky, but there is a distinction
between integrating with it and embodying its impli‐
cations. Since the other projects spawned from the
Data Science Initiative embraced the use of cloud stor‐
age, the constraint of using centralized servers with the
need for a linking overlaywas baked in the project from
the beginning. From this decision immediately comes
the impossibility of enforcing privacy guarantees and
the rigidity of database formats and tooling. Since the
project started from a place of presuming that the data
wouldbehosted “out there”wheremuchof its existence
is prespecified, building the Translator “on top” of that
system is a natural conclusion. Further, since the cen‐
tralized systems proposed in the other projects don’t
aim to provide a means of standardization or integra‐
tion of scientific data that doesn’t already have a form,
the reliance on APIs for access to structured data fol‐
lows as well.

Organizing the process as building a set of tools as a
relatively large, but nonetheless centralized and demar‐
cated group pose additional challenges. I won’t specu‐
late on the incentives and personal dynamics that led
there, but I also believe this development model comes
from good intention. While there is clearly a lot of del‐
egation and distributed work, the project in its differ‐
ent teams takes on specific tools that they build and we
use. This is broadly true of scientific tools, especially
databases, and contributes to how they feel: they feel
disconnected with our work, don’t necessarily help us
do it more easily or more effectively, and contributing
to them is a burdensome act of charity.

This is reflected in the form of the biolink ontology,
where rather than a tool for scientists to build ontolo‐
gies, it is intended to be built towards. There is tension
between the articulated impossibility of a grand unified
ontology and the eventual formof the algorithm that de‐
pends on one that, in their words, motivated the turn to
machine learning to reconcile that impossibility. The
compromise seems to be the use of a quasi‐“neutral”
meta‐ontology that instantiates its different abstract ob‐
jects depending on the contents of its APIs. A ranking

algorithm to parse the potentially infinite results fol‐
lows, and so toodoes theneed for feedback and training
and the potential for long‐lived and uninterrogatable al‐
gorithmic bias.

These all contribute to the misdirection in the goal of
the project. Linking all or most biomedical data in sin‐
glemutually coherent systemdrifted into anAPI‐driven
knowledge‐graph for pharmaceutical and clinical rec‐
ommendations. Here we meet a bit of a reprise of the
#neat mindset, which emphasizes global coherence as
a basis for reasoning rather than providing a means
of expressing the natural connections between things
in their local usage. Put another way, the emphasis
is on making something logically complete for some
dream of algorithmically‐perfect future rather than to
be useful to do the things researchers at large want to
do but find difficult. The press releases and papers of
the Translator project echo a lot of the heady days of
the semantic web32 and its attempt to link everything —
and seems ready to follow the samepath of thefledgling
technologies being gobbled up by technology giants to
finish and privatize.

I think the problem with the initial and eventual goals
of the translator can be illustrated by problematizing
the central focus on linking “all data,” or at least “all
biomedical data.” Who is a system of “all (biomedical)
data” for? Outside of metascientists and pharmaceuti‐
cal companies, I think most people are interested pri‐
marily in the data of their colleagues and surrounding
disciplines. Every infrastructural model is an act of bal‐
ancing constraints, and prioritizing “all data” seems to
imply “for some people.” Who is supposed to be able
to upload data? change the ontology? inspect the ma‐
chine learning model? Who is in charge of what? Who
is a knowledge‐graph query engine useful for?

Another prioritization might be building systems for
all people that can embed with existing practices and help
them do their work which typically involves accessing
some data. The system needs to not only be designed to
allow anyone to integrate their data into it, but also to
be integrated into how researchers collect and use their
data. It needs to give them firm, verifiable, and fine‐
grained control over who has access to their data and
for what purpose. It needs to be pluralistic, capable of
representing multiple potentially conflicting represen‐

32not to mention a sort of enlightenment‐era diderot‐like quest for the encyclopedia of everything
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tations, governable andmalleable in local communities
of practice. Through the normal act of making my data
available to my colleague and vice versa, we build on
a cumulative and negotiable understanding of the rela‐
tionship between our work and its meaning.

Without too much more prefacing, let’s return to the
scheduled programming.

TODO: Elsevier has even scarier plans

Trans health example of potential harms

3.2.5 Federated Systems (of Language)

When last we left it, our peer‐to‐peer system needed
some way of linking data together. Instead of a big
bucket of files as is traditional in torrents and domain‐
general databases, we need some way of exposing the
metadata of disparate data formats so thatwe can query
for andfind the particular range of datasets appropriate
to our question. We’ll be playing in the world of linked
data and the semantic web, but thinking about using
those tools for a fluidmeans of expressionmore akin to
natural language than to an engineering specification.

Each format has a differentmetadata structure with dif‐
ferent names, and even within a single format we want
to support researchers who extend andmodify the core
format. Additionally, each format has a different imple‐
mentation, eg. as an hdf5 file, binary files in structured
subdirectories, SQL‐like databases.

That’s a lot of heterogeneity to manage, but fret not:
there is hope. Researchers navigate this variability
manually as a standard part of the job, andwe canmake
that work cumulative by building tools that allow re‐
searchers to communally describe and negotiate over
the structure of their data and the local relationships to
other data structures. We can extend our peer‐to‐peer
system to be a federated database system33.

Federated systems consist of distributed, heterogeneous,
and autonomous agents that implement some minimal
agreed‐upon standards for mutual communication and
(co‐)operation. Federated databases were proposed in
the early 1980’s [122] and have been developed and re‐
fined in the decades since as an alternative to either
centralization or non‐integration [123, 124, 125] . Their
application to the dispersion of scientific data in local

filesystems is not new [126, 127, 128] , but their im‐
plementation is more challenging than imposing order
with a centralized database or punting the question into
the unknowable maw of machine learning.

Amit Sheth and James Larson, in their reference de‐
scription of federated database systems, describe de‐
sign autonomy as one critical dimension that charac‐
terizes them:

Design autonomy refers to the ability of a component
DBS to choose its own design with respect to any matter,
including

(a) The data being managed (i.e., the Universe of Dis‐
course),

(b) The representation (data model, query language) and
the naming of the data elements,

(c) The conceptualization or semantic interpretation of
the data (which greatly contributes to the problem of
semantic heterogeneity),

(d) Constraints (e.g., semantic integrity constraints and
the serializability criteria) used to manage the data,

(e) The functionality of the system (i.e., the operations
supported by system),

(f) The association and sharing with other systems, and

(g) The implementation (e.g., record and file structures,
concurrency control algorithms).

Susanne Busse and colleagues add an additional dimen‐
sion of evolvability, or the ability of a particular system
to adapt to inevitable changing uses and requirements
[126] .

In order to support such radical autonomy and evolv‐
ability, federated systems need some means of trans‐
lating queries and representations between heteroge‐

33There is a lot of subtlety to the terminology surrounding “federated” and the typology of distributed systems generally, I am using it in the
federatedmessaging sense of forming groups of people, rather than the strict term “federated databases” which do imply a standardized schema
across a federation. The conception of distributed, autonomous databases described by the DataLad team [121] is a bit closer to mymeaning. In
the ActivityPub world, federations refer to a single homeserver under whichmany people can sign up. Wemean something similar but distinct:
people that have autonomous “homeservers” in a peer to peer system, typically multiple identities for a single person rather than many people
on a single server, that can combine into federations with particular governance structures and technological systems attached.
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neous components. The typical conceptualization of
federated databases have five layers that implement dif‐
ferent parts of this reconciliation process [129] :

• A local schema is the representation of the data on
local servers, including the means by which they are
implemented in binary on the disk

• A component schema serves to translate the local
schema to a format that is compatible with the larger,
federated schema

• An export schema defines permissions, and what
parts of the local database are made available to the
federation of other servers

• The federated schema is the collection of export
schemas, allowing a query to be broken apart and ad‐
dressed to different export schemas. There can be
multiple federated schemas to accomodate different
combinations of export schemas.

• An external schema can further be used to make the
federated schema better available to external users,
but in this case since there is no notion of “external”
it is less relevant.

This conceptualization provides a good starting frame‐
work and isolation of the different components of
a database system, but a peer‐to‐peer database sys‐
tem has different constraints and opportunities [130]
. In the strictest, “tightly coupled” federated systems,
all heterogeneity in individual components has to be
mapped to a single, unified federation‐level schema.
Loose federations don’t assume a unified schema, but
settle for a uniform query language, and allowmultiple
translations and views on data to coexist. A p2p system
naturally lends itself to a looser federation, and also
gives us some additional opportunities to give peers
agency over schemas while also preserving some co‐
herence across the system. I will likely make some
database engineers cringe, but the emphasis for us will
be more on building a system to support distributed so‐
cial control over the database, rather than guarantee‐
ing consistency and transparency between the differ‐
ent components.

Though there are hundreds of subtleties and choices
in implementation beneath the level of detail I’ll reach
here, allow me to illustrate the system by example:

Let us start with the ability for a peer to choose who
they are associated with at multiple scales of organiza‐
tion: a peer can directly connect with another peer, but
peers can also federate into groups, groups can federate
into groups of groups, and so on. Within each of these
grouping structures, the peer is given control over what
data of theirs is shared.

Clearly, we need some form of identity in the system,
let’s make it simple and flat and denote that in pseu‐
docode as @username34. Someonewould then be able to
use their @namespace as a root, under which they could
refer to their data, schemas, and so on, which will be
denoted @name:subobject (see this notion of personal
namespaces for knowledge organization discussed in
early wiki culture here [131] ). Let us also assume that
there is no categorical difference between @usernames
used by individual researchers, institutions, consortia,
etc. — everyone is on the same level.

We pick upwherewe left off earlier with a peer who has
their data in some discipline‐specific format, which let
us assume for the sake of concreteness has a represen‐
tation as an OWL schema.

That schema could be “owned” by the @username cor‐
responding to the standard‐writing group — eg @nwb
for neurodata without borders. In a turtle‐ish pseu‐
docode35, then, our dataset might look like this:

<#cool-dataset>
a @nwb:NWBFile
@nwb:general:experimenter @jonny
@nwb:ElectricalSeries
.electrodes [1, 2, 3]
.rate 30000
.data [...]

This indicates that me, @jonny collected a
@nwb:NWBFile dataset named <#cool-dataset>,
making it available as @jonny:cool-dataset that

34In reality, without any form of distributed uniqueness checking, we would need to have some notion of where this username is “from,” so
let’s say we actually have a system like username@name-provider but for this example assume a single name provider, we’ll return to identity
provision.

35We could use actual turtle or JSON‐LD syntax throughout, but I am using a simplified pseudocode to a) make it a bit more readable for
the sake of illustration and b) be very explicit that this is not intended to be a proposal for a protocol or specification, but demonstrative of its
qualities.

34
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consisted of an @nwb:ElectricalSeries and the
relevant attributes (where a leading . is a
shorthand for the parent schema element, so
@nwb:ElectricalSeries:electrodes).

• Here would be a good time to describe triplet links as
the basic tech of the semantic web world.

• We can use object oriented programming as an exam‐
ple: attributed and methods instead of just pointers.

I have some custom field for my data, though, which I
extend the format specification to represent. Say I have
invented some new kind of solar‐powered electrophys‐
iological device — the SolarPhys2000 — and want to an‐
notate its specs alongside my data.

<#SolarEphys>
extends @nwb:NWBContainer

UsedWith @hw:SolarPhys2000

ManufactureDate
a @schema:Date

InputWattageSeries
extends @nwb:ElectricalSeries

sunIntensity
a @nwb:TimeSeries

Here I create a new extension @jonny:SolarEphys
that extends the @nwb:NWBContainer schema. We use
extends rather than a because we are adding some‐
thing new to the description of the container rather
than making a container to store data. I declare that
this container is UsedWith our SolarPhys2000 which
we have registered in some general @hw hardware reg‐
istry. I then add two new fields, ManufactureDate and
InputWattageSeries, declaring types from, for exam‐
ple @schema:Date and @nwb.

There are many strategies for making my ontology ex‐
tension available to others in a federated network. We
could use a distributed hash table, or DHT, like bit‐
torrent, which distributes references to information
across a network of peers (eg. [132] ). We could use
a strategy like the Matrix messaging protocol, where
users belong to a single home server that federateswith
other servers. Each server is responsible for keeping a

synchronized copy of the messages sent on the servers
and rooms it’s federated with, and each server is ca‐
pable of continuing communication if any of the oth‐
ers failed. We could use ActivityPub (AP) [133] , a
publisher‐subscriber model where users affiliated with
a server post messages to their ‘outbox’ and are sent
to listening servers (or made available to HTTP GET
requests). AP uses JSON‐LD [134] , so is already capa‐
ble of representing linked data, and the related Activi‐
tyStreams vocabulary [135] also has plenty of relevant
action types for creating, discussing, and negotiating
over links (also see cpub). We’ll return to ActivityPub
later, but for now the point is to let us assume we have
a system for distributing schemas/extensions/links as‐
sociated with an identity publicly or to a select group of
peers.

For themoment our universe is limited only to other re‐
searchers using NWB. Conveniently, the folks at NWB
have set up a federating group so that everyone who
uses it can share their format extensions. Since our
linking system for manipulating schemas is relatively
general, we can use it to “formalize” a basic configura‐
tion for a federating group that automatically Accepts
request to Join and allows any schema that inherits
from their base @nwb:NWBContainer schema. Let’s say
@fed defines some basic properties of our federating
system— it constitutes our federating “protocol” — and
loosely use some terms from the ActivityStreams vocab‐
ulary as @as

<#nwbFederation>
a @fed:Federation
onReceive
@as:Join @as:Accept

allowSchema
extensionOf @nwb:NWBContainer

Now anyone that is a part of the @nwbFederationwould
be able to see the schemas we have submitted, sort
of like a beefed up, semantically‐aware version of the
existing neurodata extensions catalog. In this system,
many overlapping schemas could exist simultaneously
under different namespaces, but wouldn’t become a
hopeless clutter because similar schemas could be com‐
pared and reconciled based on their semantic proper‐
ties.

So far we have been in the realm of metadata, but how
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would my computer know how to read and write the
data to my disk so i can use it? In a system with hetero‐
geneous data types and database implementations, we
need some means of specifying different programs to
use to read andwrite, different APIs, etc. Whynotmake
that part of the file schema as well? Suppose the HDF5
group (or anyone, really!) has a namespace @hdf that
defines the properties of an @hdf:HDF5 file, basic oper‐
ations like Read, Write, or Select. NWB could specify
that in their definition of @nwb:NWBFile:

@nwb.NWBFile
a @hdf:HDF5
isVersion "x.y.z"
hasDependency "libhdf5"=="x.y.z"

usesContainer @nwb:NWBContainer

The abstraction around the file implementation makes
it easier for others to consume my data, but it also
makes it easier for me to use and contribute to the sys‐
tem. Making an extension to the schema wasn’t some
act of charity, it was the most direct way for me to use
the tool to do what I wanted. Win‐win: I get to use
my fancy new instrument and store its data by extend‐
ing some existing format standard, and in the process
make the standard more complete and useful. We are
able to make my work useful by aligning the modalities
of use and contribution.

Now that I’ve gotmy schema extensionwritten and sub‐
mitted to the federation, time to submit my data! Since
it’s a p2p system, I don’t need tomanually upload it, but
I dowant to control who gets it. By default, I have allmy
NWBdatasets set to be available to the @nwbFederation
, and I list all my metadata on, say the Society for Neu‐
roscience’s @sfnFederation.

<#globalPermissions>
a @fed:Permissions
permissionsFor @jonny

federatedWith
name @nwbFederation
@fed:shareData
is @nwb:NWBFile

federatedWith
name @sfnFederation
@fed:shareMetadata

Let’s say this dataset in particular is a bit sensitive— say
we apply a set of permission controls to be compliant
with @hhs.HIPAA—but we dowant tomake use of some
public server space run by our Institution, so we let it
serve an encrypted copy that those I’ve shared it with
can decrypt. Since we’ve applied the @hhs.HIPAA rule‐
set, we would be able to automatically detect if we have
any conflicting permissions, but we’re doing fine in this
example.

<#datasetPermissions>
a @fed:Permissions
permissionsFor @jonny:cool-dataset

accessRuleset @hhs:HIPAA
.authorizedRecipient <#hash-of-patient-ids>

federatedWith
name @institutionalCloud
@fed:shareEncrypted

Now I want to make use of some of my colleagues
data. Say I am doing an experiment with a trans‐
genic dragonfly and collaborating with a chemist
down the hall. This transgene, known colloquially
in our discipline as “@neuro:superstar6” (which the
chemists call “@chem:SUPER6”) fluoresces when the
dragonfly is feeling bashful, and we have plenty of
photometry data stored as @nwb:Fluorescence ob‐
jects. We think that its fluorescence is caused by the
temperature‐dependent conformational change from
blushing. They’ve gathered NMR and Emission spec‐
troscopy data in their chemistry‐specific format, say
@acs:NMR and @acs:Spectroscopy.

We get tired of having our data separated and needing
to maintain a bunch of pesky scripts and folders, so we
decide tomake a bridge between our datasets. We need
to indicate that our different names for the gene are ac‐
tually the same thing and relate the spectroscopy data.

Let’s make the link explicit, say we use an already‐
existing vocabulary like the “simple knowledge organi‐
zation system” for describing logical relationships be‐
tween concepts: @skos?

<#super-link-6>
a @fed:Link
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from @neuro:superstar6
to @chem:SUPER6
link @skos:exactMatch

Our @nwb:Fluorescence data has the emission wave‐
length in its @nwb:Fluorescence:excitation_lambda
property36, which is the valueof their@acs:Spectroscopy
data at a particular value of its wavelength.
Unfortunately, wavelength isn’t metadata for
our friend, but does exist as a column in the
@acs:Spectroscopy:readings table, so for now the
best we can do is indicate that excitation_lambda is
one of the values in wavelength and pick it up in our
analysis tools.

<#imaging>
a @fed:Link

from @nwb:Fluorescence:excitation_lambda
to @acs:Spectroscopy:readings
link @fed:Subset

valueIn "wavelength"

This makes it much easier for us to index our data
against each other and solves a few real practical prob‐
lems we were facing in our collaboration. We don’t
need to do as much cleaning when it’s time to publish
the data since it can be released as a single linked entity.

Rinse and repeat our sharing and federating process
from our previous schema extension, add a little bit
of extra federation with the @acs namespace, and in
the normal course of our doing our research we’ve con‐
tributed to the graph structure linking two common
data formats. Ours is one of many, with idiosyncratic
names like @jonny:super-link-637. Wemight not have
followed the exact rules, and we only made a few links
rather than a single authoratativemapping, but if some‐
one is interested in compiling one down the line they’ll
start off a hell of a lot further than if we hadn’t con‐
tributed it!

With a protocol for how queries can be forwarded and
transformed between users and federations, one could
access the same kind of complex query structure as

traditional databases with SPARQL [136] as has been
proposed for biology many times before [137, 127, 128]
. Some division in the way that data and metadata
are handled is necessary for the network to work in
practice, since we can’t expect a search to require ter‐
abytes of data transfer. A natural solution to this is
to have metadata query results point to content ad‐
dressed identifiers that are served peer to peer. A
mutable/changeable/human‐readable name and meta‐
data system that points to a system of permanent,
unique identifiers has been one need that has hobbled
IPFS, and is the direction pointed to by DataLad38 [121]
. A parallel set of conversations has been happening in
the broader linked data community with regard to us‐
ing ActivityPub as a way to index data on Solid.

In this example I have been implicitly treating the
@nwbFederation users like bittorrent trackers, keep‐
ing track of different datasets in their federation and
caching for faster quaeries. There is no reason why
queries couldn’t themselves be distributed across the
participating peers, though I believe tracker‐like federa‐
tions at various intermediary scales of organization are
useful and might emerge naturally. A system like this
doesn’t need the radical zero trust design of, for exam‐
ple, some distributed ledgers, and an overlapping array
of institutional, disciplinary, interest, and so on federa‐
tions would be a good means of realizing the evolvable
community structure needed for sustained archives.

Extend this practice across the many overlapping gra‐
dients of cooperation and collaboration in science, and
on a larger scale a system like this could serve as a way
tomake explicit the organic, continual negotiation over
meaning and practice that centralized ontologies can
only capture as a snapshot. I don’t happen to know
where the physicists store their data or what format it’s
in, but the chemists might, and the best way to get there
from here might be a dense, multiplicative web of ac‐
tual practical knowledge instead of some sparsely used
corporate API. We don’t make the same guarantees of
consistency or support for algorithmic reasoning as a
top‐down system would in theory, but it would give us
agency over the structure of our information and have
the potential to be useful for a far broader base of re‐

36not really where it would be in the standard, but go with it plz
37we’ll return to credit assignment, don’t worry! I wouldn’t leave a friend out to dry.
38DataLad [138, 121] and its application in Neuroscience as DANDI are two projects that are very close to what I have been describing here —

developing a p2p backend for datalad might even be a promising development path towards it.
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searchers.

As will be developed through the rest of the piece, this
system effectively functions as a protocol for protocols.
The @fed:Federation notion of federation defines its
own set of properties and requirements that let the peo‐
ple who implement it implement a variety of federation
types and relationships with each other, but it is one of
many. By building on the “meta‐protocol” of a peer‐to‐
peer linked data platform we can change the problem
from needing to agree on a single protocol for scien‐
tific communication, data indexing, and so on to mak‐
ing a means of creating many protocols as fluidly as is
needed. Are the rules of @fed:Federation too limited?

Extend it to suit your needs.

Like the preceding description of the basic peer‐to‐peer
system, this joint metadata/p2p system could be fully
compatible with existing systems. Translating between
ametadata query and ameans of accessing it on hetero‐
geneous databases is a requisite part of the system, so,
for example, there’s no reason that an HTTP‐based API
like SmartAPI couldn’t be queried.

• close by taking a larger view on p2p: p2p systems al‐
ready in use, academic torrents, biotorrents [98] , lib‐
gen on IPFS

• proof of utility is in the pudding: CDNs are effectively
p2p systems where they just own all the peers.

3.3 Shared Tools

Straddling our system for sharing data are the tools to
gather and analyze it — two examples of the more gen‐
eral need for computational resources. Experimental
and analytical tools are the natural point of extension
for collectively developed scientific digital infrastruc‐
ture, and considering them together shows the combi‐
natoric power of integrating interoperable domains of
scientific practice. In particular, in addition to bene‐
fits from their development in isolation,we can askhow
a more broadly integrated system helps problems like
adoption and incentives for distributed work, enables
a kind of deep provenance from experiment to results,
and further builds us towards reimagine the formof the
community and communication tools for science.

This section will be relatively short compared to shared
data. We have already introduced, motivated, and ex‐
emplified many of the design practices of the broader
infrastructural system. There is much less to argue
against or “undo” in the spaces of analytical and ex‐
perimental tools because somuchmore work has been
done, and so much more power has been accrued in
the domain of data systems. Distributed computing
does have a dense history, with huge numbers of peo‐
ple working on the problem, but its dominant form
is much closer to the system articulated below than
centralized servers are to federated semantic p2p sys‐
tems. I also have written extensively about experimen‐
tal frameworks before [139] , and develop one of them
so Iwill be brief at risk of repeatingmyself or appearing

self‐serving.

Integrated scientific workflows have been written
about many times before, typically in the context of the
“open science” movement. One of the founders of the
Center forOpen Science, Jeffrey Spies, described a simi‐
lar ethic of toolbuilding as I have in a 2017 presentation:

OpenWorkflow: 1. Meet users where they are 2. Respect
current incentives 3. Respect current workflow
• We could… demonstrate that it makes research more
efficient, of higher quality, and more accessible.

• Better, we could… demonstrate that researchers will
get published more often.

• Even better, we could…make it easy.

• Best, we could…make it automatic [140]

To build an infrastructural system that enables “open”
practices, convincing or mandating a change are much
less likely to be successful and sustainable than focus‐
ing on building them to make doing work easier and
openness automatic. To make this possible, we should
focus on developing frameworks to build experimental
and analysis tools, rather than developing more tools
themselves.

3.3.1 Analytical Frameworks

The first natural companion of shared data infrastruc‐
ture is a shared analytical framework. A major driver
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for the need for everyone to write their own analysis
code largely from scratch is that it needs to account
for the idiosyncratic structure of everyone’s data. Most
scientists are (blessedly) not trained programmers, so
code for loading and negotiating loading data is often
intertwinedwith the codeused to analyze andplot it. As
a result it is often difficult to repurpose code for other
contexts, so the same analysis function is rewritten in
each lab’s local analysis repository. Since sharing raw
data and code is still a (difficult) novelty, on a broad
scale this makes results in scientific literature as reli‐
able as we imagine all the private or semi‐private anal‐
ysis code to be.

Analytical tools (anecdotally) make up the bulk of open
source scientific software, and range from foundational
and general‐purpose tools like numpy [141] and scipy
[142] , through tools that implement a class of analysis
like DeepLabCut [17] and scikit‐learn [143] , to tools for
a specific technique like MoSeq [144] and DeepSqueak
[145] . The pattern of their use is then to build them into
a custom analysis system that can then in turn range in
sophistication from a handful of flash‐drive‐versioned
scripts to automated pipelines.

Having tools like these of course puts researchersmiles
ahead ofwhere theywould bewithout them, and the de‐
velopers of the mentioned tools have put in a tremen‐
dous amount of work to build sensible interfaces and
make them easier to use. No matter how much good
work might be done, inevitable differences between
APIs is a relatively sizable technical challenge for re‐
searchers — a problem compounded by the incen‐
tives for fragmentation described previously. For tool‐
builders,manyparts of any given tool fromarchitecture
to interface have to be redesigned each time with vary‐
ing degrees of success . For science at large, with few
exceptions of well‐annotated and packaged code, most
results are only replicable with great effort.

Discontinuity between the behavior and interface of
different pieces of software is, of course, overwhelm‐
ing norm. Negotiating boundaries between (and even
within) software and information structures is an ele‐
mental part of computing. The only time it becomes a
conceivable problem to “solve” interoperability is when
the problem domain coalesces to the point where it is
possible to articulate its abstract structure as a protocol,
and the incentives are great enough to adopt it. Thank‐

fully that’s what we’re trying to do here.

It’s unlikely that we will solve the problem of data anal‐
ysis being complicated, time consuming, and error
prone by teaching every scientist to be a good program‐
mer, but we can build experimental frameworks that
make analysis tools easier to build and use.

Specifically, a shared analytical framework should be

• Modular ‐ Rather than implementing an entire anal‐
ysis pipeline as amonolith, the system should be bro‐
ken into minimal, composable modules. The thresh‐
old ofwhat constitutes “minimal” is of course to some
degree a matter of taste, but the framework doesn’t
need to make normative decisions like that. The sys‐
tem should support modularity by providing a clear
set of hooks that tools can provide: eg. a clear place
for a given tool to accept some input, parameters, and
so on. Since data analysis can often be broken up into
a series of relatively independent stages, a straight‐
forward (and common) system for modularity is to
build hooks tomake a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of
data transformation operations. This structure natu‐
rally lends itself tomany commonproblems: caching
intermediate results, splitting and joining multiple
inputs and outputs, distributing computation over
many machines, among others. Modularity is also
needed within the different parts of the system itself
– eg. running an analysis chain shouldn’t require a
GUI, but one should be available, etc.

• Pluggable ‐ The framework needs to provide a clear
way of incorporating external analysis packages, han‐
dling their dependencies, and exposing their param‐
eters to the user. Development should ideally not be
limited to a single body of code with a single mode of
governance, but should instead be relatively conser‐
vative about requirements for integrating code, and
liberal with the types of functionality that can be
modified with a plugin. Supporting plugins means
supporting people developing tools for the frame‐
work, so it needs to make some part of the toolbuild‐
ing process easier or otherwise empower them rela‐
tive to an independent package. This includes build‐
ing a visible and expressive system for submitting
and indexing plugins so they can be discovered and
credit can be given to the developers. Reciprocal to
supporting plugins is being interoperable with exist‐
ing and future systems, which the reader may have
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assumed was a given by now.

• Deployable ‐ For wide use, the framework needs to
be easy to install and deploy locally and on com‐
puting clusters. A primary obstacle is dependency
management, or making sure that the computer has
everything needed to run the program. Some care
needs to be taken here, as there are multiple em‐
phases in deployability that can be in conflict. De‐
ployable for who? A system that can be relatively
challenging to use for routine exploratory data anal‐
ysis but can distribute analysis across 10,000 GPUs
has a very circumscribed set of people it is useful
for. This is a matter of balancing design constraints,
but we should prioritize broad access, minimal as‐
sumptions of technological access, and ease of use
over being able to perform themost computationally
demanding analyses possible when in conflict. Con‐
tainerization is a common, and the most likely strat‐
egy here, but the interface to containers may need a
lot of care to make accessible compared to opening a
fresh .py file.

• Reproducible ‐ The framework should separate the
parameterization of a pipeline, the specific options set
by the user, and its implementation, the code that con‐
stitutes it. The parameterization of a pipeline or anal‐
ysis DAG should be portable such that it, for example,
can be published in the supplementary materials of
a paper and reproduced exactly by anyone using the
system. The isolation of parameters from implemen‐
tation is complementary to the separation of meta‐
data from data and if implemented with semantic
triplets would facilitate a continuous interface from
our data to analysis system. This will be explored fur‐
ther below and in shared knowledge

Thankfully a number of existing projects that are very
similar to this description are actively being built. One
example is DataJoint [146] , which recently expanded
its facility for modularity with its recent Elements
project [147] . Datajoint is a system for creating anal‐
ysis pipelines built from a graph of processing stages
(among other features). It is designed around a refine‐
ment on traditional relational data models, which is re‐
flected throughout the system as most operations be‐
ing expressed in its particular schema, data manipula‐
tion, and query languages. This is useful for operations
that are expressed in the system, but makes it harder

to integrate external tools with their dependencies — at
the moment it appears that spike sorting (with Kilosort
[148] ) has to happen outside of the extracellular electro‐
physiology elements pipeline.

Kilosort is an excellent and incredibly useful tool, but
its idiomatic architecture designed for standalone use
is illustrative of the challenge of making a general‐
purpose analytic framework that can integrate a broad
array of existing tools. It is built in MATLAB, which re‐
quires a paid license, making arbitrary deployment dif‐
ficult, and MATLAB’s flat path system requires careful
and usual manual orchestration of potentially conflict‐
ing names in different packages. Its parameterization
and use are combined in a “main” script in the repos‐
itory root that creates a MATLAB struct and runs a se‐
ries of functions — requiring some means for a wrap‐
ping framework to translate between input parameters
and the representation expected by the tool. Its prepro‐
cessing script combines I/O, preprocessing, and plot‐
ting, and requires data to be loaded from disk rather
than passed as arguments to preserve memory — mak‐
ing chaining in a pipeline difficult.

This is not a criticism of Datajoint or Kilosort, which
were both designed for different uses and with differ‐
ent philosophies (that are of course, also valid). I mean
this as a brief illustration of the design challenges and
tradeoffs of these systems.

We can start getting a better picture for theway a decen‐
tralized analysis frameworkmight work by considering
the separation between the metadata and code mod‐
ules, hinting at a protocol as in the federated systems
sketh above. Since we’re considering modular analy‐
sis elements, each module would need some elemen‐
tal properties like the parameters that define it, its in‐
puts, outputs, dependencies, as well as some additional
metadata about its implementation (eg. this one takes
numpy arrays and this one takes matlab structs). The
precise implementation of a modular protocol also de‐
pends on the graph structure of the analysis system. We
invoked DAGs before, but analysis graph structure of
course has its own body of researchers refining them
into eg. Petri nets which are graphs whose nodes nec‐
essarily alternate between “places” (eg. intermediate
data) and “transitions” (eg. an analysis operation), and
their related workflow markup languages (eg. WDL or
[149] ). In that scheme, a framework could provide tools
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for converting data between types, caching intermedi‐
ate data, etc. between analysis steps, as an example of
how different graph structures might influence its im‐
plementation.

Say we use @analysis as the namespace for our analy‐
sis protocol, and ~someone~ has provided mappings to
objects in numpy. We can assume they are provided by
the package maintainers, but that’s not necessary: this
is my node and it takes what I want it to!

In pseudocode, I could define some analysis node for,
say, converting an RGB image to grayscale under my
namespace as @jonny:bin-spikes like this:

<#bin-spikes>
a @analysis:node
Version ">=1.0.0"

hasDescription
"Convert an RGB Image to a grayscale image"

inputType
@numpy:ndarray
# ... some spec of shape ...

outputType
@numpy:ndarray
# ... some spec of shape ...

I have abbreviated the specification of shape to not over‐
complicate the pseudocode example, but say we suc‐
cessfully specify a 3 dimensional (width x height x chan‐
nels) array with 3 channels as input, and a a 2 dimen‐
sional (width x height) array as output.

The code doesn’t run on nothing! We need to specify
our node’s dependencies, say in this case we need to
specify an operating system image ubuntu, a version
of python, a system‐level package opencv, and a few
python packages on pip. We are pinning specific ver‐
sions with semantic versioning, but the syntax isn’t ter‐
ribly important. Thenwe just need to specifywhere the
code for the node itself comes from:

dependsOn
@ubuntu:"^20.*":x64
@python:"3.8"
@apt:opencv:"^4.*.*"

@pip:opencv-python:"^4.*.*"
@pip:numpy:"^14.*.*"

providedBy
@git:repository
.url "https://mygitserver.com/binspikes/fast-binspikes.git"
.hash "fj9wbkl"

@python:class "/main-module/binspikes.py:Bin_Spikes"

Here we can see the advantage of being able to mix and
match different namespaces in a practical sense. Our
@analysis.node protocol gives us several slots to con‐
nect different tools together, each in turn presumably
provides some minimal functionality expected by that
slot: eg. inputType can expect @numpy:ndarray to spec‐
ify its own dependencies, the programming language it
is written in, shape, data type, and so on. Coercing data
between chained nodes then becomes a matter of map‐
ping between the @numpy and, say a @nwb namespace of
another format. In the same way that there can bemul‐
tiple, potentially overlapping between data schemas, it
would then be possible for people to implement map‐
pings between intermediate data formats as‐needed.

This node also becomes available to extend, say some‐
one wanted to add an additional input format to my
node:

<@friend#bin-spikes>
extends @jonny:bin-spikes

inputType
@pandas:DataFrame

providedBy
...

They don’t have to interact with my potentially messy
codebase at all, but it is automatically linked tomywork
so I am credited. One could imagine a particular analy‐
sis framework implementation that would then search
through extensions of a particular node for a version
that supports the input/output combinations appropri‐
ate for their analysis pipeline, so the work is cumula‐
tive. This functions as a dramatic decrease in the size
of a unit of work that can be shared.

This also gives us healthy abstraction over implemen‐
tation. Since the functionality is provided by different,
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mutable namespaces, we’re not locked into any particu‐
lar piece of software — even our @analysis namespace
that gives the inputType etc. slots could be forked. We
could implement the dependency resolution system as,
eg. a docker container, but it also could be just a check
on the local environment if someone is just looking to
run a small analysis on their laptopwith those packages
already installed.

We use providedBy to indicate a python class which
implements the node in code. We could use an
Example_Framework that provides a set of classes and
methods to implement the different parts of the node
(a la luigi). Our Bin class inherits from Node, and we im‐
plement the logic of the function by overriding its run
method and specify an output file to store intermedi‐
ate data (if requested by the pipeline) with an output
method. We also specify a bin_width as a Parameter
for our node, as an example of how a lightweight pro‐
tocol could be bidirectionally specified as an interface
to the linked data format: we could receive a parameter‐
ization from our pseudocode specification, or we could
write a framework with a Bin.export_schema() that
constructs the pseudocode specification from code.

from Example_Framework import Node, Param, Target

class Bin(Node):
bin_width = Param(dtype=int, default=10)

def output(self) -> Target:
return Target('temporary_data.pck')

def run(self, input:'numpy.ndarray') -> 'numpy.ndarray':
# do some stuff
return output

Now that we have a handful of processing nodes, we
could then describe some @workflow, taking some
@nwb:NWBFile as input, and then returning some out‐
put as a :processed child beneath its existing names‐
pace. We’ll only make a linear pipeline with two stages,
but there’s no reason more complex branching and
merging couldn’t be described as well.

<#my-analysis>
a @analysis:workflow

inputType
@jonny:bin-spikes:inputType

outputName
.inputType:processed

step Step1 @jonny:bin-spikes
step Step2 @someone-else:another-step
input Step1:output

Having kept the description of our data in particular
abstract from the implementation of the code and the
workflow specification, the only thing left is to apply
it to our data! Since the parameters are linked from
the analysis nodes, we can specify them here (or in the
workflow). Assuming literally zero abstraction and us‐
ing the tried‐and‐true “hardcoded dataset list” pattern,
something like:

<#my-project>
a @analysis:project

hasDescription
"I gathered some data, and it is great!"

researchTopic
@neuro:systems:auditory:speech-processing
@linguistics:phonetics:perception:auditory-only

inPaper
@doi:10.1121:1.5091776

workflow Analysis1 @jonny:my-analysis
globalParams
.Step1:params:bin_width 10

datasets
@jonny.mydata1:v0.1.0:raw
@jonny.mydata2:^0.2.*:raw
@jonny.mydata3:>=0.1.1:raw

And there we are! The missing parameters like
outputName from our workflow can be filled in from
the defaults filled in the workflow node. We get some
inkling of where we’re going later by also being able to
specify the paper this data is associated with, as well
as some broad categories of research topics so that our
data as well as the results of the analysis can be found.
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summary figure here

So that’s useful, but comparable to existing technolo‐
gies. The important part is in the way this hypotheti‐
cal analysis framework and markup interact with our
data systemandemerging federatedmetadata system—

The layers of abstraction here areworth unpacking, but
we’ll hold until the end of the shared tools section and
we have a chance to consider what this system might
look like for experimental tools to contrast abstraction
across the two domains.

3.3.2 Experimental Frameworks

Data that is to be analyzed has to be collected some‐
how. Tools to bridge the body of experimental prac‐
tice are a different challenge than analyzing data, or
at least so an anecdotal census of scientific software
tools would suggest. Everyone needs completely different
things! As practiced, we might imagine the practice of
science as a cone of complexity: We can imagine the
relatively few statistical outcomes from a family of tests
and models. For every test statistic we can imagine a
thousand analysis scripts, for every analysis script we
might expect a hundred thousand data formats, and so
the french‐horn‐bell convexity of complexity of experi‐
mental tools used to collect the data feels … different.

Beyond a narrow focus of the software for perform‐
ing experiments itself, the contextual knowledge work
that surrounds it largely lacks a means of communica‐
tion and organization. Scientific papers have increas‐
ingly marginalized methods sections, being pushed to
the bottom, abbreviated, and relegated to supplemen‐
tal material. The large body of work that is not immedi‐
ately germane to experimental results, like animal care,
engineering instruments, lab management, etc. have
effectively no formal means of communication — and
so little formal means of credit assignment.

Extending our ecosystem to include experimental tools
has a few immediate benefits: bridging the gap be‐
tween collection and sharing of data would resolve the
need for format conversion as a prerequisite for inclu‐
sion in the linked system, allowing the expression of
data to be a fluid part of the experiment itself. It would
also serve as a concrete means of implementing and
building a body of cumulative contextual knowledge in
a creditable system.

I have previously written about the design of a general‐
izable, distributed experimental framework in section
2, and about one modular implementation in section 3
of [139] , so to avoid repeatingmyself, and sincemany of

the ideas from the section on analysis tools apply here
as well, I will be relatively brief.

We don’t have the luxury of a natural formalism like a
DAG to structure our experimental tools. Some design
constraints on experimental frameworksmight help ex‐
plain why:

• They need to support a wide variety of instrumenta‐
tion, from off‐the‐shelf parts, to proprietary instru‐
ments as are common in eg. microscopy, to custom,
idiosyncratic designs that might make up the exist‐
ing infrastructure in a lab.

• To be supportive, rather than constraining, they need
to be able to flexibly performmany kinds of experi‐
ments in away that is familiar topatternsof existing
practice. That effectivelymeans being able to coordi‐
nate heterogeneous instruments in some “task” with
a flexible syntax.

• They need to be inexpensive to implement, in terms
of both money and labor, so it can’t require buying
a whole new set of hardware or dramatically restruc‐
turing existing research practices.

• They need to be accessible and extensible, with
many different points of control with different expec‐
tations of expertise and commitment to the frame‐
work. It needs to be useful for someone who
doesn’t want to learn it to its depths, but also have a
comprehensible codebase at multiple scales so that
reasearchers can easily extend it when needed.

• They need to be designed to support reproducibil‐
ity and provenance, which is a significant chal‐
lenge given the heterogeneity inherent in the sys‐
tem. On one hand, being able to produce data that
is clean at the time of acquisition simplifies automated
provenance, but enabling experimental replication
requires multiple layers of abstraction to keep the
idiosyncracies of an experiment separable from its
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implementation: it shouldn’t require building exactly
the same apparatus with exactly the same parts con‐
nected in exactly the same way to replicate an experi‐
ment.

• Ideally, they need to support cumulative labor and
knowledge organization, so an additional concern
with designing abstractions between system compo‐
nents is allowing work to be made portable and com‐
binable with others. The barriers to contribution
should be extremely minimal, not requiring some‐
one to be a professional programmer to make a pull
request to a central library, and contributions should
come in many modes — code is not the only form of
knowing and it’s far from the only thing needed to
perform an experiment.

Here, as in the domains of data and analysis, the temp‐
tation to be universalizing is strong, and the parts of the
problem that are emphasized influence the tools that
are produced. A common design tactic for experimen‐
tal tools is to design them as state machines, a system
of states and transitions not unlike the analysis DAGs
above. One such nascent project is BEADL [150] from a
Neurodata Without Borders working group. BEADL is
an XML‐based markup for standardizing a behavioral
task as an abstraction of finite state machines called
statecharts. Experiments are fully abstract from their
hardware implementation, and can be formally vali‐
dated in simulations. Theworking group also describes
creating a standardized ontology andmetadata schema
for declaring all the many variable parameters for ex‐
periments, like reward sizes, stimuli, and responses
[151] . This group, largely composed of members from
the Neurodata Without Borders team, understandably
emphasize systematic description and uniform meta‐
data as a primary design principle.

Personally, I like statecharts. The problem is that it’s
not necessarily natural to express things as statecharts
as you would want to, or in the way that your existing,
long‐developed local experimental code does. There
are only a few syntactical features needed to under‐
stand the following statechart: blocks are states, they
can be inside each other. Arrows move between blocks
depending on some condition. Entering and exiting
blocks can make things happen. Short little arrows
from filled spots are where you start in a block, and
when you get to the end of the chart you go back to the

first one. See the following example of a statechart for
controlling a light, described in the introductory docu‐
mentation and summarized in the figure caption:

“When you flick a lightswitch, wait 0.5 seconds before turn-
ing the light on, then once it’s on wait 0.5 seconds before
being able to turn it back off again. When you flick it off,
wait 2 seconds before you can turn it on again.

They have an extensive set of documents that defend
the consistency and readability of statecharts on their
homepage, and my point here is not to disagree with
them. My point is instead that tools that aspire to the
status of generalized infrastructure can’t ask people to
dramatically change the way they think about and do
science. There are many possible realizations of this
task, and each is more or less natural to every person.

The problem here is really one of emphasis, BEADL
seeks to solve problems with inconsistencies in termi‐
nology by standardizing them, and in order to do that
seeks to standardize the syntax for specifying experi‐
ments.

Thismeans of standardization hasmany attractive qual‐
ities and is being led by very capable researchers, but
I think the project is illustrative of how the differing
constraints of different systems and differing goals of
different approaches influence the possible space of
tooling. Analysis tasks are often asynchronous, where
the precise timing of each node’s completion is less im‐
portant than the path dependencies between different
nodes be clearly specified. Analysis tasks often have
a clearly defined set of start, end, and intermediate
cachepoints, rather thanbranching or cyclical decision
paths that change overmultiple timescales. Statecharts
are a hierarchical abstraction of finite state machines,
the primary advantage of which is that they are better
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able to incorporate continuous and history‐dependent
behavior, which causes state explosion in traditional
finite‐state machines.

Autopilot [139] approaches the problem differently by
avoiding standardizing experiments themselves, instead
providing smaller buildingblocks of experimental tools
like hardware drivers, data transformations, etc. and
emphasizing understanding their use in context. This
approach sacrifices some of the qualities of a standard‐
ized system like being a logically complete or having
guaranteed interoperability of terms in order to bet‐
ter support integrating with existing work patterns and
making work cumulative. It is a bit more humble: be‐
cause we can’t possibly predict the needs and limita‐
tions of a totalizing system, we split the problem along
the different domains of tools and give facility for de‐
scribing how they are used together.

For concrete example, we might imagine the
lightswitch in an autopilot‐like framework like this:

from autopilot.hardware.gpio import Digital_Out
from time import sleep
from threading import Lock

class Lightswitch(Digital_Out):
def __init__(self,
off_debounce: float = 2,
on_delay: float = 0.5,
on_debounce: float = 0.5):
"""
Args:

off_debounce (float):
Time (s) before light can be turned back on

on_delay (float):
Time (s) before light is turned on

on_debounce (float):
Time (s) after turning on that light can't be turned off

"""
self.off_debounce = off_debounce
self.on_delay = on_delay
self.on_debounce = on_debounce

self.on = False
self.lock = Lock()

def switch(self):
# use a lock to make sure if

# called while waiting, we ignore it
if not self.lock.acquire():

return

# if already on, switch off
if self.on:
self.on = False
sleep(self.off_debounce)

# otherwise switch on
else:
sleep(self.on_delay)
self.on = True
sleep(self.on_debounce)

self.lock.release()

The terms off_debounce, on_delay, and on_debounce
are certainly not part of a controlled ontology, but we
have described how they are used in the docstring and
how they are used is inspectable in the class itself.

The difficulty of a controlled ontology for experimen‐
tal frameworks is perhaps better illustrated by consid‐
ering a full experiment. In Autopilot, a full experiment
can be parameterized by the .json files that define the
task itself and the system‐specific configuration of the
hardware. An example task from our lab consists of 7
behavioral shaping stages of increating difficulty that
introduce the animal to different features of a fairly typ‐
ical auditory categorization task. Each stage includes
the parameters for atmost 12 different stimuli per stage,
probabilities for presenting lasers, bias correction, re‐
inforcement, criteria for advancing to the next stage,
etc. So just for one relatively straightforward experi‐
ment, in one lab, in one subdiscipline, there are 268
parameters – excluding all the default parameters en‐
coded in the software.

The way Autopilot handles various parameters are part
of set of layers of abstraction that separate idiosyn‐
cratic logic from the generic form of a particular Task
or Hardware class. The general structure of a two‐
alternative forced choice task is shared across a num‐
ber of experiments, but they may have different stim‐
uli, different hardware, and so on. Autopilot Tasks use
abstract references to classes of hardware components
that are required to run them, but separates their im‐
plementation as a system‐specific configuration so that
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it’s not necessary to have exactly the same components
plugged into exactly the same GPIO pins, etc. Task pa‐
rameters like stimuli, reward timings, etc. are similarly
split into a separate task parameterization that both al‐
low Tasks to be generic and make provenance and ex‐
perimental history easier to track. Task classes can be
subclasses to add or modify logic while being able to
reuse much of the structure and maintain the link be‐
tween the root task and its derivatives — for example
one task we use that starts a continuous background
sound but otherwise is the same as the root Nafc class.
The result of these points of abstraction is to allowexact
experimental replication on inexactly replicated exper‐
imental apparatuses.

In contrast, workflows in Bonsai [152, 153] , another
very popular and very capable experimental tool, com‐
bine the pattern of nodes that constitute an experiment
with idiosyncratic parameters like a crop bounding box.
To be clear, I love Bonsai, and this kind of workflow
reproducibility is a huge step up from the more com‐
mon practice of totally lab‐specific code. The flat de‐
sign of Bonsai is extremely useful for prototyping and
extends through to complex experiments, but would
have a hard time being able to support generalizable
and reusable software classes for basic experimental
operations, as well as creation and negotiation over ex‐
perimental terminology.

We can imagine extending the abstract specification
of experimental parameters, hardware requirements,
and so on to work with our federated naming system
to overcome the challenges to standardizing. First, we
can make explicit declarations about the relationship
betweenourpotentially very local vocabulary andother
vocabularies at varying degrees of generality. Here
we can declare our Lightswitch object and 1) link its
on_delay to our friend @rumbly’s object that imple‐
ments the same thing as on_latency, and 2) link it to
a standardized Latency term from interlex, but since
that term is for time elapsed between a stimulus and be‐
havioral response in a psychophysical context, it’s only
a partial match.

<#Lightswitch>
a @autopilot.hardware.Digital_Out

param on_delay
@skos:exactMatch @rumbly:LED:on_latency

@skos:nearMatch @interlex:Latency

providedBy
@git:repository ...
@python:class ...

Further, since our experimental frameworks are in‐
tended to handle off the shelf parts as well as our po‐
tentially idiosyncratic lightbulb class, we can linkmany
implementations of a hardware controlling class to the
product itself. Take for example the I2C_9DOF class
that controls a 9 degree of freedommotion sensor from
Sparkfun where we both indicate the specific part itself
as well as the generic ic that it uses:

<#I2C_9DOF>
@autopilot.controlsHardware

@sparkfun:13944
@ic:LSM9DS1

This hints at the first steps of a system that would make
our technical work more cumulative, as it is then easy
to imagine being able to search for all the different im‐
plementations for a given piece of hardware. Since the
@sparkfun:13944 element can in turn specify proper‐
ties like being an inertial motion sensor, this kind of
linking becomes powerful very quickly tomake bridges
that allow similarwork to bediscovered and redeployed
quickly.

We can also extend our previous connection between
a dataset and the results of its analysis to also include
the tools that were used to collect it. Say we want to de‐
clare the example experiment above, and then extend
our <#project-name> project to reference it:

<#example-experiment>
a @autopilot:protocol

level @autopilot:freeWater
reward
type @si:mL
value 5

graduation
a @autopilot:graduation:ntrials
n_trials 200

level @autopilot:Nafc
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stim
@autopilot:stim:sound:Tone
frequency 5000
duration 100

...

@autopilot:prefs
@jonny:Lightswitch
on_delay 1

<#project-name>
a @jonny:project-name
collectedBy @jonny:example-experiment

So while we sacrifice the direct declaration of standard‐
ized terminology and syntax, we gain the potential for
a much denser and richer expressive structure for our
experiments. Instead of a single authoritative dictio‐
narylike meaning for a term, we instead appreciate it
in the context of its use, linked to the code that im‐
plements it as well as the data it produces and the
kinds of arguments that are made with different anal‐
ysis chains. Of course there is no intrinsic conflict with
this kind of freewheeling system and controlled vocab‐
ularies and syntaxes: in this system, they can be one of
many means of expression rather than need to be sin‐
gular sources of truth that depend on wide adoption.
While individual instances of uncontrolled vocabular‐
ies might mean chaos, when they are integrated in a
system of practice we get something much wilder but
also more intricate, beautiful, and useful.

As in the case of analytical tools, the role of the ex‐
perimental frameworks is also to make interacting
with the rest of the system easier and doesn’t in‐
volve manually editing a lot of metadata. For exam‐

ple, currently autopilot Tasks ask users to declare col‐
lected data as a pytables [154] datatypes like target
= tables.StringCol(1) to record whether a target
is 'L' or 'R'. If instead it was capable of speci‐
fying a Neurodata Without Borders data type like
target = '@nwb:behavior:BehavioralEvents', then
it would be possible to directly output to a standard‐
ized format, potentially also automatically creating a
BehavioralEpochs container or other data that are im‐
plied but otherwise have to be explicitly created. Au‐
topilot already automatically tracks the entire behav‐
ioral history of an experimental subject, so we can
also imagine it being able to automatically create a
@analysis:project object described above that groups
together multiple datasets that connected them to an
analysis pathway. So in this example the elusive work‐
flowwhere experimental data is automatically scooped
up and incrementally analyzed that is typically a hard‐
won engineering battle within a single lab would be‐
come the normal mode of using the system.

The experimental framework described so far could
solve some of the software challenges of doing ex‐
periments by providing a system for extending a set
of reusable classes that can be combined into experi‐
ments and linked together, but we haven’t described
anything to address the rest of the contextual knowl‐
edge of practical scientific work. We also haven’t de‐
scribed any sort of governance or development system
that makes these packages anything more than “some
repository on GitHub somewhere” with all the propen‐
sity to calcify into fiefdoms that those entail. This
leads us back to a systemof communication, the central
piece of missingness that we have been circling around
the whole piece. If you’ll allow me one more delay, I
want to summarize the system so far before finally ar‐
riving there.

3.3.3 Abstraction & Interfaces

This section should be split back up s.t. the parts
specific to analysis/experimental tools are at the ends
of those sections, and we should move the discussion
about layers of abstraction congealing into a protocol
in the end in the practical implementation section. I’m
leaving this here until I have time to do that, but for now
you probably want to skip to the next section :)

Though there are many similarities between the three
domains of data, analytical, and experimental tools,
the different constraints each impose on a generaliz‐
able framework for integration and interoperability are
instructive. Each requires a careful consideration of
the layers of abstraction needed to maintain the modu‐
larity of the system — this is an elemental feature of
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any protocol design. What are theminimal affordances
needed to implement a wide array of systems and tech‐
nologies within each domain? By being careful with
specifying abstraction, when considered together, the
linked system described so far represents a powerful
step towards collectivizing the scientific state of the art.

There are three primary layers of abstraction in the
analysis system described: the interface between the
metadata description of a node and the code that imple‐
ments it, the separation of individual nodes and a no‐
tion of a combined workflow, and perhaps more subtly
the separation of the data applied to the workflow and
the workflow itself.

!! while the analysis system seeks tomakemultiple soft‐
ware packages and environments be interoperable to‐
gether, the experimental framework makes no such at‐
tempt. !! the need for careful timing and adaptation
to individual systems leaves integration for the imple‐
menting codebases.

• First, the markup description of the node gives us
abstraction from programming language and imple‐
mentation. This lets us do stuff like usemultiple tools
with competing environmental needs, adapt to mul‐
tiple versions of the code markup as it develops, etc.
Note the interactionwith the rest of themetadata sys‐
tem: because we required a particular type of data
file, and that link should provide us some means of
opening/instantiating the file with dependencies, we
didn’t need towrite loading code. Since it’s in a linked
system, someone could override the implementation
of my node – say someone comes up with a faster
means of binning, then they just inherit from my
node and replace the reference to the code. Boom
we have cumulative and linked development.

• The separation of the node from theworkflowmeans
that the node can be shared and swapped and reinte‐
grated easily, dramatically reducing the brittleness of
the systme. Since there is no restriction on what con‐
stitutes a node, though, there’s no reason that nodes
can’t be either made massive, like putting a whole li‐
brary in the process method, or be packaged up to‐
gether. If we made the argument and method names
recursive between the workflow and the node ob‐
jects then tooling could automatically traverse mul‐
tiple layers of node/workflow combinations at differ‐
ent levels of abstraction. This being a schematic de‐

scriptionmeans that there can bemultiple “workflow
runner” packages that eg. distribute the task across
a billion supercomputers or not.

• Finally, the separation between the data applied and
the workflow itself are very cool indeed given our
linked and namespaced system. My workflow effec‐
tively constitutes “an unit of analysis.” I have linked
my data to this unit of analysis. Play out the permu‐
tations:
– I can see all the analyses that this particular

pipeline has been applied to. Since it is embedded
within the same federated system as our schema
system, I can draw and connect semantic links to
similar analysis pipelines as well as pipeline/data
combinations.

– I can see all the different analyses that have been
applied to my data: if my data is analyzed a zil‐
lion different times, in a zillion different combina‐
tions of data, I effectively get a “multiverse analy‐
sis” (cite dani) and we get to measure robustness
of my data for free. It also gets to live forever and
keep contributing to problems !! and i also get cred‐
ited for it automatically by golly! This also applies
on cases like cross‐validation or evaluating differ‐
ent models on the same data: the versioning of it
falls out naturally. Also sincemodel weights would
be an input to an analysis chain, we also get stuff
like DLC’s model zoo where we can share different
model weights, combine them, and have a cumula‐
tive library of pretrained models as well!

– being able to look across the landscape… we start
being able to actually really make cumulative
progress on best practices. A common admonish‐
ment in cryptographically‐adjacent communities
is to “never roll your own crypto,” because your
homebrew crypto library will never be more se‐
cure than reference implementations that have an
entire profession of people trying to expose and
patch their weaknesses. Bugs in analysis code that
produce inaccurate results are inevitable and ram‐
pant [155, 156, 157, 158] , but impossible to diagnose
when every paper writes its own pipeline. A com‐
mon analysis frameworkwould be a single point of
inspection for bugs, and facilitate re‐analysis and
re‐evaluation of affected results after a patch.

– looking forward, we might imagine our project ob‐
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ject being linked to a DOI… we’ll get there.

!! this is all extraordinarily reproducible because even
though I have my portable markup description of the
analysis, I can just refer to it by name in my paper (ya
ya need some content based hash or archive but you get
the idea)

!! since we have a bunch of p2p systems all hooked up
with constantly‐running daemons, to compete with the
compute side of cloud technologywe also should imple‐
ment a voluntary compute grid akin to Folding@Home.
This has the same strawmenand answers to themas the
peer‐to‐peer system — no i’m not saying everyone puts
their shitty GPU up, but it lets us combine the resources
that are present at an institutional level and makes a
very cheap onramp for government‐level systems to be
added to the mix. !! also see the pacific research plat‐
form!

!! this is all very exciting, and we can immediately start
digging towards larger scientific problems, eg. what it
would mean for the file drawer problem and publica‐
tion bias when the barriers to analyzing data are so low
you don’t even need to write the null result: the data is
already there, semantically annotated and all. Dreams
of infinite meta‐analyses across all data and all time,
but hold your horses! We don’t get magic for free, we
haven’t talked about the community systems yet that
are the unspoken glue of all of this!!

The category distinction between experimental and an‐
alytical tools is, of course, a convenient ordering fiction
for the purpose of this piece. Autopilot is designed to
make it easy to integrate other tools, and [159]

!! so in parallel to our linking scheme is the develop‐
ment patterns that we use. The linking system is gen‐
eral enough for allcomers, and it implies the patterns
of linkage that should exist, but they then need to be im‐
plemented. Much like desire pathways though, the fre‐
quent co‐use of different tools gives a good idea about
the direction that development should go. So the sys‐
tems work reciprocally: metadata linking system con‐
nect ideas and tools, and can

!! these are examples of what happens when you relax
the demanding parts of an exact ontology/knowledge
graph – we don’t guarantee computability across the
graph itself, there’s noway to automaticallywhiz uncrit‐
ically across all datasets in the system, but as we have

seen that’s also not really true of the other systems ei‐
ther, to the degree that it’s desirable at all. Instead of
having formal guarantees on the graph, we can design
tools that automate certain parts of the interactionwith
the system to actually make our jobs easier. By being
very permissive, we let the desire paths of tool use form.
This is a very literal example of the ‘empower people,
not systems’ principle.

!! reciprocally, we can also imagine the reverse: be‐
ing able to develop metadata structures that are then
code generators for tools that have a sufficiently sophis‐
ticated API – for example remember how we said Bon‐
saimight have a hard timemaking generalizable behav‐
ioral tasks/etc? Imagine if someonemade a code compi‐
lation tool that allowed people to declare abstract struc‐
tures that could then be reusably reparameterzied that
autocreated a bonsai workflow? In the same way that
the metadata system can be used for storage of existing
work, it can also be used to create abbreviate and ab‐
stract constructs for use with other tools.

!! continue the example of needing to select within
datasets instead of metadata from federation section.

To take stock:

We have described a system of three componentmodal‐
ities: data, analytical tools, and experimental tools
connected by a linked data layer. We started by de‐
scribing the need for a peer‐to‐peer data system that
makes use of data standards as an onramp to linked
metadata. To interact with the system, we described
an identity‐based linked data system that lets individ‐
ual people declare linked data resources and properties
that link to content addressed resources in the p2p sys‐
tem, as well as federate into multiple larger organiza‐
tions. We described the requirements for DAG‐based
analytical frameworks that allow people to declare in‐
dividual nodes for a processing chain linked to code,
combine them into workflows, and apply them to data.
Finally, we described a design strategy for component‐
based experimental frameworks that lets people spec‐
ify experimental metadata, tools, and output data.

This system as described is a two‐layer system, with
a few different domains linked by a flexible metadata
linking layer. The metadata system as described is not
merely inert metadata, butmetadata linked to code that
can do something — eg. specify access permissions,
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translate between data formats, execute analayis work‐
flows, parameterize experiments, etc. Put another way,
we have been attempting to describe a system that em-
beds the act of sharing and curation in the practice of science.
Rather than a thankless post‐hoc process, the systemat‐
tempts to provide ameans for aligning the dailywork of
scientists so that it can be cumulative and collaborative.
To do this, we have tried to avoid rigid specifications of

system structure, and instead described a system that
allows researchers to pluralistically define the structure
themselves.

!! Now we need to consider the social tools needed to
communicate within, negotiate over, and govern the
system.

Point here is to lead into interfaces --- these are two examples of classes of interfaces to and from the linked data system. Ways to create, read, and use links. Translation of our metadata system into code and computation.

3.4 Shared Knowledge

The remaining set of problems implied by the infras‐
tructural system sketched in the preceding sections is
the communication and organization systems that make
up the interfaces to maintain and use it. We can fi‐
nally return to some of the breadcrumbs laid before:
the need for negotiating over distributed and conflict‐
ing data schema, for incentivizing and organizing col‐
lective labor, and ultimately for communicating scien‐
tific results.

The communication systems that are needed double as
knowledge organization systems. Knowledge organiza‐
tion has the rosy hue of something that might be un‐
controversial and apolitical — surely everyone involved
in scientific communication wants knowledge to be or‐
ganized, right? The reality of scientific practice might
give a hint at our naivete. Despite being, in some sense,
itself an effort to organize knowledge, scientific results
effectively have no system of explicit organization. There
is no means of, say, “finding all the papers about a re‐
search question.” The problem is so fundamental it
seems natural: the usual methods of using search en‐
gines, asking around on Twitter, and chasing citation
trees are flex tape slapped over the central absence of a
system for formally relating our work as a shared body
of knowledge.

Information capitalism, in its terrifying splendor, here
too pits private profit against public good. Analo‐
gously to the necessary functional limitations of SaaS
platforms, artificially limiting knowledge organization
opens space for new products and profit opportunities.
In their 2020 shareholder report, RELX, the parent of
Elsevier, lists increasing the number of journals and
papers as a primary means of increasing revenue [34]

. This represents a shift in their business model from
subscriptions to deals like open access, which accord‐
ing to RELX CEO Erik Nils Engström “is where revenue
is priced per article on a more explicit basis” [160] .

In the next breath, they describe how “in databases
& tools and electronic reference, representing over a
third of divisional39 revenue, we continued to drive
good growth through content development and en‐
hanced machine learning [ML] and natural language
processing [NLP] based functionality.”

What ML and NLP systems are they referring to? The
2019 report is a bit more revealing (emphases mine):

Elsevier looks to enhance quality by building on its pre‐
mium brands and grow article volume through new
journal launches, the expansion of open access journals
and growth from emerging markets; and add value to
core platforms by implementing capabilities such as ad‐
vanced recommendations on ScienceDirect and social
collaboration through reference manager and collabo‐
ration tool Mendeley.
In everymarket, Elsevier is applying advancedML and
NLP techniques to help researchers, engineers and clin‐
icians perform their work better. For example, in re‐
search, ScienceDirect Topics, a free layer of content
that enhances the user experience, uses ML and NLP
techniques to classify scientific content and organise
it thematically, enabling users to get faster access to
relevant results and related scientific topics. The fea‐
ture, launched in 2017, is proving popular, generating
15% of monthly unique visitors to ScienceDirect via a
topic page. Elsevier also applies advanced ML tech‐
niques that detect trending topics per domain, helping
researchers make more informed decisions about their
research. Coupledwith the automated profiling and ex‐
tractionof fundingbody information fromscientific ar‐
ticles, this process supports the whole researcher jour‐

39RELX is a huge information conglomerate, and scientific publication is just one division.
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ney; from planning, to execution and funding. [161]

Reading between the lines, it’s clear that the difficulty
of finding research is a feature, not a bug of their sys‐
tem. Their explicit business model is to increase the
number of publications and sell organization back to us
with recommendation services. The recommendation
system might be free40, but the business is to develop
dependence to sell ad placement — which they proudly
describe as looking very similar to their research con‐
tent [162, 163] .

It gets more sinister: Elsevier sells multiple prod‐
ucts to recommend ‘trending’ research areas likely to
win grants, rank scientists, etc., algorithmically fill‐
ing a need created by knowledge disorganization. The
branding varies by audience, but the products are the
same. For pharmaceutical companies “scientific op‐
portunity analysis” promises custom reports that an‐
swer questions like “Which targets are currently be‐
ing studied?” “Which experts are not collaborating
with a competitor?” and “How much funding is dedi‐
cated to a particular area of research, and how much
progress has been made?” [164] . For academics,
“Topic Prominence in Science” offers university admin‐
istrators tools to “enrich strategic research planning
with portfolio overviews of their own and peer institu‐
tions.” Researchers get tools to “identify experts and
potential cross‐sector collaborators in specific Topics
to strengthen their project teams and funding bids and
identify Topicswhich are likely to bewell funded.” [165]

These tools are, of course, designed for a race to the
bottom — if my colleague is getting an algorithmic leg
up, how can I afford not to? Naturally only those labs
that can afford them and the costs of rapidly pivoting
research topics will benefit from them, making yet an‐
other mechanism that reentrenches scientific inequity
for profit. Knowledge disorganization, coupled with a
little surveillance capitalism that monitors the activity
of colleagues and rivals [11] , has given publishers pow‐
erful control over the course of science, and they are
more than happy to ride algorithmically amplified sci‐
entific hype cycles in fragmented research bubbles all
the way to the bank.

One more turn of the screw: limiting the system of
scientific organization to only citations allows publish‐

ers to effectively invent the metrics that operational‐
ize “prestige” and derivative products that cement their
position with researchers, governments, and funding
agencies. The promise of placement in a high pres‐
tige journal is high citation count, and highly citated re‐
search explitly or implicitly is seen as prestigious. With
semantic structure to locate papers, it becomes much
more difficult to sell high citation count as a product —
people can find what they need, rather than needing to
pay attention to a few high‐profile journals.

Scientists aren’t the only customers of citation pres‐
tige: in 2020 theNational Research Foundation of Korea
(NRF) and Elsevier published a joint report that used
a measurement derived from citation counts ‐ “Field‐
weighted citation impact”, or FWCI ‐ to argue for the un‐
derrated research prestige of South Korea [166] . While
I don’t dispute the value of South Korea’s research pro‐
gram, the apparent bargain that was struck is chilling.
South Korea gets a very fancy report arguing that more
scientists in other countries should work with theirs,
and Elsevier gets to cement itself into the basic oper‐
ation of science. Elsevier controls the journals that can
guarantee high citation counts and the metrics built on
topof them. TheBrainKoreaprogramPhase II report 41

[167] , issued just before the 2009 formation of the NRF
argued that rankings and funding should be dependent
on citation counts. The NRF now relies on SciVal and
their FWCI measurement as a primary means of rank‐
ing researchers and determining funding, built into the
Brain Korea 21 funding system [168, 169] . Without exag‐
geration, scientific disorganization and reliance on ci‐
tation counts allowed Elsevier to buy control over the
course of research in South Korea.

The consequences for science are hard to overstate.
In addition to literature search being an unnecessarily
huge sink of time and labor, science operates as a wash
of tail‐chasing results that only rarely seem to cumu‐
latively build on one another. The need to constantly
reinforce the norm that purposeful failure to cite prior
work is researchmisconduct is itself a symptom of how
engaging with a larger body of work is both extremely
labor intensive and strictly optional in the communica‐
tion regime of journal publication. The combination of
more publications translating into more profit and the
strategic disorganization of science contributes to con‐

40“free”
41the result of another corporate collaboration with the Rand corporation.
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ditions for scientific fraud. An entirely fraudulent pa‐
per with nonsensical but carefully craftedmethods and
results can be undetectable outside of domain experts.
Since papers can effectively be islands, given legitimacy
by placement in a journal strongly incentivized to ac‐
cept all comers, and there is no good means of evalu‐
ating them in context with their immediate semantic
neighbors, investigating fraud is extremely time con‐
suming and almost entirely without reward. And since
traditional peer review happens once, rather than as
a continual public process, the only recourse outside
of posting on PubPeer is to wait on journal editorial
boards to review each individual complaint. Forensic
peer‐reviewers have been ringing the alarm bell, say‐
ing that there is “no net” to bad research [170] , and
brave and highly‐skilled investigators like Elisabeth Bik
have found thousands of papers with evidence of pur‐
poseful manipulation [171, 172] . The economic struc‐
ture of for‐profit journals pits their profitmodel against
their function as providing a venue for peer review —
the one function most scientists are still sympathetic
to. Despite the profusion of papers, by some measures
progress in science has slowed to a crawl [173] .

While Chu and Evans correctly diagnose symptoms of
knowledge disorganization like the need to “resort to
heuristics to make continued sense of the field” and
reliance on canonical papers, by treating the journal
model as a natural phenomenon and citation as the
onlymeans of ordering research, theymisattribute root
causes. The problem is not people publishing too many
papers, or a breakdown of traditional publication hierar-
chies, but the profitability of knowledge disorganization.
Their prescription for “a clearer hierarchy of journals”
misses the role of organizing scientific work in journals
ranked by prestige, rather than by the content of the
work, as a potentiallymajor driver of extremely skewed
citation distributions. It also misses the publisher’s
stated goals of, well publishingmore papers, and pushing
algorithmic paper recommendations, as there is noth‐
ing recommendation algorithms love recommending
more than things that are alreaady popular. Without
diagnosing knowledge disorganization as a core part
of the business model of scientific publishers, we can
be led to prescriptions that would make the problem
worse.

It’s hard to imagine an alternative to journals that
doesn’t look like, well, journals. While a full treatment

of the journal system is outside the scope of this pa‐
per, the system we describe here renders them effec-
tively irrelevant by making papers as we know them un-
necessary. Rather than facing the massive collective ac‐
tion problem of asking everyone to change their publi‐
cation practices head on, by reconsidering the way we
organize the surrounding infrastructure of science we
can flank journals and replace them “from below” with
something qualitatively more useful.

Beyond journals, the other technologies of communica‐
tion that have been adopted out of need, thoughnot nec‐
essarily design, serve as desire paths that trace other
needs for scientific communication. As a rough sam‐
ple: Researchers often prepare theirmanuscripts using
platforms like Google Drive, indicating a need for col‐
laborative tools in perparation of an idea. When work‐
ing in teams, we often use tools like Slack to plan our
work. Scientific conferences reflect the need for fed‐
erated communication within subdisciplines, and we
have adopted Twitter as a de facto platform for social‐
izing and sharing our work to a broader audience. We
use a handful of blogs and other sites like OpenBehav‐
ior [174] , OpenNeuroscience, andmany others to index
technical knowledge and tools. Finally we use sites like
PubPeer and ResearchGate for comment and criticism.

These technologies point to a few overlapping and not
altogether binary axes of communication systems.

• Durable vs Ephemeral ‐ journals seek to represent
information as permanent, archival‐grade material,
but scientific communication also necessarily exists
as contextual, temporally specific snapshots.

• Structured vs Chronological ‐ scientific communica‐
tion both needs to present itself as a structured basis
of informationwith formal semantic linking, but also
needs the chronological structure that ties ideas to
their context. This axis is a gradient from formal on‐
tologies, through intermediate systems like forums
with hierarchical topic structure that embeds a feed,
to the purely chronological feed‐based social media
systems.

• Messaging vs Indexing ‐ Communication can be
person‐to‐person or person‐to‐groupmessagingwith
defined senders and recipients, or intended as a gen‐
eralizable category of objects. This ranges from
entirely‐specific DMs through domain‐specific tool
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indexes like OpenBehavior through the uniform in‐
dexing of Wikipedia.

• Public vs. Private ‐ Who gets to read, who gets to
contribute? Communication can be composed of en‐
tirely private notes to self, through communication
in a lab, collaboration group, discipline, and land‐
ing in the entirely public realm of global communi‐
cation.

• Formal vs. Informal ‐ Journal articles and
encyclopedia‐bound writing that conforms to a par‐
ticular modality of expression vs. a vernacular style
intended to communicate with people outside the
jargon culture.

• Push vs. Pull ‐ Do you go to get information from a
reference location, or does information come to you
as an alert or message?

Clearly a variety of different types of communication
tools are needed, but there is no reason that each of

them should be isolated and inoperable with the oth‐
ers. We have already seen several of the ideas that help
bring an alternative into focus. Piracy communities
demonstrate ways to build social systems that can sus‐
tain infrastructure. Federated and protocol‐based sys‐
tems show us that we don’t need to choose between a
single monolithic system or many disconnected ones,
but can have a heterogeneous space of tools linked by a
basic protocol. The semantic web and linked data peo‐
ple showed us the power of triplet links as a very gen‐
eral means of linking disparate systems. We can bridge
these lessons with some from the early wiki movement
to get a more practical sense of what it takes to give
people total control over the structure of their commu‐
nication and knowledge systems. Together with our
sketches of data, analytical, and experimental tools we
can start imagining a system for coordinating them —
as well as displacing some of the more intractable sys‐
tems that misstructure the practice of science.

3.4.1 TheWikiWay

> If we take radical collaboration as our core, then it be‐
comes clear that extending Wikipedia’s success doesn’t
simplymean installingmore copies of wiki software for
different tasks. It means figuring out the key principles
that make radical collaboration work. What kinds of
projects is it good for? How do you get them started?
How do you keep them growing? What rules do you put
in place? What software do you use? [175]

So that’s it — insecure but reliable, indiscriminate and
subtle, user hostile yet easy to use, slow but up to date,
and full of difficult, nit‐picking people who exhibit a
remarkable community camaraderie. Confused? Any
other online community would count each of these “neg‐
atives” as a terrible flaw, and the contradictions as impos‐
sible to reconcile. Perhaps wiki works because the other
online communities don’t. [176] and in WhyWikiWorks42

Aside from maybe the internet itself, there is no
larger public digital knowledge organization effort than
Wikipedia. While there are many lessons to be learned

from Wikipedia itself, it emerged from a prior base of
thought and experimentation in radically permissive,
self‐structuring read/write — sometimes called “peer
production” [177] — communities. Wikis are now quasi‐
ubiquitous today43, largely thanks to Wikipedia, but
its specific history and intent to be an encyclopedia en‐
twines it with a very particular technological and social
system that obscures some of the broader dreams of
early wikis.

Aaron Swartz recounts a quote from Jimmy Wales, co‐
founder of Wikipedia:

“I’m not a wiki person who happened to go into encyclo‐
pedias,” Wales told the crowd at Oxford. “I’m an encyclo‐
pedia person who happened to use a wiki.” [178]

And further describes how this origin and mission dif‐
ferentiates it from other internet communities:

But Wikipedia isn’t even a typical community. Usually
Internet communities are groups of people who come

42Interestingly, this quote is almost, but not exactly the same as that onWard’s wiki: > So that’s it ‐ insecure, indiscriminate, user‐hostile, slow,
full of difficult, nit‐picking people, and frivolous. Any other online community would count each of these strengths as a terrible flaw. Perhaps
wiki works because the other online communities do not.

I can’t tell if Ward Cunningham wrote the original entry in the wiki, but in any case seems to have found a bit of optimism in the book.
43though their corporate manifestations would probably be unrecognizable to the project early wiki users imagined.
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together to discuss something, like cryptography or the
writing of a technical specification. Perhaps they meet
in an IRC channel, a web forum, a newsgroup, or on a
mailing list, but the focus is always something “out there”,
something outside the discussion itself.
But withWikipedia, the goal is buildingWikipedia. It’s
not a community set up to make some other thing, it’s
a community set up to make itself. And since Wikipedia
was one of the first sites to do it, we knowhardly anything
about building communities like that. [175]

We know a lot more now than in 2006, of course, but
Wikipedia still has outsized structuring influence on
our beliefs about what Wikis can be. Wikipedia has
since spawned a huge number of technologies and
projects like MediaWiki and Wikidata, each with their
own long and occasionally torrid histories. I won’t
dwell on the obvious and massive feat of collective or‐
ganzation that the greaterWikipedia project represents
— learning from its imperfections is more useful to us
here, especially for things that aren’t encyclopedias.
The dream of a centralized, but mass‐edited “encyclo‐
pedia of everything” seems to be waning, and its slow
retreat fromwild openness has run parallel to a long de‐
cline in contributors [177, 179] . Throughout that time,
there has been a separate (and largely skeptical) set of
wiki communities holding court onwhat radically open
web communities can be like, inventing their worlds
in realtime. These thought communities have histories
that are continuous with one another, and in their mu‐
tual reaction and inspiration sometimes teach similar
lessons from across the divides of their very different
structure.

The first wiki was launched in 199544 (still up) and came
to be known as Ward’s wiki after its author WardCun‐
ningham. Technically, it was extremely simple: a hand‐
ful of TextFormattingRules and use of WikiCase where
if you JoinCapitalizedWords you create a link to a (po‐
tentially new) WikiPage — and the ability for anyone to
edit any page. These very simpleWikiDesignPrinciples
led to a sprawling and continuous conversation that
spanned more than a decade and thousands45 of pages
that, because of the nature of the medium, is left fully
preserved in amber. Those conversations are a his‐
tory of thought on what makes wiki communities work
(eg. WhyWikiWorks, WhyWikiWorksNot), and what is

needed to sustain them.

One tension that emerged early and was never fully
resolved by these wikis is the balance between “Doc‐
umentMode” writing that serves as linearly‐readable
reference material, similar to that of Wikipedia, and
“ThreadMode” writing that is a nonlinear representa‐
tion of a conversation. Order vs contemporaneous‐
ness is a fundamental challenge of inventing culture in
plaintext. The purpose of using a wiki as opposed to
other technologies that existed at the time like bulletin
boards, newsgroups, IRC, etc. was that it provided a
means of structure46. The parallel need to communi‐
cate and attribute work made it a seeming inevitability
that even if youwent out of your way to restructure a lot
of writing into a sensible DocumentMode page, some‐
one would soon after create a new horizontal divider
and start a fresh ThreadMode section.

Ward Cunningham and other more organizationally‐
oriented contributors opposed ThreadMode (eg.
ThreadModeConsideredHarmful, InFavorOfDisserta‐
tion) for a number of reasons, largely due to the
ThreadMess and WikiChaos it had the potential of cre‐
ating.

I occasionally suggest how this site should be used. My
GoodStyle suggestions have been here since the begin‐
ning and are linked from the edit page should anyone
forget. I have done my best to discourage dialog InFavo‐
rOfDissertation which offers a better fit to this medium.
I’ve been overruled. I will continue to make small edits
to pages for the sake of brevity. –WardCunningham [180]

Most pages are thus a combination of both, usuallywith
some DocumentMode text at the top with ThreadMode
conversations interspersed throughout without neces‐
sarily having any clean delineation between the two.
Far from just being raw disorder, this mixed mode of
writing gave it a peculiar character of being both a folk
reference for a library of concepts as well as a history of
discussion that made the contingency of that reference
material plain. Beka Valentine put it well:

c2wiki is an exercise in dialogical methods. of laying
bare the fact that knowledge and ideas are not some truth
delivered from On High, but rather a social process, a
conversation, a dialectic, between various views and in‐

44it’s complicated: http://wiki.c2.com/?WardsWikiTenthAnniversary
4523,244 unique page names according to the edit history, but the edit history was also purposely pruned from time to time.
46Giving a means of organizing the writing of the Portland Pattern Repository was the reason for creating Ward’s Wiki in the first place.
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terests [181]

This tension and its surrounding discussions point to
the need for multiple representations of a single idea:
that both the social and reference representations of a
concept are valuable, but aren’t necessarily best served
by being represented in the same place. There was
relatively common understanding that the intended
order of things was to have many ThreadMode con‐
versations that would gradually be converted to Docu‐
mentMode in a process of BrainStormFirstCleanLater.
Many proposed solutions orbit around making parallel
pageswith similar names (like <pagename>Discussion)
to clean up a document while preserving the threads
(though there were plenty of interesting alternatives,
eg. DialecticMode)47.

Wikipedia cut the Gordian Knot by splitting each
page into a separate Article and Talk pages, with
the talk page in its own Namespace – eg. Gor‐
dian_Knot vs Talk:Gordian_Knot. Talk pages resem‐
ble a lot of the energy of early wikis: disorganized,
sometimes silly, sometimes angry, and usually charm‐
ingly pedantic. Namespaces extend the traditional
“everything is a page” notion encoded in the Wi‐
kiCase link system by giving different pages differ‐
ent roles. In addition to having parallel conversa‐
tions on articles and talk pages, it is possible to have
template pages that can be included on wiki pages
with {% raw %}{{double curly bracket}}{% endraw
%} syntax – eg. Template:Citation_Needed renders
{% raw %}{{Citation needed}}{% endraw %} as [cita‐
tion needed]. Talk pages have their own functional dif‐
ferentiation, with features for threading and annotat‐
ing discussions that aren’t present on the main article
pages (see Wikipedia:Flow [182] ).

!! from a starting point of all things being one thing, a
la wikis, we frame this as functional differentiation in
a namespace. We can reciprocally frame this as giving
a common name to a variety of different systems. Talk
pages have slowly reinvented forums, but we can also

think about this problem as making forums and chat‐
rooms and essays that are different reflections of a wiki
article page.

The complete segregation of discussion to Talk pages
is driven by Wikipedia’s aspirations as an encyclope‐
dia, with reminders that is the “sole purpose” peppered
throughout the rules and guidelines. The presence of
messy subjective discussions would of course be dis‐
cordant with the very austere and “neutral” articles of
an encyclopedia. There are no visible indications that
the talk pages even exist in the main text, and so even
deeply controversial topics have no references to the
conversations in talk pages that surround them — de‐
spite this being a requested feature by both administra‐
tors and editors [183] .

Talk pages serve as one of the primary points of coor‐
dination and conflict resolution onWikipedia, and also
provide a low‐barrier entrypoint for questions posed to
a space they perceive to be “an approchable community
of experts” [184] . The separation of Talk pages and the
labyrinthine rules governing their use function to ob‐
scure the dialogical and collective production of knowl‐
edge at the heart of wikis and Wikipedia. The body of
thought that structures Wikipedia, most of which is in
its Wikipedia:* namespace, is immense and extremely
valuable, but is largely hidden frommost people. Since
Wikipedia is “always already there” often without trace
of its massively collective nature, relatively few people
ever contribute to it. Reciprocally, since acknowledg‐
ing personal contribution is or point of view is explicitly
against some of its core policies and traditions, there is
little public credit outside the Wikipedia community it‐
self for the labor of maintaining it.

The forking of Wards Wikis into the first SisterSites
teaches a parallel strain of lessons. Ward’s Wiki started
as a means of organizing knowledge for the Portland
Pattern Repository48, a programming community (re‐
ferred to as DesignPatterns below), and in 1998 they
were overwhelmed with proponents of ExtremePro‐

47Contemporary wikis have continued this conversation, see DocumentsVsMessages on communitywiki.org
48The initial motivations are actually stunningly close to the kinds of communication and knowledge organization problems we are still solv‐

ing today (even in this piece) > Cunningham had developed a database to collect the contributions of the listserv members. He had noticed that
the content of the listserv tended to get buried, and therefore the most recent post might be under‐informed about posts which came before
it. The way around this problem was to collect ideas in a database, and then edit those ideas rather than begin anew with each listserv posting.
Cunningham’s post states that “The plan is to have interested parties write web pages about the People, Projects and Patterns that have changed
the way they program. Short stories that hint at patterns are welcome too.” As to the rhetorical expectations, Cunningham added “The writing
style is casual, like email or netnews, but doesn’t have to be so repetitive since the things being discussed don’t disappear. Think of it as a
moderated list where anyone can be moderator and everything is archived. It’s not quite a chat, still, conversation is possible.” ‐ [185]
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gramming, which caused the first fissure in the wiki:

XP advocates seemed to be talking about XP at every pos‐
sible opportunity and seemingly on every page with con‐
tent the least bit related to software development. This
annoyed a number people who were here to discuss pat‐
terns, leading to the tag XpFreeZone, as a request not to
talk about ExtremeProgramming on that page.
It was difficult to pick out the DesignPatterns discussion
on RecentChanges49, because most of the activity was re‐
lated to ExtremeProgramming. Eventually, most of the
DesignPatterns people left, to discuss patterns in a “qui‐
eter” environment, and people started referring to this
site as WardsWiki instead of the PortlandPatternReposi‐
tory [180]

One of the first and most influential Sister Sites was
Meatball Wiki, described on Wards Wiki:

SunirShah founded MeatballWiki to absorb and enlarge
the discussion of what wiki and wiki like sites might
be. That discussion still simmers here. But here it can
take on a negative tone sounding more like complaining.
On meatball, under Sunir’s careful leadership, the ideas,
wild or not, stay amazingly upbeat. ‐ SisterSites

MeatballWiki became the spiritual successor to Ward’s
Wiki, which at that point had its own momentum of
culture less interested in being the repository of wiki
thought50. Though there are a truly monstrous num‐
ber of ideas on MeatballWiki, the most relevant here
here might be those concerning its very existence as
a SisterSite. These were a series of discussions that
melded thoughts from open source computing with so‐
cial systems; in part: RightToFork, RightToLeave, En‐
largeSpace, and TransClusion.

What can be done when the internal divisions in a wiki
community and the weight of its history make healthy
contribution impossible? The first place to start is with
the RightToLeave, where it is always possible to just
stop being part of a community. This approach is
clearly the most destructive, as it involves abandoning
the emotional bonds of a community, prior work (see
the WikiMindWipe where a user left and took all their
contributions with them), and doesn’t necessarily pro‐
vide an alternative that alleviates the cause of the ten‐

sion. The next idea is to fork the community, where the
body of a community — in the case of wikis the pages
and history — can be duplicated so that it can proceed
along two parallel tracks. Exercising the right to fork is,
according to Meatball, “people exercising their Right‐
ToLeavewhilstmaintaining their emotional stake” [186]
.

The discussion around the Right to Fork on Meatball
is far from uniformly positive, and is certainly colored
by the strong presence of its BenevolentDictator Sunir
Shah who viewed it as a last resort after all attempts
at ConflictResolution have failed. They point to the po‐
tentially damaging effects of a fork, like bitterness, dis‐
putes over content ownership (see MeatballIsNotFree),
and potentially an avoidance of conflict resolution that
is a normal and healthy part of any community. Oth‐
ers place it more in the realm of a radical political ac‐
tion rather than a strictly social action. Writing about
the fork of OpenOffice to LibreOffice, Terry Hancock
writes:

[In] proprietary software [a] political executive decision
can kill a project, regardless of developer or user inter‐
est. But with free software, the power lies with the peo‐
ple who make it and use it, and the freedom to fork is
the guarantee of that power. […] The freedom to fork a
free software project is [a] “tool of revolution” intended
to safeguard the real freedoms in free software. [187]

Forking digital communities can be much less acrimo‐
nious than physically‐based communities because of
the ability to EnlargeSpace given by the medium:

In order to preserve GlobalResources, create more pub‐
lic space. This reduces limited resource tension. Un‐
like the RealWorld, land is cheap online. In effect, this
nullifies the TragedyOfTheCommons by removing the re‐
source pressure that created the “tragedy” in the first
place. You can’t overgraze the infinity. ‐ [188]

It is always possible to duplicate digital resources, cre‐
ate more spaces to resolve tensions over shared re‐
sources, and so on. Enlarging space has the natural
potential to make the broader social scene bewilder‐
ing with a geyser of pages and communities, but can

49Recent Changes was the dominant, if not controversial means of keeping track with recent wiki traffic, see RecentChangesJunkie
50There seems to have been an overriding belief that theoretical ideas about wikis and wiki culture belong on Meatball Wiki, fromWikiWiki‐

WebFaq: > Q: Do two separate wikis ever merge together to create one newwiki? Has this happened before? Keep in mind that I don’t just mean
two different pages within a wiki. (And for that matter, where is an appropriate page where I can post questions about the history of all wikis,
not just this one?) > > A1: I don’t know of any suchwikimerge, nor of any discussion of the history of all wikis. Such a discussion should probably
reside (if created) on MeatballWiki.
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be further made less damaging by having mechanisms
to link histories, trace their divergence, and potentially
resolve a fork as is common in open source software de‐
velopment. Forking is thenanatural process of commu‐
nity regeneration, allowing people to regroup to make
healthier spaces when needed, where the fork is itself
part of the history of the community rather than an un‐
fathomable rift.

Forking communities is not the same as forking com‐
munity resources: “you can’t fork a community […]
what you can do is fork the content and to split the
community” [189] . As described so far, a fork divides
people into unreconciled and separate communities.
In some cases this makes forking difficult, in others
it makes it impossible: the prime example, again, is
Wikipedia. It is simply too large and too culturally dom‐
inant to fork. Even though it is technically possible
to fork Wikipedia, if you succeeded, then what? Who
would come with you to build it, and who would that
be useful for? This is partly a product of its totaliz‐
ing effort to be an encyclopedia of everything (what
good would another encyclopedia of everything be?)
but also the weight of history: you won’t get enough
long‐encultured Wikipedians to join you.

The last major effort to fork Wikipedia was in 2002
with an effort led by Edgar Enyedy to move the Span‐
ish Wikipedia to The Enciclopedia Libre Universal en
Español [190, 191] . Though it was brief and unsuc‐
cessful, Enyedy claims that because Jimmy Wales was
worried about other non‐English communities follow‐
ing their lead, he and the other admins capitulated to
the demands for no advertising and a transfer to a .org
domain, among others51. Even a politically symbolic
fork is dependent on the perceived threat to the origi‐
nal project, and that window seems to have been closed
after 2002.

The cultural tensions and difficulties that lead other
wikis and projects to fork have taken their toll on
the editorship and culture of Wikipedia. The commu‐
nity is drawn into dozens of conflicting philosophical
camps: the Deletionists52 vs. the Inclusionists, Eventu‐
alists vs. Immediatists, Mergists vs. Separatists, and yes
even a stub page for Wikisecessionism. Editorship has

steadily declined from a peak in 2007. Its relatively in‐
visible community systems make it mostly a matter of
chance or ideology that new contributors are attracted
in the first place. In its calcification of norms, largely to
protect against legitimate challenges to the integrity of
the encyclopedia, any newcomers that do find theirway
into editing now have little chance to catch a foothold
in the culture before they are frustrated by (sometimes
algorithmic) rejection [177, 179] .

Arguably all internet communities have some kind of
life cycle, so the question becomes how to design sys‐
tems that support healthy forking without replicating
the current situation of fragmentation. Wikis, includ‐
ing Meatball and MediaWiki, as well as other projects
like Xanadu often turn to transclusion— or being able
to reference and include the content of onewiki (orwiki
page) in another. Rather than copying and pasting, the
remote content is kept updated with any changes made
to it.

Transclusion naturally brings with it a set of additional
challenges: Who can transcludemywork? Whosework
can I transclude? Can my edits be propagated back to
their work? What can be transcluded, at what level of
granularity, and how? While before we had character‐
ized splitting communities as an intrinsic part of a fork,
that need not be the case in a system built for transclu‐
sion. Instead relationships post‐fork are then made an
explicit social process within the system, where even if
a community wants to work as separate subgroups, it
is possible for them to arrive at some agreement over
what theywant to share andwhat theywant to keep sep‐
arate. This kind of decentralized work system resem‐
bles radical organizing tactics like affinity groupswhere
many autonomous groups fluidly work together or sep‐
arately on an array of shared projects without aspiring
to create “one big movement” [192] . Murray Bookchin
describes:

The groups proliferate on amolecular level and theyhave
their own ”Brownian movement.” Whether they link to‐
gether or separate is determined by living situations, not
by bureaucratic fiat from a distant center. […]

[N]othing prevents affinity groups fromworking together
closely on any scale required by a living situation. They
caneasily federate bymeansof local, regional ornational

51JimmyWales, naturally, disputes this characterization of events.
52Also see Association of WikipediansWho Dislike Making Broad Judgments About theWorthiness of a General Category of Article, andWho

Are in Favor of the Deletion of Some Particularly Bad Articles, but That Doesn’t Mean They Are Deletionists
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assemblies to formulate common policies and they can
create temporary action committees (like those of the
French students and workers in 1968) to coordinate spe‐
cific tasks. […] As a result of their autonomy and local‐
ism, the groups can retain a sensitive appreciation of new
possibilities. Intensely experimental and variegated in
lifestyles, they act as a stimulus on each other as well as
on the popular movement. [193]

To cherrypick a few lessons from more than 25 years
of thought from tens of thousands of people: The dif‐
fering models of document vs. thread modes and sep‐
arate article vs. talk pages show us that using names‐
paces is an effective way to bridge multimodal expres‐
sion on the same topic across percerceived timescales
or other conflicting communicative needs. This is es‐
pecially true when the namespaces have functional
differentiation53 like the tools for threading conver‐
sations on Wikipedia Talk pages and the parsing and
code generation tools of Templates. These namespaces
need to be visibly crosslinked both to preserve the so‐
cial character of knowledge work, but also to provide
a means of credit assignment and tool development be‐
tween namespaces. Any communication system needs

to be designed to prioritize ease of leaving and ease
of forking such that a person can take their work and
represent it on some new system or start a new group
to encourage experimentation in governance models
and technologies. One way of accomplishing these
goals might be to build a system around social tran‐
sclusion such that work across many systems and do‐
mains can be linked into a larger body of work without
needing to create a system that becomes too large to
fork. The need for communication across namespaces
and systems, coupled with transclusion further implies
the need for bidirectional transclusion so that in ad‐
dition to being able to transclude something in a docu‐
ment, there is visible representation ofwork being tran‐
scluded (eg. commented on, used in an analysis, etc.)
by allowed peers and federations.

These lessons, coupled with those from private bittor‐
rent trackers, linked data communities, and the p2p
federated system we have sketched so far give us some
guidelines and motivating examples to build a varied
space of communication tools to communicate our
work, govern the system, and grow a shared, cumula‐
tive body of knowledge.

3.4.2 Rebuilding Scientific Communication

It’s time to start thinking about interfaces. We have
sketched our system in turtle‐like pseudocode, but di‐
rectly interacting with our linking syntax would be la‐
bor intensive and technically challenging. Instead we
can start thinking about tools for interacting with it in
an abstract way. Beneath every good interface we’re fa‐
miliar with, a data model lies in wait. A .docx file is just
a zipped archive full of xml, so a blank word document
that contains the single word “melon” is actually repre‐
sented (after some preamble) like:

<w:body>
<w:p
w14:paraId="0667868A"
w14:textId="50600F77"

w:rsidR="002B7ADC"
w:rsidRDefault="00A776E4">
<w:r>

<w:t>melon</w:t>
</w:r>

</w:p>
</w:body>

Same thing with jupyter notebooks, where a block of
code:

>>> rating = 100
>>> print(f'I rate this dream {rating}')
'I rate this dream 100'

53Tim Berners‐Lee described this notion of functional differentiation in a much more general way in describing the nature of the URI: > The
technology should define mechanisms wherever possible without defining policy. > > because we recognize here that many properties of URIs
are social rather than technical in origin. > > Therefore, you will find pointers in hypertext which point to documents which never change but
you will also find pointers to documents which change with time. You will find pointers to documents which are available in more than one for‐
mat. You will find pointers to documents which look different depending on who is asking for them. There are ways to describe in a machine or
human readable way exactly what sort of repeatability you would expect from a URI, but the architecture of theWeb is that that is for something
for the owner of the URI to determine. https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/Axioms.html
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is represented as JSON (simplified for brevity):

{
"cell_type": "code",
"id": "thousand-vermont",
"outputs": [{
"name": "stdout",
"output_type": "stream",
"text": [
"I rate this dream 100\n"

]
}],
"source": [
"rating = 100\n",
"print(f'I rate this dream {rating}')"

]
}

So we are already used to working with interfaces to
data models, we just need to think about what kind of
interfaces we need for a scientific communication sys‐
tem.

Let’s pick up where we left off with our linked data
and tools. Recall that we had a project named
#my-project that made reference to our experiment, a
few datasets that it produced, and an analysis pipeline
that we ran on it. We could just ship the raw num‐
bers from the analysis, wash our hands of it, and walk
straight into the ocean without looking back, but usu‐
ally scientists like to take a few additional steps to visu‐
alize the data and write about what it means.

Notebooks (JSON‐LD) Say we have a means of down‐
loading the results of some analysis we have already
run as a result of #my-project. Recall that the data sys‐
tem we described was a system that links names under
our @jonny namespace to a content‐addressed p2p sys‐
tem, but someone has built a package to handle that un‐
der the hood. We might do a quick writeup in a note‐
book like this:

embed notebook here

The .json inside our notebook file would look some‐
thing like this:

{
"cell_type": "code",
"execution_count": 2,
"id": "rapid-information",
"metadata": {
"scrolled": true
},
"outputs": [
"..."
],
"source": [
"x, y, sizes = get_data('@jonny:my-project:Analysis1')"
]

}

We could make use of another linked data technology,
JSON‐LD, that is an extension and format that is inter‐
operable with the RDF links we have been using implic‐
itly throughout, to note that this cell54 contains a refer‐
ence to our dataset. Say we use a @comms ontology to
denote the various parts of our communication system,
and put that in the metadata field:

"metadata": {
"scrolled": true,
"@comms:usesData": "@jonny:my-project:Analysis1"

}

Now saywehave another little interface to declare links
inline in our notebook using magic commands. We
might declare the name of our notebook like

%%docId @jonny:my-project:Writeup

and then in the cell we indicate that we have plotted our
data like this:

%%cellId Plotty
%%cellLink @comms:plotsData @jonny:my-project:Analysis1

So then, say, we indicate in @jonny:my-project that
this document is related to it, and the links embedded
within the notebook indicate that it has cells that use a
specific result and plot it. If I enable sharing from my
namespace, it becomes a creditable and discoverable
part of my scientific work — a straightforward means

54An individual unit of code or writing in a notebook is called a “cell”
55While we’re at it, why not make it explicit by declaring its creativeWorkStatus as Draft
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of breaking up the scientific paper as the unit of knowl‐
edge work. Recall that our sharing rules weren’t just
a binary switch, but can indicate different people and
groups, so we can communicate the intention of pub‐
lication and status of the document55 on an analogue
scale from a private demo to our lab, a presentation to
an institute or conference, or a public part of the scien‐
tific discourse.

nod to other document systems like https://dokie.li/

Forums & Feeds Communication doesn’t need to
be (and shouldn’t be) exclusively unidirectional state‐
ments of fact. Our linked data system that allows us
to directly references the subcomponents of an experi‐
ment, including analysis results and visualizations, nat‐
urally lends itself to use in a forum. In between feed‐
onlymediums likemost socialmedia platforms and the
indexical permanence of a wiki or publication, forums
are a currentlymissing piece inmost scientific commu‐
nication systems: a way to have longform discussions
about science in a public and semipermanent environ‐
ment.

We can start by imagining a forumwhere people in our
discipline go to present their work and solicit feedback.
We think we really have something, and it challenges
some widely held previous results:

hi everyone it is me, take a look at my analysis:
[[@forum:showImage @jonny:my-project:Writeup:Plotty]]
!!render inline
I think it raises a number of interesting questions,
in particular about @rival’s long‐standing argu‐
ment @rival:hillsToDieOn:earthIsInsideTheSun
I also wonder what this means about this con‐
versation we’ve been having more broadly about
@discipline:whereAreThePlanets. Anyway, write back
soon, xoxo

Our rival is polite and professional, so they take the crit‐
icism in stride and do their own analysis:

Interesting results! I think I will have to revisit that,
as well as something else I have been working on,
@rival:projects:escapeTheSun. I wonder what it
would look like if we used my analysis pipeline instead.
I wrote a few conversion nodes (@rival:nodes:newNode)
that couldmake our work easier to synchronize in the fu‐
ture.
[[@forum:rerunAnalysis @jonny:my-project:Analysis1
@rival:newAnalysis]]

[[@forum:completeGraph @rival:newAnalysis
@jonny:my-project:Writeup:Plotty]]
[[@forum:showImage @rival:newAnalysis:Writeup:Plotty]]

They have their own compute server set up that listens
for commands like @forum:rerunAnalysis and so once
they post, their server downloads the container and re‐
runs the analysis. rerunAnalysis is a link between our
two analysis pipelines, so it is also possible to cross‐
apply the other parts of my analysis chain to their re‐
analysis. In this case say my @rival was careful to en‐
sure their pipeline returned exactly the same data for‐
mat as mine did, so it’s possible to use something like
completeGraph to retrace the steps in between the re‐
sults and the plots that were generated. These are, of
course, speculative features of a speculative forum, but
they serve as examples of how this kind of federated
naming system allows for new kinds of tools.

Sharing results, communicating them to the peo‐
ple that might be interested, reconsidering and re‐
analyzing work is an extremely normal part of sci‐
ence, but in this parallel universe we have the tools
to also contribute to a cumulative body of knowledge
that is explicit and public. If we allowed it, people that
were interested in our data would be able to find the
other ways it was analyzed, visualized, and discussed.
We have recontextualized ours and our @rival’s pre‐
viously published work and enriched the discussion
surrounding our discipline’s ongoing struggle to un‐
derstand whereAreThePlanets. And we managed to
do it incrementally, with a smaller document than an
occasionally‐titanic manuscript might be.

Traditional forums like phpBB are housed on a single
domain and server, and have fixed moderation and
structure. A forum built on top of a p2p system of
linked data designed for transclusion and ease of fork‐
ing could look a little different. Rather than indepen‐
dent web service, we could build a forum as another
peer in our p2p swarm, and the forum could operate
as an interface to the linked data system.

For concreteness, let’s call our forum @neurochat. We
join the forum with our existing identity by send‐
ing them a @as.Join request from their login portal,
which gives them permission to issue certain links
and activity on our behalf. @neurochat is a mini‐
mal forum, a glassy reflection of a platonic ideal pro‐
jected against the cave wall of our laptop. It has
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a few broad categories like “Neuromodulation” and
“Sensory Neuroscience,” within which are collections
of threads full of chronologically‐sorted posts. This
organization is reflective of their internal concept
model, so, for example, threads within the Neuro‐
modulation category are represented as members of
@neurochat:categories:Neuromod and so on. When
we post through their web interface, we create a few
links with shared custody: We create a @as:Note that
is @as:attributedTo us, has the @as:context of the
threadwe’re posting in, and is linked as @as:inReplyTo
the preceding post or any we’ve quoted. The forum is
thus represented as a discourse graphwhose structure is
encoded as triplet links, but also provides a set of UX
tools for viewing and interacting with it. Our humble
@jonny:myproject now also carries with it references
to the places where it is discussed.

In the simplest case, the content of our posts
could be mirrored between the @neurochat
server and our own namespace. Say our post
@neurochat:posts:<post_id> is mirrored as
@jonny:neurochat:.... The embedding within our
linked system give us a much richer space of negoti‐
ation over permissions and the status of our writing,
though. Since this is a public forum, the server might
set posts to be able to be seen and re‐represented by
default. We could then imagine a set of federated fo‐
rums where a single post to one of them is then cross‐
posted to several different communities: eg. if our
work was an interdisciplinary project that was also re‐
leant to some people from @linguisticsChat. If we
have need for a bit more privacy, our forum could take
into account our own blocks of users and federations,
eg. if we never wanted our data/posts to be used by any
@amazon‐affiliated federations or by known troll users.
@neurochat is a very barebones forum, so it would also
be possible for someone to create their own fork of
the interface to provide additional functionality, ux im‐
provements, etc. We could then trivially make a fork
of the community by picking up our corner of the dis‐
course graph and associating it with a new forum in the
event of, eg. disagreements with the moderation team,
the strictures of the category system, etc. Since our
posts are in our own namespace, we could then tran‐
sclude them wherever we wanted, eg. in a wiki page
about a topic as in agora’s twitter bot.

We have been considering @neurochat as a distinct site

with its own code and features, presumably located
at something like neurochat.com, but we can further
imagine it in conversation with the parallel names‐
paces of wiki Talk: pages. If we think of a paper or
some other primary text as the “Article” page, we can
imagine being able to have a Forum: attached to it for
further discussion. This isn’t far‐fetched at all: this pa‐
per has its own gitter chatroom, which is a primarily
web‐basedMatrix client [194, 195] . Combinedwith tran‐
sclusion between instances of forums, we could imag‐
ine the forum for our particular project being indexed
in a larger system of scientific forums. So rather than a
collection of empty rooms and new logins to make, our
forum is part of a broader scientific conversation, but
remains under our control.

Forums are just one point in a continuous feature space
of communication media: nested, chronological, feed‐
like collections of threads within categories. If we were
to take forum threads out of their categories, pour them
into our water supply, and drink whatever came our
way like a dog drinking out of an algorithmic fire hy‐
drant, we would have Twitter. Algorithmic, rather than
purposefully organized feed systems have their own
sort of tachycardic charm. They are effective at what
they aim to do, presenting us whatever maximizes the
amount of time we spend looking at them in a sort of
hallucinatory timeless now of infinite disorganization
— at the expense of desirable features of a communica‐
tion system like a sense of stable, autonomously chosen
community, perspective on broader conversation, and
cumulative collective memory.

Still, the emergence of a recognizable “Science Twit‐
ter” demonstrates the depth of need for rapid, infor‐
mal communication systems in science. We should em‐
brace the plurality of registers in scientific communi‐
cation, that there needs to be space for near‐amateurs
to pose naive questions alongside careful and consid‐
ered formal scholarship. That is just to say that we
should reflect the division of formality from scientific
value in what we build, and build systems to support
the implicit communicative labor of science like whis‐
per networks, mailing lists, and groupchats that have
always existed. The blending of digital cultures, and
broadly ‘non‐academic scientists’with traditional scien‐
tific communication streams is healthy: with appropri‐
ate caveats for abuse, strawmen, et al. I don’t think it
takes thatmuch critical analysis to argue that “shitposts
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are good, actually, for science.”

A federated, multi‐interface, autonomously‐hosted sys‐
tem of social media systems already exists, and we’ve
been talking about it: the roughly construed “Fediverse”
based (largely) on ActivityPub.

!! check rest of document and see how much explana‐
tion of activitypub is needed here/what can be consol‐
idated. but in any case provide some other examples
like peertube and agora, dokieli, funkwhale

Mastodon already implements most of the forum ex‐
ample described above: it has its own protocol that ex‐
tends activitypub, but it functions as an interface to a
protocol‐based threaded communication. For example
this post is represented in (abbreviated) JSON:

{
"id": "107328829457619549",
"created_at": "2021-11-23T22:52:49.044Z",
"in_reply_to_id": "107328825611826508",
"in_reply_to_account_id": "274647",
"sensitive": false,
"spoiler_text": "",
"visibility": "public",
"url": "https://social.coop/@jonny/107328829457619549",
"content": "<p>and making a reply to the post to show the in_reply_to and context fields</p>",
"account":
{

"id": "274647",
"username": "jonny",
"fields":
[ ... ]

},
"media_attachments": [],
"mentions": [],
"tags": [],

}

and then rendered by the particular version of
Mastodon implemented on the host, social.coop. As
long as the host sends and receives post (and other)
data in a compatible format, it can render it however
it wants, add tools, etc. It becomes trivial to imag‐
ine, then, a continuum of communication tools be‐
tween and around microblogging sites like Twitter and
Mastodon and forums: just add categorization, tagging,

or systems for whatever need is revealed by the normal
dynamics of use.

The problemwith an endless homogenous feed is filter‐
ing and prioritizing what to show. The lack of control
over feed content is not an accident: it’s the product
— ready access to a hundred million hamsters on per‐
sonalized content wheels with whatever combination
of micro and macrotargeting you could want. Nothing
seems out of the ordinary when you have no control
over what you see. Reciprocally, there’s no way aside
from herding a flock of alternate accounts to direct
what you say to different audiences. Mastodon can fil‐
ter posts at a federation level56, with hashtags, and lets
users make lists of peers, but is a proudly chronolog‐
ical feed. No algorithms allowed. Using it has a learn‐
ing curve, aswhen you start you see nothing, but before
you know it you can’t find anything in the pile. Forums
threads, within categories are also typically chronolog‐
ically sorted, but because they are identified with a sub-
ject rather than by the personwho started the thread typ‐
ically have longer lifespans and more findable.

There is no single answer to systems of discovery, but
somewhere between explicit categorical organization,
person and subject‐centric threads, semantic annota‐
tion, andmaking smaller p2p federations is a recipe for
a broad, continuous, and cumulative scientific discus‐
sion. Instead of casting about for advice within our in‐
formation bubbles, we might aspire to having a place to
ask the people who might know. Instead of starting an‐
other new slack with a few hundred posts that then van‐
ishes entirely, we might imagine being able to fluidly
form and dissolve communities and be able to build on
their history.

Annotation & Overlays We can’t expect the entire
practice of academic publishing to transition to cell‐
based text editors anytime soon. In the same way
that we discussed frameworks for integrating heteroge‐
neous analytical and experimental tools, we need some
means of bridging communication tools and overlays
for interacting with communication formats. Bridging
communication protocols is a relatively well‐defined
project, eg. the many ways to use Matrix with Slack,
email, Signal, etc. The overlays for websites, pdfs, and
other more static media that we’ll discuss are means

56Only other servers that the host server federates with are listed
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for annotation and bidirectional transclusion: includ‐
ing pieces of the work elsewhere, and representing in‐
clusions elsewhere on the work. In representing the in‐
trinsically interactive and social nature of reading (eg.
see [196] ), overlays naturally lend themselves to imag‐
ining new systems to replace traditional mechanisms
for peer‐review and criticism. We don’t need to look far
to find a well‐trod interface for annotation overlays: we
shouldn’t underrate the humble highlighter.

Hypothes.is, enabled on this page, lets readers high‐
light and annotate any webpage with a browser exten‐
sion or javascript bookmarklet. At its heart is a sys‐
tem for making anchors, references to specific places
in a text, and the means of matching them even when
the text changes or the reference is ambiguous [197]
. For example, this anchor has three features, a
RangeSelector that anchors it given thepositionwithin
the paragraph, an absolute TextPositionSelector,
and a contextual TextQuoteSelector that you can see
with an API call.

On its own, it serves to give a Talk: page to every
website. With an integration into a system of linked
data and identity, it also serves as a means of extend‐
ing the notion of bidirectional transclusion described
above to work that is not explicitly formatted for it.
Most scientificwork is represented as .pdfs rather than
.html pages, and hypothes.is already supports annotat‐
ing PDFs. With an integration into pdf reading software,
for example Zotero’s (currently beta) PDF reader, there
would be a relatively low barrier to integrating collabo‐
rative annotation into existing workflows and practices.

The dreamof public peer reviewwith public annotation
is relatively straightforward, but so are the nightmares
of a scientific literature swamped with trolls. Talking
about our work on a forum with a “forward” reference,
of the work linked to by the forum or on PubPeer feels
fine, but the “reverse” reference of an annotation ap‐
pearing on your page that links to a forum discussion is
significantly more challenging — “who gets to annotate
my work?”

Framed as an annotation system, the answer given by
the current model of peer review is “usually three, usu‐
ally anonymous people.” Except the document and an‐
notations areusually private until the author revises the
document to the point where no annotations remain,

and the peer reviewers become invisible along with the
social nature of the review. The notion that the body of
scientific knowledge is best curated by passing each pa‐
per through a gauntlet of three anonymous reviewers,
after which it becomes Fact and nearly as a rule never
changed is ridiculous on its face.

Digital publishing makes imagining the social regula‐
tion of science as a much more broadly based and
continuous process much easier, but the problem of
moderation remains. Some movement has been made
towards public peer review: eLife has integrated hy‐
pothes.is since 2016 [198] , and bioRxiv had decided
to integrate it as well in 2017 [199] before getting cold
feet about the genuinely hard problem of modera‐
tion (among others [200] ) and instead adopting the
more publisher‐friendly TRiP system of refereed peer‐
reviews [201] .

Asking every author to become a forummoderator and
constantly patrolling the annotations of their papers
sounds bad, as does the work of maintaining block and
allowlists for every individual account. While a full de‐
scription of the norms and tools needed to maintain
healthy public peer review is out of scope here, the sys‐
tem of autonomous users being able to organize into
overlapping federations described throughout provides
a space for having that conversation. Authors could, for
example, allow the display of annotations from a pro‐
fessional society like @sfn that has a code of conduct
and moderation team, or annotations associated with
comments on @pubpeer, or from a looser organization
of colleagues and other @neurofriends. Conversely,
being able tomake annotations and comments fromdif‐
ferent federations gives us a rough proxy to different
registers of communication and preserves the plural‐
ity of our expression. While my official @university‐
affiliated federation is restrained and academic, my
@neurotrans alt might be a little more freewheeling. A
protocol for federating peers that we first described in
the context of sharing data has the more general conse‐
quence of creating a means of negotiating and experi‐
mentingwith different systems of social norms and gov‐
ernance.

Social tools like these are in the hypothes.is team’s de‐
velopment roadmap, but I intend it as a well‐developed
and mature example of a general type of technology57.

57cf. the genius.com overlay.
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Many scientists are already familiarwith another imple‐
mentation: the comment and review features of Google
Docs and Microsoft Word. We already use these tools
to work together to improve our work, but there’s no
reason the process should stop at the time of publica‐
tion. Combined with a system for valuing and publish‐
ing smaller units of work, the process of public peer re‐
view starts to look a lot healthier as a continuous pro‐
cess of communication and collective mentorship in‐
stead of the current system of a gladitorial thumbs up/‐
down indictment on years of your life.

Trackers & Wikis The final set of social interfaces is
effectively the “body” of social technology. So far our
infrastructural systems have an unsatisfyingly hollow
center: there’s a lot of talk about tool frameworks and
protocols for linked data, but where is it? what does it
look like? We can pick up the threads left hanging from
our description of bittorrent trackers and knit them in
with those from thewiki way and describe how systems
for surfacing procedural and technical knowledgework
can also serve as a basis of searching, indexing, and gov‐
erning the rest of the system.

Bittorrent trackers serve to index data and organize a
curation community—weneed that too, let’s start there.
Say we have a tracker that indexes a particular format
of data, as @dandihub does with @nwb. We can search
for data using all the fields of NWB, but don’t want to
rely just on the peers that are active, so the role of
the tracker is to maintain a searchable index of meta‐
data that refers to the datasets shared by peers. We
want to be interoperable with other trackers that in‐
dex compatible data, so let’s say that’s implemented as
a database that supports SPARQL federated queries58

where requests can be spread across many databases.
For concreteness, let’s assume that the results of our
search are some content‐addressed reference to a re‐
source on a p2p network like a magnet link.

We need some kind of client that can download files
and run in the background to share them. We can
start with the image of a bittorrent client like qBittor‐
rent that does just that, but we also need a means of
making the link declarations that we did before in pseu‐
docode, and it makes sense for the client to handle that
as well. Let’s say our client handles our identity, either
by a self‐created cryptographic hash as in IPFS[79] , or
attested by some trusted third party as in ActivityPub.
Instead of our identity being tied to the services pro‐
vided by the server, however, we can think of this as
a peer‐to‐peer ActivityPub where we can directly send
and receive messages containing our links and negoti‐
ating our connections. As an interface, say we have a
typical file browser thatwe can set permissions for files,
group them into projects, and share them with others.
Since the system consists of links, an editor that allows
users to visualize and edit a hierarchical graph of nodes
and (typed) edges:

!! input network editing React figure from presentation
here!

So say it’s time for us to share a dataset. We click the
‘share’ button in our client which sends an ActivityPub‐
style message saying we have @as:Created a new re‐
source to the other peers indicated in our permission
settings. This message both uploads the metadata for
our dataset to the, say, @dandihub tracker, but since
@dandihub is an equivalent peer in our system, and
modeling off ActivityPub we are able to have “friends,”
we can notify other researchers directly. The tracker
can host our metadata pointing to our data so it’s avail‐
able from any other peer that’s hosting it even if we go
offline, but peers can query us directly to enumerate all
the links, datasets, etc. we have allowed them to.

What about handling format extensions not included in
the base @nwb format? Since we own the representa‐
tion of our data, we can imagine a strict base @nwb‐only
tracker, but also think of @dandihub that has built tools

58Tim Berners‐Lee describes the distinction between traditional relationship databases and RDF databases: > Relational database systems,
manage RDF data, but in a specialized way. In a table, there are many records with the same set of properties. An individual cell (which cor‐
responds to an RDF property) is not often thought of on its own. SQL queries can join tables and extract data from tables, and the result is
generally a table. So, the practical use for which RDB software is used typically optimized for soing operations with a small number of tables
some of which may have a large number of elements. > > RDB systems have datatypes at the atomic (unstructured) level, as RDF and XML
will/do. Combination rules tend in RDBs to be loosely enforced, in that a query can join tables by any comlumns which match by datatype –
without any check on the semantics. You could for example create a list of houses that have the same number as rooms as an employee’s shoe
size, for every employee, even though the sense of that would be questionable. > > The Semantic Web is not designed just as a new data model ‐
it is specifically appropriate to the linking of data of many different models. One of the great things it will allow is to add information relating
different databases on theWeb, to allow sophisticated operations to be performed across them. https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/RDFnot.html
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to handle extensions. So alongside our dataset we can
upload an extension like our @jonny:SolarEphys exam‐
ple that derives from @nwb:ElectricalSeries, and the
tracker then can display our extension as well as all
the other extensions that branch off the various points
of the standard. At this point we can imagine a spray
of thousands of trivially different extensions to han‐
dle overlapping data types, which is where most data
stores typically stop, but let’s explore community sys‐
tems built on forums and wikis for schema resolution
as an example of distributed governance.

!! figure of lots of leaf nodeshangingoffElectricalSeries

Wikis are not magical systems of infinite pluralistic
knowledge, but one thing they do well is provide the
means of developing durable but plastic systems norms
and policies for a wide variety of social systems. Butler,
Joyce and Pike, emphasis mine:

Providing tools and infrastructure mechanisms that sup‐
port the development and management of policies is an
important part of creating social computing systems that
work. […]
When organizations invest in [collaborative] technolo‐
gies, […] their first step is often to put in place a collection
of policies and guidelines regarding their use. However,
less attention is given to thepolicies and guidelines cre‐
ated by the groups that use these systems which are of‐
ten left to “emerge” spontaneously. The examples and
concepts described in this paper highlight the complex‐
ity of rule formation and suggest that support should be
provided to help collaborating groups create and main‐
tain effective rulespaces.
[…] The true power of wikis lies in the fact that they are
a platform that provides affordances which allow for a
wide variety of rich, multifaceted organizational struc‐
tures. Rather than assuming that rules, policies, and
guidelines are operating in only one fashion, wikis allow
for, and in fact facilitate, the creation of policies and pro‐
cedures that serve a wide variety of functions [202]

So between discussion on the forum or in Talk:‐like
pages, we can imagine a set of norms and policies evolv‐
ing from the community on this particuar tracker, per‐
haps unlike other trackers. In this case we can imag‐
ine someone wanting to clean up some near‐equivalent
extensions by starting a thread in the forum to dis‐
cuss the proposed changes. Say we want to merge
@jonny:Extension1 and @rumbly:Extension2 – the fo‐

rum notifies us that someone is talking about our ex‐
tension so we have a chance to weigh in. If we reach
some sort of amicable consensus where we agree to su‐
percede it with a merged @forum:Extension3 type, the
forum could send us a @as:Offer to @as:Update our ex‐
tension, which should we @as:Accept from our client
then notifies all the downstream consumers of our data
and extension that its format has changed.

What if consensus fails? Since every link in the sys‐
tem is underneath a @namespace, links never have a pre‐
tense of “correctness,” but have the ontological status
of a linguistic gesture: links are “something someone
said” that we’re free to disagree with59. In that case,
the @forum:Extension3 exists as “someone said these
are equivalent, but I don’t necessarily agree” and the
forum is free to represent its cleaned up representa‐
tion while preserving the plurality of expression in our
data format. If I want to go to greener pastures to a fo‐
rum that has policies and culture closer tomine, it’s rel‐
atively straightforward to federate with a new tracker
and move my data there since I still own it all.

Let’s pick up scientific communication in linked data fo‐
rums in conversation with the social incentives for cu‐
ration of trackers. This system as described is a forum
where everyone in the conversation has access to the
data and results in question reminiscent ofWhat.cd and
access to music. While upload/download ratio might
not be the best social incentive system for scientific
trackers, there are plenty of others.

For example, we briefly mentioned a Folding@Home‐
like system of donated computing resources, and sepa‐
rately described embedding analyses in a forumby call‐
ing our own compute resources. Together, a tracker
could implement a compute ratio where to use shared
computing resources you need to contribute a certain
amount of your own. The bounty system where peers
would donate their excess upload in exchange for up‐
loading a rare album on what.cd could translate to one
where someone who has donated a lot of excess com‐
pute time could donate it for someone uploading or col‐
lecting a particular dataset.

Another tracker more focused on sharing and review‐
ing results might make a review ratio system, where

59“For example, one person may define a vehicle as having a number of wheels and a weight and a length, but not foresee a
color. This will not stop another person making the assertion that a given car is red, using the color vocabular from elsewhere.” ‐
https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/RDB‐RDF.html
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for every review your work receives you need to review
n other works. This would effectively function as a re‐
viewer co‐op that canmake the implicit labor of review‐
ing explicit, and develop systems for tying the reviews
required for frequent publication with explicit norms
around reciprocal reviewing.

Forum and feedlike media are good for organizing
continuous conversation, but wikis serve as a more
durable knowledge store for cumulative reference in‐
formation. We don’t need to imagine wikis as being
text‐only, with wiki formatting used just to change the
appearance of text, but as a means of declaring and
manipulating semantic links. For example, Semantic
MediaWiki is an extension to Wikipedia’s wiki system
that extends [[Wikilinks]] to be able to declare se‐
mantic links like [[linkType::Target]]. For exam‐
ple, if our project had a wiki page like [[My Project]]
we could say it [[hasType::@analysis:project]] and
[[usesDataset::@jonny:mydata1]] etc. These wikis
have the capability to not only organize knowledge, but
also serve as aflexiblemeansof declaringnewprogram‐
ming interfaces and assigning credit.

As a live example, let’s consider the Autopilot Wiki
at https://wiki.auto-pi-lot.com. This wiki has a
set of categories, properties, templates, and forms for
describing the additional contextual technical knowl‐
edge needed to use Autopilot, a framework for be‐
havioral experiments [139] . The semantic struc‐
ture of the links is useful for designing interfaces
based on complex queries, for example “find me
all the passive electronic components that have a
guide that describes using a soldering iron to build
lighting for a behavioral enclosure”. Each page
can have a rich semantic description with multimodal
links describing tools, CAD diagrams, associated DOIs,
software dependencies, etc. Links can be declared
[[linkModality::inline]] as a fluid part of writing,
but also can be submitted by using forms (eg for new
Parts) with structured, autocompleting properties to
lower syntax barriers for new users.

The “soft durability” of wikis makes space to discuss
“off‐label” uses for hardware common across many dis‐
ciplines that typically exists as lab lore rather than doc‐
umented. For example, an early‐adopter of Autopi‐

lot sent me a message saying they weren’t able to get
ultrasound from an amplifier that was advertised up
to 192kHz. Upon further study, we found there was
a 20kHz low‐pass output filter and were able to find
and remove the components and leave a trail of bread‐
crumbs for future users. Though this is a simple exam‐
ple, it is emblematic of the kind of knowledgework that
currently has no goodmeans of communication or pro‐
fessional valuation.

The blend of programmatic and natural language de‐
scriptionsmakes it easy to contribute to, but alsomakes
knowledge organization improve the software that uses
it. The Amp2 page lists which of the GPIO pins of a rasp‐
berry pi it depends on, so Autopilot will be extended
to check for conflicting hardware configurations60. Bet‐
ter: since it’s possible for anyone to make new tem‐
plates, forms, categories, and pages, the wiki can be
used to build new programming interfaces entirely. Au‐
topilot’s plugin system is built this way, where one sub‐
mits a plugin with a form which then makes it immedi‐
ately available to any Autopilot user.

The addition of structured contextual knowledge to our
system gives us an almost comical degree of prove‐
nance: from conversations in a forum that reference a
paper, that links to its analysis, data, experimental soft‐
ware, all the way back to the properties of the solenoids
used in the experiment. It’s not just provenance for
provenance’s sake as extra labor, every step is useful to
the experimenter. I give the example of the Autopilot
wiki for concreteness, but the broader point is that fo‐
rums and wikis can serve the role of negotiating sys‐
tems of expression for different parts of the system.

The same combination of trackers, forums, and wikis
has a natural application to analysis pipelines. Ide‐
ally, to move beyond fragile code reduplicated in every
lab, we need some means of reaching consensus on a
few canonical implementations of fundamental analy‐
sis operations. Given a system where analysis chains
are linked to the formats and subdisciplines they are
used with, we can map a semantically dense map of
the analysis paths used in a research domain. In neu‐
rophysiology: “What are the different ways spikes are
extracted and analyzed from extracellular electrophys‐
iology recordings?” Having the ability to discuss and

60for example, pin 7 mutes the board, but is still exposed in the 40‐pin header. We powered an LED with pin 7 and were absolutely baffled
why the sound would mute every time the light went on for a week or so.
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contextualize different analytical methods elevates all
the exasperated methods critiques and exhortations to
“not use this statistically unsound technique” into some‐
thing structurally expressed in the practice of science. See
all the @neurotheory threads about this specific analy‐
sis chain, or the @methodswiki page that summarizes
this general category of techniques.

We’re now in a place where we can address the prob‐
lem of a cumulative knowledge system for science di‐
rectly. In many (most?) scientific epistemologies, sci‐
entific results do not directly reflect some truth about
reality, but instead instead are embedded in a system
of meaning through a process of active interpretation
(eg. [203] ). The interpretation of every scientific re‐
sult is left as the responsibility of the authors to recre‐
ate and a few reviewers to evaluate, which would be a
monumental amount of labor given the velocity of pa‐
pers, so researchers do the best they can engaging with
a small amount of research. Since the space of argu‐
mentation is built from scratch each time from incom‐
plete information, there’s no guarantee of making cu‐
mulative progress on a shared set of theories, andmost
fall far from the supposed ideal of hard refutation and
can have long lives as “zombie theories.” van Rooij and
Baggio describe the “collecting seashells” approach of
gathering many results and leaving the theory for later
with an analogy:

“In a sense, trying to build theories on collections of ef‐
fects is much like trying to write novels by collecting sen‐
tences from randomly generated letter strings. Indeed,
each novel ultimately consists of strings of letters, and
theories should ultimately be compatible with effects.
Still, the majority of the (infinitely possible) effects are
irrelevant for the aims of theory building, just as the ma‐
jority of (infinitely possible) sentences are irrelevant for
writing a novel.” [204]

They and others (eg. [205] ) have argued for an iterative
process of experiments informed by theory andmodel‐
ing that confirm or constrain future models. Their ar‐
ticulation of the need formultiple registers of formality
and rigidity is particularly resonant here. van Rooij and
Baggio again:

“The first sketch of an f need not be the final one; what
matters is how the initial f is constrained and refined and
how the rectification process can actually drive the the‐
ory forward. Theory building is a creative process involv‐
ing a dialectic of divergent and convergent thinking, in‐

formal and formal thinking.” [204]

Let’s turn our provenance chain into a circle: a means
of linking theories to analytical results and interpreta‐
tion as well as experimental design and tooling. Say the
theorists have a wiki. They start making some loose
schematic descriptions of their theories and linking
them to different experimental results that constrain,
affirm, refute, or otherwise interact with them. These
could be forward or backlinks: declared by the original
author or by someone else describing their results.

In the most optimistic case, where we have a full prove‐
nance chain fromanalytical results back through exper‐
imental practice, we have a means of formally evalu‐
ating the empirical contingencies that serve as the ev‐
idence for scientific theories. For a given body of ex‐
perimental data bearing on a theoretical question, what
kinds of evidence exist? As the state of the art in an‐
alytical tooling changes, how are the interpretations of
prior results changed by different analyses? Howdo dif‐
ferent experimental methodologies influence the form
of our theories? The points of conflicting evidence and
unevaluated predictions of theory are then a means of
distributed coordination of future experiments: guided
by a distributed body of evidence and interpretation,
rather than the amount of the literature base individ‐
ual researchers are able to hold in mind, what are the
most informative experiments to do?

The pessimistic case where we only have scientific pa‐
pers in their current form to evaluate is not that much
worse — it requires the normal reading and evaluation
of experimental results of a review paper, but the pro‐
cess of annotating the paper to describe its experimen‐
tal and analytical methods as a shared body of links
makes that work cumulative. Even more pessimistic,
where for some reason we aren’t able to formulate the‐
ories even as rough schematics but just link experimen‐
tal results to rough topic domains is still vastly better
than the current state of disorganization and propri‐
etary indices.

For both researchers and the public at large a meta‐
organization of experimental results changes the way
we interact with scientific literature. It currently takes
many years of implicit knowledge to understand any
scientific subfield: finding canonical papers, knowing
which researchers to follow, which keywords to search
in table of contents alerts. Being able to find a collec‐
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tion of papers about an object of research, as well as the
conversations at all levels of formality that contextual‐
ize them — to say nothing of building a world without
paywalls — would profoundly lower barriers to access
to primary scientific knowledge for everyone.

It is worth pausing to compare a world where we bois‐
terously and fluidly organize knowledge explicitly as
a collective project of understanding with one where
knowledge organization is weaponized into a product
that lets us get ahead of our competitors without neces‐
sarily improving our understanding of the body of sci‐
entific literature. One sounds like science, the other
sounds like industry capture.

All the technological‐social tools described here are
not a definitive set of tools needed for scientific com‐
munications infrastructure, but examples of interfaces
to a linked data system. Using JSON‐LD notebooks to
enable us to embed links in our writing to be men‐
tioned or transcluded elsewhere. Using a forum as a
means of creating linked discussions about experimen‐
tal results and analyses. Using linked microblogging
tools for a rapid, informal means of organizing and dis‐
cussing knowledge. Using all of the above to represent

the many expressions of a work across multiple linked
namespaces. Using annotation tools to create anchors
and links for referencing links in other communication
media. Using tracker‐like and wiki‐like systems to in‐
teract with, negotiate about, and govern a wily body of
autonomously declared links.

Each is intended to be mutable, easy to iterate on,
uncontrolling, mutually coordinated. Each interacts
with and augments the previously described systems
for shared data, analytical, and experimental tools. The
purpose of this section is not to advocate a specific set
of technologies, but to describe a base layer of famil‐
iar technologies for an indefinite future of possible in‐
terfaces for representing and interacting with a body of
shared knowledge.

What we’ve described is a nonutopian, fully realizable
path to making a scientific system that is fully ne‐
gotiable through the entire theoretical‐empirical loop
with minor development of existing tools and minimal
adjustment of scientific practices. No clouds, no jour‐
nals, a little rough around the edges but collectively
owned by all scientists.

Final system summary

3.4.3 Credit Assignment

> The reason we are (once again) having a fight about
whether the producers of publicly available/published
data should be authors on any work using said data
is that we have a completely dysfunctional system for
crediting the generation of useful data. [206] > > The
same is true for people who generate useful reagents,
resources and software. [207] > > And like everything,
the real answer lies on how we assess candidates for
jobs, grants, etc… So long as people treat authorship as
the most/only valuable currency, this debate will fester.
But it’s in our power to change it. ‐ Michael Eisen, EIC
eLife [208]

The critical anchor for changes to the scientific infras‐
tructural systems is the system of professional incen‐
tives that structure it. As long as the only thing that has
professional value is authorship in journal papers, the
system stays: Blog posts, analysis pathways, wikis, and
forums are nice and all, but they don’t count as science.

Imagining different systems of credit assignment is
easy: just make a new DOI‐like identifier for my
datasets that I can put on my CV. Integrating systems
of credit assignment into commonly‐held beliefs about
what is valuable is harder. One way to frame solu‐
tions to the credit assignment problem is as a collec‐
tive action problem: everyone/funding agencies/hiring
committees just need to decide that publishing data, re‐
viewing, criticism et al. is valuable without any serious
changes to broader scientific infrastructure. Another is
to displace the system of credit assignment by aligning
the interests of the broad array of researchers, techni‐
cians, and students that it directly impacts to build an
alternative.

The sheer quantity of work that is currently uncred‐
ited in science is a structural advantage to any more
expansive system of credit assignment. The strategic
question is how to design a system that aligns the self‐
interest of everyone with uncredited work to build it.
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That’s what I’ve tried to do here. Everything that exists
in this system is attributable to one ormany equal peers.
Rather than attempting to be an abstract body of knowl‐
edge, clean and tidy, that conceals its social underpin‐
nings, we embrace its messy and pluralistic personal‐
ity. We have not been focused on some techno‐utopian
dreamof automatically computing over a systemof uni‐
versally linked data, but on representing and negoti‐
ating over a globally discontinuous body of work and
ideas linked to people and groups. We have not been
imagining new platforms and services to suit a limited
set of needs, but on a set of tools and frameworks to let
people work together to cumulatively build what they
need.

Credit is woven throughout this system: the means of
using someone else’swork are tied to crediting it. While
credit is currently meted out by proprietary journal ag‐
gregators like google scholar, citeseer, or web of sci‐
ence; downloading a dataset, using an analysis tool,
and so on should be directly attributed to a digital iden‐
tity that you control.

The first‐order effects for the usual suspects in need
of credit are straightforward: counting the number of
analyses andpapers our datasets are cited in, seeing the
type of experiments our software was used to perform.
Control over themeans of credit assignment also opens
the possibility of surfacing the work that happens invis‐
ibly but is nonetheless essential for the normal opera‐
tion of research. Why shouldn’t the animal care techni‐
cian receive credit for caring for the animals that were
involved with a study, its results, and its impact on sci‐
ence more broadly?

Contextual technical knowledge is an example that war‐
rants special consideration. Why would anyone spend
the time to describe the fine technical details of how to
use a type of motor, or which solenoids last the longest,
or how to solder this particular type of circuit board?

First (and hopefully familiarly), bymaking it practically
useful for the researchers involved: say in this example
we’re using a lab wiki to coordinate work locally, using
tools that can use the wiki information to automatically
configure solenoid or sensor polarity, or the dependen‐
cies for a sound card.

Second, bymaking sure the researchers are credited for
their work. A name prominently displayed on a wiki

page and a permalink for a CV is ok, but clearly not
enough. Foundational technical and documentation
work like this is useful in itself, but its impact is mostly
felt downstream in the work it enables. Beyond first‐
order credit, a linked credit assignment system lets us
evaluate higher-order effects of work that more closely re-
semble the actual impact of the work. Say we find some‐
one else’s 3DModel, modify it for our use, and then use
it to collect a dataset and publish a paper. Someone else
sees it and links a colleague to it, and they too use it in
their work. Over time someone else updates the design
and puts it in some derivative component. Most of the
linking is automatic, built into the interfaces of the rel‐
evant tools, and soon the network of links is dense and
deep.

The incentives here are all aligned towards creating
links and assigning credit: For us, instead of just get‐
ting professional credit for our paper, we also get credit
for extending someone else’s work, for documenting
it, and for the potentially large number of nth‐order
derivative uses. Our credit extends multimodally, in‐
cluding papers that cite papers that use our tool, and
the “amount” of credit can be contextualized because
the type of link between them is explicit – as opposed
to the non‐semantic links of citation. Our colleague
that recommended our part gets credit as well, as
they should since helpful communication is presum‐
ably something we want to reward. I want to use the
extended graph of credit rather than just listing my pa‐
per because it’s a lot more impressive! Since I want to
be credited, I’m also invested in expanding the space of
linked tools. Rather than the scarcitymindset of author‐
ship, a link‐based system can push us towards abun‐
dance: “good” work is work that engages with and ex‐
tends a broad array of techniques, technologies, and ex‐
pertise.

It’s easy to imagine extended credit scenarios for a
broad array of workers: since my work happens at
@institution, and the @institution:mice are cared
for by the members of the @institution:animal_care
team, we can measure the impact of their work on the
downstream work it supports. A grad student rotating
in a lab might not get enough data to make a paper,
but theymightmake some tangible improvement to lab
infrastructure, which they can document and receive
credit for. Open source software developers might get
some credit from a code paper, but will be systemat‐
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ically undervalued from failure to cite it and under‐
counted in derivative packages. The many groups of
workers whose work is formally excluded from scien‐
tific valuation are thosewith themost to gain by reimag‐
ining credit systems, and an infrastructural plan that ac‐
tively involves them and elevates their work has amuch
broader base of labor, expertise, and potential for buy‐
in.

Some of my more communitarian colleagues might
sharemydistaste formetricizing knowledgework—but
hiring committees and granting agencies are going to
use some metric, the question is whether it’s a good re‐
flection of our work and who controls it. Our problems
with the h‐index (eg. [209, 210] ) are problems with pa‐
per citations being a bad basis for evaluating scientific
“value”, and their primacy is in turn a consequence of
the monopoly over scientific communication and orga‐
nization by publishers and aggregators like Scopus and
Google Scholar. Their successors, black box algorith‐
mic tools like SciVal with valuation criteria that are bad
for science (but good for administrators) like ‘trendi‐
ness’ are here whether we like it or not. A transpar‐
ent graph of scientific credit at least gives the possibility
for reimagining themore fundamental questions of sci‐
entific valuation: assigning credit for communication,
maintenance, mentorship, and so on. So some mis‐
guided reductions of the complexity of scientific labor
to a single number are inevitable, but at least we’ll be
able to see what they’re based on and propose alternatives.

It’s true that some of these extended metrics are al‐
ready possible to compute. One could crawl package
dependencies for code, or download the 100GB Cross‐
ref database [211] and manually crunch our statistics,
but being able to compute some means of credit is very
different thanmaking it a normal part of doing and eval‐
uating research. The multimodality of credit assign‐
ment that’s possible with a linked data system is part of
its power: our work actually does have impacts across
modalities, and we should be able to represent that as

part of our contribution to science.

Reaching a critical mass of linked tools and peers is
not altogether necessary for them to be useful, but crit‐
ical mass may trigger a positive feedback loop for the
development of the system itself. Even in isolation,
a semantic wiki is a better means of assigning credit
than a handful of google docs, experimental tools that
automatically annotate data are better than a pile of
.csv files, etc. Bridging two tools to share credit is bet‐
ter than one tool in isolation, and more people using
them are better than fewer for any given user of the sys‐
tem. Lessons learned from STS, Computer‐Supported
Cooperative Work (CSCW), pirates, wikis, forums, et
al. make it clear that the labor of maintaining and build-
ing the system can’t be invisible.

Find citations and quote for ^^. Fortunately building
a system for credit assignment should allow you to be
credited! Conclude by talking about building more just
system of valuing science, and that’s one of the critical
meansbywhich any infrastructuremight displacehege‐
monic systems!

Need to zoom out a bit here – credit assignment is re‐
ally the problem here, so what have we done? we’ve
imaginedanewwayof assigning credit. Insteadof start‐
ing from publication and working backwards to iden‐
tity through citations, we start from identity and build
a system for creating things and defining the things you
do in a public way, integrated with the practice of re‐
search. The idea of namespaces is a foundational part
of the web (cite tim BL quote about how scientists ac‐
tually started the notion of linking that inspired the
web), permalinks and URIs, but it wasn’t formulated as
a means of identity. DNS and the system of domains as
it is now, where you need to ask permission to create a
new one and there is a single representation of a name.
it’s one particular system for assigning identity. We can
extend a lot of the ideas of the web re: URIs to identites
that havemultiple parallel namespaces by constructing
it around a combined p2p and computational system.

4. Conclusion
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4.1 Tactics & Strategy

4.1.1 (Gestural) Roadmap

Some of the tactical vision for this piece is embedded
in its structure and has been discussed throughout, but
to again reaffirm the strictly non-utopian nature of this
argument it’s worth revisiting the practical means by
which we might build it. I have tried to take care to
hew as close to existing technologies and practices as
possible, and so the amount of new development that
is needed is relatively light. As is true in the rest of the
piece, the recommendations here are just for the pur‐
pose of illustration, and here more than anywhere else
every step of this is subject to negotiation and the con‐
tingency of future work.

For the purposes of brevity, I’m going to refer to the
family of RDF‐based tools like JSON‐LD, turtle, OWL,
and so on as “RDF‐like.”

These, I think, are themostminimal development steps
thatwould get a system like this off the ground and offer
some basic use.

1. Build framework for bridging RDF‐like schema to
p2p client ‐ The implementation of a given schema
needs to be made abstract so that data can be subset
froma given dataset using the notation of the schema
namespace. This can happen gradually – at firstmap‐
ping from metadata to the entire dataset, but need
to be able to read/write individual entities. Dat can
share subsets of data using Hypercore’s sparse mode.
Work could also happen in the other direction, ex‐
tending DANDI/Datalad with a peer‐to‐peer backend.

2. Build p2p/ActivityPub client ‐ currently activity‐
pub accounts are associated with a homeserver like
https://mastodon.social/, but the authors of the
ActivityPub protocol and JSON‐LD have described
how a system of decentralized identity (eg. DID [212]
) could make it fully peer‐to‐peer [213] . Joint Activi‐
tyPub/p2p systems that use AP to index data and p2p
to share it already exist (eg. PeerTube). Much of the
work left undefined here would be interface and UX
design to make hosting an instance as easy as possi‐
ble.

3. Experiment with minimal schema for federation.
We want to get code running first in smaller com‐

munities to experiment with the basic ontologies for
communication, data sharing, and framework link‐
ing. There are a large number of existing vocabular‐
ies and ontologies to draw from, so we don’t need to
start from scratch. More important thanwhich ontol‐
ogy is chosen is making it simple to browse and ma‐
nipulate them. Eg.:
• Social interaction: ActivityStreams [135] , Semanti‐
cally Interlinked Online Communities (SIOC) [214]

• Permissions: Open Digital Rights Language
(ODRL)

• Scientific communication ‐ Linked Science Core
[215] , Modern Science Ontology (ModSci)

• Workflows/Analysis Pipelines ‐ Open Provenance
Model for Workflows (OPMW)

• and many, many more.

4. A basic tracker‐likeweb framework for caching and
serving metadata, as well as hosting some initial fo‐
rums or other semidurable communication system
for organizing federations. It’s an open question to
me how much of Gazelle/Ocelot is worth resurrect‐
ing, or whether it would be better to build from an
ActivityPub client or a torrent tracker (or some other
existing code I’m not familiar with).

From that basic means of communication, the rest of
the development path needs less specification, the ex‐
amples I have given are just one way of realizing the de‐
sign principles. Beyond that, doing accounting for the
other functionality described above:

• Start building bridges to existing repositories like
Dandihub, Wikidata, and so on.

• Refine vocabularies! Refine schema negotiation, etc.

• Build tools for data translation ‐ theoretically building
I/O tools fromRDF‐like schema to individual data for‐
mats should allow for interconversion, but it will of
course be more difficult than that.

• Extend analysis and experimental tools to incorpo‐
rate and produce linked data within our p2p/AP sys‐
tem.

• Integrate dependency management for linked data
that specifies code to run, eg. see spack (see spack)
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• The wide world of communication tools awaits…

The numerical order of these lists is just a byprod‐
uct of the linearity of text, and many of these devel‐
opment projects can happen simultaneously with min‐
imal mutual coordination. The chronology given is
mostly strategic: finding an incremental development
path where every step is useful and allows for the next
to be taken.

A p2p data system is, to me, is the most likely and prox‐
imal anchor from which the rest of the technologies
might flow— this is part of the idea animating the Solid
project as well [9, 216, 217, 53] .

There is no reason, in principle, that data must first be
converted into some standardized format — ideally, it
would be possible to fluidly link data in‐place, incor‐
porating whatever means by which metadata is stored
already. Passing through a point of standardization
serves a few purposes: first, lowering the work associ‐
ated with linking by only needing to declare links be‐
tween a few hundred formats instead of the infinity of
arbitrarily structured data. Second, to minimize frus‐
tration and maximize delight of early adopters: people
are more likely to stick around if they can run a client,
plug their data in, and see it hosted with the links pre‐
populated from the format schema. Third, to integrate
with existing tools and databases to avoid the percep‐
tion of potential sunk cost spending time formatting
data in some new idiosyncratic way.

Shared data is a concrete, widely understood goal
shared by many scientists already, but there are rela‐
tively slim incentives for spending the time to do it. The
first major hurdle is to make those incentives. Prop‐
ping up a p2p systemwill eventually need new develop‐
ment, but existing p2p systems can still make a strong
case for themselves with small, local examples: using
them to share data with local collaborators, or to share
data during a workshop or conference, or even to start
rehosting already‐public centrally hosted data. Small
communities of practice can start their own “retreat
from the cloud” by documenting their process and set‐
ting up their own local hosting and servers. They also
make natural allies with the p2p tool developers. Being
a test case for their software and cultivating social ties
across domains is one way to start aligning our goals
and movement building. Tools like Dat and Solid are
goodfits, though they currently need someUXanddocs

work to be accessible to a broad audience.

Cultivating new relationships with knowledge and tech‐
nical communities outside our usual academic circles
is a critical part of any infrastructural development
project. Though these days we hear about disaffected
people abandoning academia for industry, there is
plenty of disaffectation to go around on the other side
— particularly in software world. There are a growing
number of extremely talented programmers that grow
disillusioned with working for companies they view as
unethical, which unfortunately happen to be some of
the largest employers in the field. Ethical, important,
anddare I say fun software oftenhasnobusinessmodel,
but data, computation, and communications infrastruc‐
tural infrastructure in science, especially with a coher‐
ent frame could givemany of them a job they don’t have
to feel conflicted about.

• once some people are sharing their data on p2p,
need some means of organizing it. adapting fron‐
tend tools and start using distributed communication
tools. People are clearly eager to use stuff like Dandi‐
Hub and get their data into an index, but they are
all so lonely and vacant! Only instead of discord and
slack stuff like Matrix is scalable!

• general pattern of integrating with new communi‐
ties, for that we need some means of communica‐
tion. Where are the technologists we should ally
with? They’re on fediverse and Matrix!

• Lots of proofs of concept, but need commu‐
nities to actually start testing them and us‐
ing them! https://scenaristeur.github.io/agora/
https://openengiadina.net/

• Starting communication and knowledge organiza‐
tion onwikis and etc. is itself a step towards realizing
the system! Tools like Matrix make it so people don’t
have to commit to one community or platform in par-
ticular but instead can explore and sort themselves.
TheUXhas come a longway in the last few years, and
Element and Gitter are both ready for general use.

• Knowledge organizing systems like openbehavior
and stuff are cool, we should start transcluding them
(with credit!) into wikis and other social tools in or‐
der to organize a broader scope of the software and
social scene.

• Flanking technologies of data analysis and experi‐
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mental tooling serve as stronger incentive systems.

• Not needing to build a single new platform, or new
journal, or even a new organization, but focusing on
means of communication.

4.1.2 ToWhom It May Concern…

Who is supposed to do what, and why would differ‐
ent interested groups want to pursue decentralized in‐
frastructure? A few love letters addressed to different
groups:

Rank and File Researchers

• PIs vs grad students/post‐docs: PIs need to realize
that the true cost is doing nothing, the ROI on infras‐
tructure is massive given the extremely high costs
of labor for doing all this shit. Grad students and
Post docs should start seeing the total isolation of
their local tooling as problematic and engage with
their neighboring labs to share technologies and start
building locally integrated tools!

Description of ONICE!

• We need to start making alliances we’re not neces‐
sarily used to, but this is the fun part! !! ally with
the many disaffected tech workers that don’t want to
workwith google and facebook –we all talk about ppl
fleeing for industry, but what academia can offer in
return is jobs building tools that aren’t soul sucking
click maximizers.

• We should also start working closer with our Librar‐
ians, they are also facing the squeeze and have had
their profession degraded to being subscription cus‐
todians.

• We need to recognize our place outside of the high‐
est echelons as fundamentally in danger by advanc‐
ing infrastructural polarization. A “not my job” men‐
tality might work for now, but for how long?

• Less concretely, we need to start expanding what we
think is possible! We need to be realistic and demand
the impossible! Let’s let the work of escaping owner‐
ship by platform capitalism be joyful, a rennaisance
of working cooperatively and rejuvinating the sense
of purpose as scientists invested in the health of soci‐
ety.

Open Source Developers

• UX and community systems first! Start a project by
reaching out to other devs and seeing who’s doing
overlapping work.

• Integrate with existing tools rather than bulding new
ones is holy: you can still get credit in existing sys‐
tems for writing the paper, and your tool is more
likely to be used, and it’s likely to benefit from some
of the structuring elements of the framework.

• Stop building cloud shit! Or if you have tomake some‐
thing for the cloud bc compute infrastructure isn’t
there, make sure it’s also deployable on local comput‐
ers. We don’t need any more single‐use platforms!

Funding Agencies

• If you pay us we will build it!

• fund integrating existing tools in addition to main‐
taining them. Target funding for new tools that fill
specific gaps — it’s almost impossible to get a really
well maintained library off the ground b/c catch‐22
of development!

• You’re being swindled! Sort of a conflict of interest
because to some degree centralization is politically
useful: eg. see data sharing agreement with ICE, but
this probably isn’t shared by the people actually at
the granting agencies and I don’t want to speculate
on some conspiracy theory.

University Administrators

• You’re also being swindled!

• Local infrastructure is good for you too — many uni‐
versities are plagued by SaaS that is expedient but ul‐
timately makes the entire operation of the university
very fragile.

• Having good local data infrastructure is a really good
thing to be able to tell applicants, and makes use of
intranet for collaboration instead of external band‐
width. You get to say “we have a sick new storage and
compute server” instead of “we’re a huge subscriber
to AWS”

• Y’all are the ones who have to pay the journal costs
and deal with your university being uncompetetive
with other institutions that can afford more, and so
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you should be leading the charge to nonprofit jour‐
nals and a move beyond them, rather than mandat‐

ing Open Access which is a regressive move.

4.2 Limitations

We can start with a few of the big and obvious limita‐
tions: people could ignore this piece entirely and it is
dead on arrival. This project would be a direct threat
to some of the most powerful entities in science, and
they will likely actively work against it. I could be com‐
pletelymisinformedandmissing something fundamen‐
tal about the underlying technologies. The social ten‐
sions between the relevant development communities
could be too great to overcome.

Two outstanding problems on Mastodon hint at a few
open challenges to development: feed organization and
the fluidity of federation formation, dissolution, and in‐
teraction.

By default, and affirmed by maybe an understand‐
able reaction against algorithmic feed organization,
Mastodon is a mostly chronological list of posts from
people that you follow and that are in your host server’s
federated networks. While this transparency is reas‐
suring that we aren’t being microtargeted for advertis‐
ing, it does make the system overwhelming to navi‐
gate, and splitting accounts multiple times to accomo‐
date is common. A system of semantic organization is
a distinct third way between algorithmic and chrono‐
logical organization. Building a system that goes be‐
yond moderator‐specified category systems familiar in

forums towards a sensible interface for navigating tan‐
gled concept hierarchies is an open challenge, as far as
I’m aware.

An intermediate goalmight be to give finer control over
groups, but groups are currently a complicated ques‐
tion between fediverse implementations [218] .

• identity!

• interaction of p2p and linked data system –
lightweight linkedmetadata can be reproducedmore
easily thanmassive raw data, but it needs to be possi‐
ble to apply permissions and access regulation with
more verifiability than just being able to access a
unique tracker ID or being pointed to a UUID.

• some might say we will have a hard time indexing
across a bunch of namespaces that people hold in‐
dividually – this is actually a good thing. We want
the system to be difficult to make full scrapes to cap‐
ture and repackage. We want connections to be pur‐
poseful and transparent, rather thanhaving arbitrary
crawlers sucking up all scientific data.

• ppl might lie! ppl already lie! and we handle ambigu‐
ity all the time. the real dangerous thing is a system
that presents itself as infallible/neutral/true.

4.3 Contrasting Visions of Science

Through this text I have tried to sketch in parallel a po‐
tentially liberatory infrastructural futurewith themany
offramps and alternatives that could lead us astray, but
haven’t given a picture of what actually doing research
might be like were this project to come anywhere close
to succeeding. Through the hints at what could be our
current and future information capitalism dystopia the
alternative is too a little foggy: what happens if we do
nothing? Let me make the point with a bit of specula‐
tive fiction.

4.3.1 What if we do nothing?

You’re a researcherwith dead‐centermedian funding at
an institute with dead‐center median prestige, and you
have a new idea.

The publishing industry has built its surveillance sys‐
tems into much of the practice of science: their Seam‐
lessAccess login system and browser fingerprinting
harvest your reading patterns across the web[219, 220,
221, 222, 223] , Mendeley watches what you high‐
light and how you organize papers, and with a data
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sharing agreement with Google crossreference and
deanonymize your drafts in progress [6] . Managing
constant surveillance is a normal part of doing sci‐
ence now, so when reading papers you are careful to
always use a VPN, stay off the WiFi whenever possi‐
ble, randomly scroll around the page to appear pro‐
ductive while the PDF is printing to read offline. The
publishers have finally managed to kill sci‐hub with a
combination of litigation and lobbying universities to
implement mandatory multifactor authentication, cut‐
ting off their ability to scrape new papers. The few pa‐
pers you’re able to find, and fewer that you’re able to
access, after several weeks of carefully covering your
trackswhile hopping citation treesmake you think your
hunch might be right — you’re on to something.

This is a perfect project for a collaboration with an old
colleague from back in grad school. Their SciVal Rank‐
ing is a little low, so you’re taking a risk byworking with
them, but friendship has to be worth something right?
“Don’t tell me I never did nothing for you.” You haven’t
spoken in many years though, so you have to be care‐
ful on your approach. The repackaged products of all
their surveillance are sold back to the few top‐tier labs
able to afford the hype‐prediction products that steer
all of their research programs [224, 225] . The publish‐
ers sell tips on what’s hot, and since they sell the same
products to granting agencies and control the publish‐
ing process, every prediction can be self‐fulfilling— the
product is plainly prestige, and the product is good. If
you approach your colleague carelessly, they could turn
around and plug the idea into the algorithm to check
its score, tipping off the larger labs that can turn their
armies of postdocs on a dime to pounce. There is no
keeping up with the elites anymore.

Even if you do manage to keep it a secret, it’ll be a hard
road to pull off the experiment at all. There are a few
scattered open source tools left, but the rest have been
salami sliced into a few dozen mutually incompatible
platforms (compatibility only available with the Hyper‐
Gold Editions). The larger labs are able to afford all the
engineers they need to build tools, but have little rea‐
son to share any of the technical knowledge with the
rest of us — why should they spoil the chance to spin it
off into a startup? There aren’t any jobs left in academia
anyway.

Industry capture has crept into ever more of the little

grant funding you have, all the subscriptions and fees
add up, so you can only afford to mentor one grad stu‐
dent at a time while keeping plausibly up to date with
new instrument technology. You can’t choose who they
are anymore really. The candidate ranking algorithms
have thoroughly baked the exclusionary biases of the
history of science into the pool of applicants[6, 35] , so
the only ones left are those who have been playing to
the algorithm since they were in middle school. Ad‐
vocates for any sort of diversity in academia are long
gone. We’ve never been able to confirm it, but ev‐
eryone knows that the publishers tip the scales of the
algorithm to downrank anyone who starts organizing
against them.

Your colleague and you manage to coordinate. they’re
the same as they’ve always been, trustworthy. You re‐
ally need someone from a different field at least in con‐
sultation, but there isn’t really a good way to find who
would be a good fit. Somehow Twitter is still the best
way to communicate at large, but you’ve never really
gottenhow itworks and thediscoursehas gotten dark so
you don’t have enough followers to reach outside your
small bubble of friends. You decide to go it your own,
and find the best papers you can from what you think
is the right literature base, but there’s no good way of
knowing you’re following the right track. Maybe that
part of the paper is for the supplement.

Data is expensive, if you can find it. Who can pay the
egress costs for several TB anymore? You forego some
modeling that would help with designing the experi‐
ment because you don’t have the right subscription to
access the data you need. You’ll have to wait until there
is a promotional event to to get some from a Science In‐
fluencer.

You experiment in public silence until you’ve collected
your data. Phew, probably safe from getting scooped.
You start the long slog of batch analysis with the scraps
of Cloud Compute time you can afford.

Papers are largely unchanged, still the same old PDFs.
They’re a source of grim nostalgia, at least we’ll always
have PDF. What has changed is citation: since it’s the
major component of the ranking algorithm, nobody
cites to reference ideas anymore, just to try and keep
their colleagues afloat. The researchers who still care
about the state of science publish a parallel list of cita‐
tions for those who still care to read them, butmost just
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ignore them — the past is irrelevant anyway, the only
way to stay afloat is hunting hype. You know this is dis‐
torting the literature base, feeding the algorithm junk
data that will steer the research recommendations off
course, but you don’t want to see your colleague down
the hall fired [35] . Their rankings have been sinking
lately.

Uploading preprints is expensive now too, and they
charge by the version, so youmake sure you’ve checked
every letter before sending it off. It’s a really compelling
bit of science, some of that old style science, funda‐
mental mechanisms, basic research kind of stuff. You
check your social media metrics to perfectly time your
posts about it, click send, and wait. Your friends reply
with their congratulations, glad you managed to pull
it off, but there’s not really a lot that can be made a
meme of, and it’s not inflammatory enough to bait a sea
of hot takes. You watch your Altmetric idle and sigh.
You won’t get a rankings boost, but at least it looks like
you’re safe from sinking for awhile.

You’re going to take a few weeks off before starting the
multi‐year process of publication. Few researchers are
willing to review for free anymore, everyone is sick of
publisher profiteering, but we didn’t manage to build
an alternative in time, and now it’s too dangerous to
try. Triage at the top of the journal prestige hierarchy
is ruthless. Most submissions not pre‐coordinated with
the editor are pre‐desk rejected after failing any one of
the dozen or so benchmarks for “quality” and trendi‐
ness crunched by their black box algorithms. Instead
we ping‐pong papers down the hierarchy, paying sub‐
mission fees all along the way. Don’t worry, there’s al‐
ways some journal that will take any work — they want
the publication fees in any case. If you’re cynically play‐
ing the metrics game, you can rely on the class of bla‐
tantly sacrificial junk journals that can be hastily folded
up when some unpaid PubPeer blogger manages to
summon enough outrage on social media. We haven’t
managed to fix the problems with peer review that fa‐
vor in‐crowd, clickbait‐friendly, though not necessarily
reproducible, research. It turned out to have been a fea‐
ture, not a bug for their profit model all along.

You’re not sure if you’vemade a contribution to thefield,
there isn’t any sense of cumulative consensus on basic
problems. People study things that are similar to you,
lots of them, and you talk. You forget what they’ve been

doing sometimes, though, and you catch what you can.
You like your work, and even find value in it. You can
forget about the rest when you do it. And you like your
lab. The system isn’t perfect but everyone knows that.
Some good science still gets done, you see it all the time
from the people you respect. It’s a lot of work to keep
track of, at least without the subscription. But youman‐
aged to make it through another round. That feels ok
for now. And it’s not your job, your job is to do science.

The attention span of your discipline has gotten shorter
and shorter, twisting in concentric hype cycles, the new
rota fortuna. It’s good business, keeping research pro‐
grams moving helps the other end of the recommenda‐
tion system. It started with advertising that looked like
research [163] , but the ability to sell influence over the
course of basic science turned out to be particularly lu‐
crative. Just little nudges here and there, you know, just
supply responding to demand. They turn a blind eye
to the botnets hired to manipulate trending research
topics by simulating waves of clicks and scrolls. More
clicks, more ads, the market speaks, everybody wins.

The publishers are just one piece of the interlocking
swarm of the information economy. The publishers
sell their data to all the others, and buy whatever they
need to complete their profiles. They move in lockstep:
profit together, lobby together. The US Supreme Court
is expected to legalize copyrighting facts soon, opening
upnewmarkets for renting licenses to researchby topic
area. No one really notices intellectual property expan‐
sions anymore. There are more papers than ever, but
the science is all “fake news.” Nobody reads it anyway.

4.3.2 What we could build

You’re a researcherwith dead‐centermedian funding at
an institute with dead‐center median prestige, and you
have a new idea.

You are federated with a few organizations in your sub‐
discipline that have agreed to share their full names‐
paces, as well as a broader, public multidisciplinary
indexing federation that organizes metadata more
coarsely. You navigate to a few nodes in the public in‐
dex that track work from some related research ques‐
tions. You’re able to find a number of forum conver‐
sations, blog posts, and notebooks in the intersection
between the question nodes, but none that are exactly
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what you’re thinking about. There’s no such thing as
paywalls anymore, but some of the researchers have
requested to be credited on view, so you accept the
prompts that make a read link between you and their
work. You can tell relatively quickly that there is affir‐
matively a gap in understanding here, rather than need‐
ing to spend weeks reading to rule it out by process of
elimination — you’re on to something.

You request access to someof theprivate sections of fed‐
erations that claim to have data related to the question
nodes. They have some writing, data, and code pub‐
lic, but the data you’re after is very raw and was never
written up — just left with a reference to a topic in case
someone else wanted to use it later. Most accept you
since they can see your affiliation in good standingwith
people and federations they know and trust. Others are
a little more cagey, asking that you request again when
youhave amore developedproject rather than just look‐
ing around so they can direct your permissions more
finely, or else not responding at all. The price of pri‐
vacy, autonomy, and consent: we might grumble about
it sometimes, but all things considered are glad to pay
it.

Your home federations have a few different names for
things than those you’ve joined, so you spend a few
hours making some new mappings between your com‐
munities, and send them along with some terms they
don’t have but you think might be useful for them and
post them to their link proposals inbox. They each have
their own governance process to approve the links and
associate them with their namespace, but in the mean‐
time they exist on yours so you use them to start gath‐
ering and linking data from a few different disciplines
to answer some preliminary questions you have. In the
course of feeling out a project, you’ve made some new
connections between communities, concepts, and for‐
mats, and made incremental improvements on knowl‐
edge organization in multiple fields. You’re rehosting
some of their data as a gesture of good faith, because
you’re using it and it’s become part of your project, (and
because a few of the federations have ratio require‐
ments).

You do some preliminary analysis to refine your hy‐
potheses and direct the experimental design. You are
able to find some analysis code from your new col‐
leagues in a notebook linked to the data of theirs that

you’re using. It doesn’t do exactly what you want, but
you’re able to extend it to do a variation on the analysis
and link it from their code in case anyone else wants to
do something similar.

You post a notebook of some preliminary results from
your secondary analysis and a brief description of your
idea and experimental plan in a thread that is tran‐
scluded between the forums of the now several feder‐
ations involved in your project. There’s little reason
to fear being scooped: since you’re in public conversa‐
tion with a lot of the people in the relevant research ar‐
eas, and have been linking your work to the concepts
and groups that any competitor also would have to, it
doesn’t really make sense to try and rush out a result
faster than you to take credit for your ideas. All the
provenance of your conversations and analyses is al‐
ready public, and so if someone did try and take credit
for your idea, you would be able to link to their work
with some “uncredited derivation” link.

In the thread, several people from another discipline
point out that they have already done some of what you
planned to do, so you link to their post to give them
credit for pointing you in the right direction and tran‐
sclude the relevant work in your project. Others spit‐
ball some ideas for refinements to the experiment, and
try out alternate analysis strategies on your preliminary
results. It’s interesting and useful, you hadn’t thought
about it that way. They give you access to some of
their nonpublic datasets that they never had a chance
to write up. It’ll be useful in combination with your ex‐
perimental results, and in the process you’ll be helping
them analyze and interpret their unused data.

You’re ready to start your experiment. They say an hour
in the library is worth a thousand at the bench, and
your preliminary work has let you skip about a third of
what you had initially planned to do. The project gives
credit and attribution to the many people whose work
you are building on and who have helped you so far,
and has beenmade richer from the discussion and half
dozen alternative analyses proposed and linked from
your thread.

Some of the techniques and instruments are new to
you, but you’re able to piece together how they work
by surfing between the quasi‐continuous wikis shared
between federations. Hardware still costs money, but
since most people able to make do with less special‐
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ized scientific instruments because of thewealth of DIY
instrument documentation, and scientists are able to
maintain grant funded nonprofit instrument fabrica‐
tion organizations because their work is appropriately
credited by the work that uses them, it’s a lot less ex‐
pensive. You try out some parameter sets and exper‐
iment scripts in your experimental software linked by
some technical developers in the other fields. You get
to skip a lot of the fine tuning bymaking use of the con‐
textual knowledge: less dead ends on the wrong equip‐
ment, not having to rediscover the subtleties of how the
parameters interact, knowing that the animals do the
experiment better if the second phase is delayed by a
second or two more than you’d usually think. Your ex‐
perimental software lets you automatically return the
favor, linking your new parameters and experimental
scripts as extensions of the prior work.

While you were planning and discussing your exper‐
iment you had been contributing your lab’s comput‐
ing hardware to a computational co‐op so other people
could deploy analyses on it while it was idle. Now you
have some credit stored up and distribute the chunks
of your analysis across the network. It takes a little bit
of tweaking to get some of the more resource‐intensive
analysis steps to work on the available machines. You
don’t have time to organize a full pull request to the
main analysis code, but if someone wants to do some‐
thing similar they’ll be able to find your version since
it’s linked to the main library as well as the rest of your
project.

You combine the various intermediary results you have
posted and been discussing in the forums into a more
formal piece of writing. You need to engage with the
legacy scientific literature for context, so you highlight
the segments you need and make direct reference to
and transclude the arguments that they are making
in your piece. While you’re writing you annotate in‐
line how your work [[extends::@oldWork]] because
it [[hasPerspective::@newDiscipline]]. Some of
your results [[contradict::@oldWork:a-claim]] and
so the people who have published work affirming it are
notified and invited to comment.

There isn’t any need for explicit peer review to confirm
your work as “real science” or not. The social produc‐
tion of science is very visible already, and the smaller
pieces you have been discussing publicly are densely

contextualized by affirmative and skeptical voices from
the several disciplines you were engaging with. You
have @public annotations enabled on my writing, so
anyone reading my work is able to see the inbound
links from others highlighting and commenting on it.
Submitting in smaller pieces with continual feedback
has let you steer your work in more useful directions
than your initial experimental plan, so you’ve already
been in contact with many of the people who would
otherwise have been your biggest skeptics and partially
addressed their concerns. People are used to assess‐
ing the social context of a work: the interfaces make
it visually obvious that work that has few annotations,
a narrow link tree, or has a really restricted circle of
people able to annotate it has relatively less support.
When a previously well‐supported set of ideas is called
into question by new methods or measurements, it’s
straightforward to explore how its contextual under‐
standing has changed over time.

It’s rare for people to submit massive singular works
with little public engagement beforehand. There isn’t
a lot of reward for minimal authorship because the no‐
tion of “authorship” has been dissolved in favor of fluid
and continuous credit assignment — engaging with lit‐
tle prior work andmaking few contributions to the data
and tooling where it would have been obvious to do
so is generally seen as antisocial. They are in the un‐
enviable position of having sunk several years of work
into a flawed experimental design that many people in
the community could have warned about and helped
with, but now since the criticisms are annotated on
their work they likely will have to do yet more work if
they can’t be adequately addressed or dismissed. We
don’t miss the old system of peer review.

It’s clear that you have made a contribution to not only
your field, but several that you collaborated with. Your
project is a lot more than a single PDF: you can see (and
be credited for) the links between data formats, com‐
munities, forum posts, notebooks, analytical tools, the‐
ories, etc. that you created. It’s clear how your work
relates to and extends prior work because you were en‐
gagingwith the structure of scientific research through‐
out. Your work implies further open questions in the
open spaces in the concept graphs of several different
research communities, and can organize future experi‐
ments without the need for explicit coordination.
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There are a dozen or so metrics that are used to evalu‐
ate research and researchers. None of them are exactly
neutral, and there is ongoing debate about themeaning
and use of each since there are so many modalities of
credit in a given person’s graph. There isn’t such a thing
as a proprietarymetric though, becauseno companyhas
amonopoly on proprietary information that they could
saymakes it unique, andwhywould you trust a random
number given by a company when there are plenty of
ways to measure the public credit graphs? It’s relatively
hard to game the system, there aren’t any proprietary
algorithms to fool, and trust is a social process based
on mutual affiliation instead of a filter bubble.

The public inspectability of scientific results, the low‐
ered barriers to scientific communication, and ability
to find research and researchers without specialized
traininghas dramatically changedbetween science and
the public at large. It’s straightforward to find a commu‐
nity of scientists for a given topic and ask questions in
the public community forums. Scientific communica‐
tion resembles the modes of communication most peo‐
ple are familiar with, and have shed some of the stilted
formality that made it impenetrable. There isn’t such
a firm boundary between ‘scientist’ and ‘nonscientist’
because anyone can make use of public data and com‐
munity clusters tomake arguments on the same forums
and feeds that the scientists do with the same mecha‐
nism of credit assignment.

Scientists, buildingnewsystemsof communication and
tooling and then seeding them with their communi‐
ties has provided alternatives to some of the platforms
that dominated the earlier web. The scientists were
able to use some of their labor and funding to over‐
come the development problems of prior alternatives,

so they are just as easy to use as (and much more fun
than) platforms like Twitter and Facebook. Their well‐
documented and easily deployed experimental hard‐
ware and software has empowered a new generation
of DIY enthusiasts, making it possible for many peo‐
ple to build low‐cost networked electronics to avoid the
surveillance of the ad‐based “Internet of Things,” air
quality sensors, medical devices, wireless meshnets,
and so on. The scientists helped make controlling and
using personal data much more accessible and fluid.
We now control our own medical data and selectively
share it as‐needed with healthcare providers. Mass ge‐
netics databases collected by companies like 23andme
and abused by law enforcement slowly fall out of date
because we can do anything the geneticists can do.

By taking seriously the obligation conferred by their
stewardship of the humanknowledgeproject, the scien‐
tists rebuilt their infrastructure to serve the public good
instead of the companies that parasitize it. In the pro‐
cess they did their part ending some of theworst harms
of the era of global information oligopoly.

Most things aren’t completely automatic or infinite, but
you don’t want them to be. It’s nice to negotiate with
your federations and communities, it makes you feel
like a person instead of a product. Being in a silent
room where algorithms shimmer data as a dark wind
friction‐free through the clouds sounds lonely. Nowwe
are the winds and clouds and the birds that gossip be‐
tween them, and all the chatter reminds us that we for‐
got what we were taught to want. You take the hiccups
and errors and dead links as the work of the world we
built together.

Everything is a little rough, a little gestural, and all very
human.
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